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VERSONAL INTERVIEWS
of the Students
of Butler UnLversLty
as presented in
THE 1941 DRIFT
EI)no^-l^-CH[KF: Charles T. Biilz • Business Maivaghii: Herhcrl Spcnmr
PllOTOCllAPllY: Ceiw Di.nin G'l/v Associate I'Jiitor: Niim Swilzer Aht: j\tark Hnlrnum

publication edited by
Information P ec se III
fn lliis hook ice arc goinii >" present lo you. hv
riiiealioiis and answers, some of the lopies. events,
find matters of general inleresi to the students of
Butler UniivrsitY.
The setting is the Fairview Campus as shoivn at
the left. The characters are the students.
So, as you turn these pages, you will get a per-
spective of student life as enacted on the beautiful
Fairview Campus of Butler University.
an a n n u
ubiication edited by the class of '42
I
Architects Drawing
of the New College of
Religion Building
Evidence of Butler's rapid expansion is seen in
the construction of tfie beautiful College of
Religion building whicfi is to be completed by
the fall semester of nineteen hundred forty-one.
A>:^
QUESTION:
Did yim knmv ihtil ISulkr
has. since 18^0. gone under
lliree numes?
ANSW ER: Its original name was the Northwestern Christian i nircrsilv. Itilrr il lais rhnni^ed In liullcr Collcile and
then took its present name of Butler University.
QLESTIOI\: How nuniY acres are on the present Fairriew Campus?
ANStT ER: There die 2 Id iicn-a roniimsed
of the Arthur Jordan Hall, rarimis alhlelic
fields, botanical gardens, and wooded
sections along the citaal.
Co-Ed Chatter
^^^•^
^/-Tulcn L V- tewn
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
cat
Progress and achievement, those twin pillars in the
foundation of Butler University, vividly bring the
center of attention to our Board of Directors, that
body of 20 members, directing the policies of the
university, and providing ways and means for the
mainlainance of the institution.
Through the foresight and generosity of these men
and women another beautiful building has been added
to our 246 acres of rolling campus. Construction of
the new S250.000 College of Religion Building, which
started last necembcr was largeU ma<le possible l)y a
gilt of .*1()0.()0I) hs Mr. William G. Irwin. Columbus,
a member of the Bo:;rd and chairman of the building
committee, and through the untiring efforts of J. W.
Atherton, secretary-treasurer of the university, who
raised -SI 50.001) among Disciples of Christ Church
members of the state.
Lnending are the efforts of this body to build a
better Butler for the future. In 1920 the Board of
Direitors. realizing the necessity of increasing the
endoument and providing new buildings, appointed
a financial secretary. J. W. Atherton. and opened a
dowiitown business office. At this time the assets of
tJK' uni\ersily were a])proximatelv 8600.000. Largely
to liMller's "jack" \lherton. goes the credit of increas-
ing tlie assets of the school from tliat small figure to
Ltectou
about $6,000,000 today's assets. The move to the
Fairview campus in 1928 and the Arthur Jordan
Memorial hall stand as achievements to his splendid
yvork and that of other members of the Board.
Heading this group of distinguished citizens is
Hilton U. Brown, Chairman, who has served the
school for more than 50 years. Known to all for his
loyalty, devotion, and wise leadership of his alma
mater, Mr. Brown has endeared himself to all Butler
alumni.
Death took Dr. James W. Putnam. President
Emeritus of the University. and Judge John A.
Titsworth. members of the Board.
The present membership of the Board consists of
Mr. Brown. President; Emsley W. Johnson. Vice-
president: Mr. Irwin. President of Butler Foimdation:
Mr. Atherton. Secretary-Treasurer: Crate D. Bowen.
Miami, Fla.: Arthur V. Brown; Lee Burns: Earl Craw-
ford. Connersville. Ind.: Edwin Errett. Cincinnati.
Ohio; George A. Frantz; John L. H. Fuller: Glen R.
Ilillis. Kokomo. Ind.; J. I. Holcomb: Hugh T. Miller.
Columbus. Ind.: John F. Mitchell. Greenfield. Ind.:
Peter C. Reilly: Mrs. A. M. Robertson: W. A. Shullen-
berger. Dr. D. S. Robinson. President of the L'ni-
versitN and l']\an B. Vi alker. Alumni Representaliye.
The latter two men were appointed this year.
Ql EST10\: \\ hii is knnwn an the "grand old man" of Butler L niversityY
mn l/i/. <:::A-tkettcn
SECRETARY OF THE BOARD
Board of Directors
John W. Atherton
Crate D. Bowen
Arthur V. Brown
Lee Burns
Earl Crawford
Edwin Errett
John L. II. Fuller
Rev. George A. Frantz
Glen R. Hillis
j. i. holcomb
Willl\m C. Irwin
Emsley W. Johnson
Hugh T. Miller
John F. Mitchell
James W. Putnam (Deceased)
Peter C. Reilly
Mrs. a. M. Robertson
Rev. W. a. Shullenberger
John A. Titsmorth (Deceased)
Till' i'ollowing members sf the Board are not
represented in tlie pietiire;
Daniel S. Robinson
Evan B. Walker
ANSW ER: This distinction is aiven to Hilton U. Broun, irho has served the university for flftv-luo years, and has
been chairman of the Board of Directors since 1903.
I/it tCHilCH.i
DR. DANIEL S-IROBINSON
Upon graduation from Butler in 1910. President
Daniel S. Robinson, who had trained for the ministry,
was ordained that same year into the Christian Church.
Since that eventful time he has served as Lieutenant
in ihe Chaplain's Corps of the U.S. Navv during the
World War, as a member of the Philosophv department
of tlie University of Wisconsin from 1919 to 1922:
at Miami University. Oxford, Ohio, from 1922 to 1929,
and as head of the Department of Philosophv at
Indiana University from 1929 to 1939. and at the
present time is serving as President of this university.
During his early religious career. Dr. Robinson con-
tinued his ministry in churches located in Montana,
New Hampshire, and many other states. He has attend-
ed such institutions of learning as Yale, Harvard, and
Hreslau University in Germany. Two of the honors
he has been awarded are the Bowdin Essay Prize.
«hiif a slud.nl al Harvard in 1916. and the Lit. D.
h<>U(ir;u\ de;;ri-c at Marietta College in 1937.
During the two years that President Robinson has
held office at Butler, he has proven himself worthy
and capable by doing great things for Butler. He is a
progressive leader and an enthusiastic worker for the
benefit of the school and its students. Because of his
determined manner and leadership, he has already
introduced several new ideas. Outstanding among
these are the freshmen sponsorship program which
guides freshmen upon their entrance to Butler and the
new required courses in citizenship and hygiene. He
is also the originator of the annual all-school Halloween
and Valentine parties and the executive force which
pushed forward plans for the student lounge which is
now a reality. His whole-hearted interest in the
activities of the student body and his willingness and
eagerness to please them as a group has won President
Robinson the loyalty and friendship of every student
on Butler's campus. Three cheers for our president!
College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences.
The lu-a.l of llu- Coll.-p- ol' Lihcrul \r(s
and Sciences is Dean Gino A. Kalli. Dean
Kalli slii\es eonslarillv Id proviile fnnda-
nienlal scienlilie and eullural Irainin^j; lor
llic sludenls enrolled in lliis collei;e. A
wide variety of subjecls ma\ be hail, all ol'
which conlribule materially lo llie kno\sl-
edf;c needed in all walks ol' iil'e. Tli<-
liaeheior ol' Arts. Bachelor of Science, and
iiachejor of Mnsic. are the degrees conferred
by (he college upon the students completing
the four year curricula. The M.A.Graduate
degree is given also bv this college.
College of Business
Administration.
The (College of Business Administration
is under the able guidance of Dean Maurice
O. Ross. The objective of the college is to
provide training in business and journalism
for careers in these fields, and to show the
responsibilities that are entailed in ibis «i)rk.
The College of Business Adminislralion
confers the degrees of Bachelor of Science
in Business Administration. Bachelor of
Science in Journalism, and the graduate
degree of Master of Science in Business
Administration.
anKii ].i'A.flHB il^H
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College of Religion.
Dean Frederick D. Kershner. of the
College of Religion at Butler University,
maintains the graduate school to train
students for the ministry and other forms
of religious activities. The college offers
manv professional and cultural oppor-
tunities, and confers the graduate degrees
of Bachelor of Divinity and Master of
Theology. The graduate degrees of Master
of Arts and Master of Science in Religion,
in addition to the undergraduate degree
of Bachelor of Arts in Religion, are also
given.
College of Education.
'r\\f College of Kducation. headed bv
Dean Phillip M. Bail, has as its objectives
the training of teachers for kindergarten,
elementary, and high schools, and for
supervisory and administrative educational
positions. The college furnishes the degrees
of Bachelor of Science and Master of Science
in I'.ducation to students accomplishing the
required work. The college was founded
at liuller L niversity in 1930. and has grown
and widened the scope of its activities since
that time.
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Left to Right:
Barbara Phelps
Allan Dreyer
Betty Rose Martin
Max \\ ildman
Vice-Pres
Trea
Seer
Pres
Emerging in full splendor Ironi a lour \ear chrysalis,
the robed members of the elass of ' 1 1 marched with a
measured commencement tread to the ominous rumble
of war drums. Yours is no ordinary quest, you have
been entrusted with the sacred task, by all Christian
people, of helping to foster and to recreate the forces
of righteousness to a World in wliicli nian\ men bear
the heavy yoke of oppression.
The senior classmen, attired their traditional garb
of cords and jackets, fostered several notable activities.
Principal objective of these senior sponsored events Avas
the preservation of the many traditions of Butler which
thev have learned to love and revere during their four-
vear sojurn. Senior class officers were: president.
Max Wildman: vice-president. Allan Dreyer; secretary,
Barbara Phelps; and Betty Rose Martin, treasurer.
ABTS, HENRY WILLIAM
ALBERT, FRANK JOSEPH
Canton, Ohio
ARMSTRONG, PAUL J.
New Haven, Indiana
Educalion-Hislorv
Football
Basketball
BANGE, BETTY CLAIRE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Kappa Kappa Gamma
BEGHTEL, VELORA I.
Indianapolis, Indiana
General Business
Alfred Marshall Society
BELL, MARY
Indianapolis. 1
Enelish
Delta Delta Del
Y.W.C.A.. Pri
BOOKEDIS, GEORGIA H.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Administration
BRAGG, MILDRED ILENE
BrownsburB, Indiana
Education
Kappa Delta Pi
lerican Chei
talytie Club
mera Club
ith Club
ARCHER, ROLAND W.
Indianapolis, Indiana
ANDRY, CARL FRANKLIN
Tan Kappa Alpha
Y.M.C.A.
Debate Squad
Band Choir
BARRETT, BLANCHALICE
New Augusta, Indiana
Matltetnalics
B.I.A.
Kappa Delta Pi
BARKAN, DINA FRANCES
Fort Harrison, Indiana
Psychotofiy-
Phi Kappa Phi
Spurs
Phi Chi Nu
Kappa Alpha Theta
Commerce Club
Sociology Club
Y.W.C.A.
Women's League
HKNSON, MARY ELIZABETH
Indianapolis, Indiana
Psychology-
\\,,ha Chi Omega
1 W .C.A.
W ..men's League
olle
BOWEN, WILLIAM A.
IndianapoUs, Indiana
Mathematics-German
IMii Delta Theta
rlii Eta Sigma
Math Club
BUCKNER. JULIE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Sociology
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Sociology Club
Y.W.C.A.
BRUNO. CHARLES JOSEPH
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Administration
Freshman Track
I'inkv Inghttm antl
Steve Hack /mrketl on the
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\I,ilh Clul,. \ iie-I're».
Dliih
CLARK. GEORGE MII.BURN
lndiaiiupoli!4, Indiana
American Chemical Society
Calalvlic Cluh, Vice-Pre..'
Uand
Delia Ganima, [
Scarlet Ouill
Sigma Tau Deltr
COLLINS. ROBERT EM.METT
Indianapuli.. Indiana
r.V/icra/ «„„„,,,,
COMDS. LESTER CARROL
Indianapolis, Indiana
Cfnprat Businrss
Varsity Baskclhall
COOKE. FREIDA VIRGIM\
Indianapolis, Indiana
Education
Delta Sifma Thela
CRAFT, FRANCES GIBSON
Linton. Indiana
Education
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1
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Ill ISE EVKLYN
i~. Indiana
CARR, JOHN M.
Indianapolis. Indiana
Bu.5ine.« Administr.
Delta Tau Delta. Pres.
CHRISTENE. VIRGINIA M.
Indianapolis, Indiana
English Literature
Kappa Alpha Theta
CHARLES, JOHN BURDETTE
Orland, Indiana
Rpligion-Greck
B.I.A.
Phi Kappi
Phi Eta Si
Y.M.C.A.
Ministeria
COFFIN. PAUL WILBUR
Millburn, New Jersey
Business Administration
CLAYTON. JACK FRANKLIN
Indianapolis, Indiana
General Business
Sophomore Class Treasurer
Utes Cluh
Varsity Baskelhall
COOK. ELEANOR J.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Kappa Alpha Theta
Phi Chi Nu
.Scarlet Quill
Chimes
CONNER. CORNELIA
Indianapolis. Indiana
Pre-Medical Technology
American Chemical Society
Zoology Club
Math Cluh
Catalytic Club
CRAWFORD. WILLIAM W.
Alfred Marshall So.
CRAVEN, ROBERT FULTON
Auburn, Indiana
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Commerce Club
Philosophy Club
Lambda Chi Alpha
Alfred Marshall So
Commerce Club
DEFENDERFER, DOROTHY
Anderson, Indiana
Delia Gamma, Vice^Pres.
Uiilldog Staff
Sociology Cluh
Women's League
V.W.C.A.
DUKES, FORREST E.
Indianapolis, Indiana
General Business
Phi Delta Theta
Alpha Delta Sigma
1938 Freshman Track Mgr,
1940 Drift Business Mgr.
Commerce Club
DREYER, ALLAN PAUL
Senior Class, Treaa.
EGGERT. WILLIAM CARL
Indianapolis, Indiana
Journalism
Kappa Tau Alpha
Sphinx
Si;ma Delta Chi
Collegian Staff
Phi Delta The
FINK, EVELYN LEONA
New Augusta, Indiana
Education
Kappa Delta Pi
Home Economics Club
Y.W.C.A.
FOSTER, BETTY
Chicago, Illinois
Education
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Omega Tau Alpha, Pres.
Kappa Delta Pi
Debate Team
Y.W.C.A.
FOSTER. BETTY JANE
Indianapolis. Indiana
Delta Delia Delta, Pres.
GARRIGUS, MILDRED F.
Brazil. Indiana
Kappa Beta
GETZ. GERALDINE
Color Guard
GOETZ. MONTREW D.
Latin-PsYchology
Pi Beta Phi
Spurs
Psychology Club
Classical Club
Math Club
GRAY, ESTHER IRENE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Sociology
Delta Delta Delta
Kappa Delta Pi
Sociology Club
KI.KIN, ALICE
Indianapolis, In.
Journalism
Kappa Tau Alpha
Camera Club
Commerce Club
Collegian Stan-
Bulldog StalT
Lambda Chi Alpha
USHER, RAYMOND HOREY. JR.
Indianapolis, Indiana
General Business
Alpha Chi On.
Bulldog Stair
Y.W.C.A.
Alfred Marshall So
Kappa Alpha Theta
;ILMER. GAME M.
Greens Fork, Indiana
Social Sciences
ambda Chi Alpha
GULEFF. METHODY
Indianapolis, Indiana
Physical Education
Phi Delta Theta
Baseball
Football
Basketball
GRIFFITH, DORIS EILEEN
Indianapolis. Indiana
Pi Beta Phi
Commerce Club
Women's League
Y.W.C.A.
-mtai""1n -_ ^
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Dinn Barkan nnti Bill Crm,-
furti Hike time out la louk at
the C.illegian iiivr a toke.
HACK. STEPHEN KI.LIOTT
liidniiiiipnIiK. ln.ri;inii
Pre-Law
Phi Delia Thcln
Captain iif Cheer Leaders
'EL. LIESELOTTE
leraun. Indiana
'rrman-Eniilish
lan Chih
an Club
ra Club
IIARnAlOII. PECGY L.
HAHROD, JOEL ELLSWORTH
Spanish Club
Camera Club
Drift Staff
\1. RICHARD F.
HODGE. MARY JANE
Sacitylogy
Kappa Alpha Theta
Sociology Club
Women's League
Y.W.C.A.
HUESING. HOMER PAUL
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Administration
B.l
: Club
Y.M.C.A.
Hl'RD. BURGESS McLEOD
Indianapolis. Indiana
Irfminislro/ion
ThePhi Dilt;
l tea
Alfred Marshall So
Student Council
Commerce Club
JOHNSON. BILL
JOHNSON. MARY C.
Indianapolis. Indiana
Business Adminislrat
HAMILTON. WILLIAM T.
Louisville. Ky.
Kappa Kappa Gan
French Club
Philosophy Club
HARDIN, JAMES RUSSELL :
Indianapolis, Indiana
Mathematics
J
Delta Tau Delta '
Sphinx I
Utes
HARDIN. BETTY
Shclbyville. Indian
Kappa Kappa Gamn
Commerce Club
Home Economics Cli
W.
HICKS, A. ELIZABETH
Gihsonia. Pennsylvania
Education
Kappa Delta Pi
Sigma Chi. Pres.
Chief Pow.Wow
Commerce Club
Bulldog Staff
Basketball. Baseball
HOUGHLAND. JOHN
Scottsburg, Indiana
Business Admin
HOGAN, RAYMOND EARL
Indianapolis, Indiana
Education
B.I.A.. President
Y.M.C.A.
JAMES. DORTHA JEAN
Indianapolis, Indiana
Education
Delta Delta Delta
Kappa Delta Pi
INGHAM. JANET ANN
Indianapolis. Indiana
Home Economics
K.M.pa Alpha Theta, Pres.
I'lUl Relays Queen
I'.mliellenic Council
W. .men's League
^.W.C.A.
JONES, DOROTHY J.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Education
Delta Delta Delta
W.A.A.
Women's League
Y.W.C.A.
JOHNSON, VIRGINIA MARY
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Administration
Alpha Chi Omega
Bulldog Staff
Camera Club
Women's League
KEISER. BARBARA C.
Shelhyyille. Indiana
Business Administratic
Kappa Alpha Theta
Scarlet Quill. Pres.
Chimes
KENNF.Y. FLORENCE GATES
lodia..;ip..li«. Indiana
I'n- Medical Teclmolog.v
Newman Cluh
Catalytic Club
Zoology Club
Women's League
Y.W.C.A.
LANE, JOHN
IndioniipolU. Indii
Business Attmin
LANGLEY. LUCILLE
IiKlianapoMs. Indiana
Education
Trianon, President
LEDBETTER, BETTER ROSE
Broken Arrow, Oklahoma
Kappa Beta
LIGHT, JEAN SNYDER
Indianapolis, Indiana
Kappa Alpha Theta
LODER. LOIS JANE
Kokomo, Indiana
Education
Alpha Chi Omega
Sociology Club
Commerce Club
Women's League
Y'.W.C.A.
MARSHALL, ANN
Indianapolis. India
Business Admini
Alpha Chi Omega
MARTIN, BETTY ROSE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Sociolo^
Kappa Kappa Gaoima, Prcs.
~ irlel Quill
Chii
MEYER, ESTELLE ANNA
Alfred Marshall So
McCRAY, JAMES '
Bluirton, Indiana
Physical Educatii
Varsitv" Basketball
LEAVELL, ANNAMAE
North Liberly. Indian
Religion
Kappa Beta
Gospel Team
Judiciary Council
LAN'SLEY, DANNA JEAN
-French
Delta Tau Delta
Philokurian Society, Pres.
Haworlh History Cluh
Le Cercle Francais
Bulldog Stall
LESLIE, FRANCES ROSEMARY
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Administration
Zeta Tau Alpha
Women's League
Y.W.C.A.
Pi Beta Phi
Theta Sigma Ph
Collegian Staff
Bulldog Staff
Spanish
Kappa Kappa Gam
W.A.A.
Bulldog Staff
Spanish Club. Pres.
Y.W.C.A. Cabinet
MARTZ. RALPH JAY
Frankfort. Indiana
English
Administration
Phi Delt;
Golf
Haworth Club
McDowell, margaret
Indianapolis, Indiana
Home Economics
Kappa .4lpha Theta
W.A.A.
BulldogStaff
Y.W.C.A.
MrDONALD. VIRGIL
Indianapolis. Indiana
History-English
Student Fellowship, Treas.
Haworth History Cluh
Y.M.C.A.
Jack Clayton puts on that
"tiinning smile" for Betty
Foster- Burdette Charles talks
it over iiith Peggy Harhaugh.
Chemiiln
U.I. A.
Phi Chi Nu
American Cheni
Catalytic Club
W.A.A.
MORTON. LOIS M.
Home Economic
Alpha Chi Omega. Prca.
O'NAN. THOMAS CIIAIiLE.'^
OWENS. BETTY LOUISE
Hiaronr-Spanish
Spanish Club
Women's League
PAUL, MARY FRANCES
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Administration
Zeta Tau Alpha, Pres.
Panhellenic Council
W.A.A.
.Sociology Club
Commerce Club
PFAFF. LOUIS HARLAN
Fort Dodge. Iowa
Business Administration
PFARRER. JOAN
Indianapolis. India
Home Economics
Kappa Alpha Theta
PRESECAN, WALTER
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Ailministrntii
Lambda Chi Alpha
Commerce Club
Varsity Football
PURKHISER. IIARKY R.
Willard, Ohio
Physical Education
Lambda Chi Alpha, Pros.
Blue Kev
Sphinx
Student Council
Varsity Football
RENZ, ROBERT MIKESELL
appa Delta Pi. Pres.
B Ccrrle Franeais
erman Club, Pres.
RUTAN, Lons l)OMl\M
Indianapolis. hwhaiK.
Music K.luctu.i,
1(1 rilKHKllHl). \1 M)GE A.
ln.lian:.|.oli9. Indiana
Enidtsh
Sipnia Tau Delta. Pres.
NSS
Flving Club
NEAT. LYLE C.
Fort Wayne, Indiai
Physical Edilcniii
Varsity Basketball
OSTLLND. WILLIAM C.
Phi Delta Theta. Pres.
1940 Drift Editor
OSTLUND. ROBERT 0-
Webster City, Iowa
Business Administralio:
Phi Delta The
Sopho i President
Relay Managei
PAPPAS. WILLIAM ANGELLOS
Indianapolis. Indiana
Business Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Commerce Club
Y.M.C.A.
PHILLIPS, ROBERT W.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Administration
Kappa Kappa Psi
Commerce Club
Band
PHELPS. BARBARA JANE
Kokomo. Indiana
English
Kappa Alpha Theta
Y.W.C.A.. Vice-Pres.
REED. MARGARET JEA
Lopansport, Indiana
Home Economics
Pi Epsilon Phi, Pres.
Home Economics Club
Philharmonic Choir
RABOLD. JOHN EDWARD
Indianapolis, Indiana |
Physical Education
Lambda Chi Alpha
Kappa Delta Pi
Sphinx
Varsity Football
RUSHTON, DORIS JEA1>
Indianapolis, Indiana
ROUDEBUSH. RICHARD L.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Commerce Club
Y.>uns Republican Club
Y.M.C.A.
Republican Club
SCHRADER. JOAN M.
IndianupoliB. Indiana
Eilucalion
Kappa Alpha Tbela
Women's League
Republican Club
SHEARER. KENNETH W
.
Indianapolis. Indiana
Business Ailministralion
Sigma Nu
SHERMAN. CAROL A.
Indianapolis. Indiana
Home Economics
Delta Delta Delta
Junior Class Secretary
Home Economics Club
W.A.A.
Y.W.C.A.
SMYRNIS. TULA
Alfred Ma
MSS
Y.W.C.A.
SQUIRES. PAUL RICHARD
Indianapolis. Indiana
Sigma Delta Cbi. Pres.
Alpha Phi On
Edit of Colle,
STEWART. JAMES EUGENE
Indianapolis. Indiana
Physical Education
Blue Key
Sphinx
Utes
appa
STRIEBY. HYLA HADLEY
Indianapolis. Indiana
English
Pre-Medic
Phi Delta Theta
Classical Club
Zoology Club
Chemistry Club
German Club
TANZOLA. MARIETTA
Fort Harrison. Indiana
Business Administralioi
Helen Ruth Berry soaks up
some sun as well as knowledge
between classes.
SCIFRES. JARVIS W.
Little York, Indiana
SKULEAN. AUGUSTINE
Anderson, Indiana
Business Idminislrolion
Commerce Clob
Spanish Club
Football
Haseball
llaskelball
SMALLEY. EUGENE L.
Indianapolis. Indiana
American Chemical Society
STANFIELD. ELIZABETH
Indianapolis. Indiana
Physical Education
Phi Chi Nu
Student Fellowship
W.A.A.
SOBBE. DONALD J.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Adminisir
Delta Tau Delta
Student Council
SWAILS. FRANCES
Indianapolis, Indiana
Physical Education
Pi Beta' Phi
SWAGER, RALPH WILLIAM
Charleston, West Virginia
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Varsity Football
THOMPSON. THOMAS H.
Indianapolis. Indiana
Delta Tau Delta
.-Irfmi;
Phi Delta Theta
Bulldog Stair
'I'be picture of a modern little
school girl—Miss Carol Sher-
TICl'SAN. JOHN. JR.
Indiituapolitt, Indinim
Buwnraj A<lminislral
Phi Dcltu Thcla
Commerce Club
Foolbull. Student Mnnag
TODD. WILMA JEAN
liidiannpnIiH. Indiana
H.I.
A."
Camera Club
W AGONEH. IIARLESS
Indianapolis. Indiana
//.5(orv./>/ii7osup/iv
WEISS. LUCILLE JA.MIESON
Indianapolii. Indiana
Enfilisb'Zoology
Pi Beta Phi
Spur.
WHITE. WINIFRED E.
Indianapolis. Indiana
Delta Delta Del"?'"
Pi Epsilon Phi f
Women's Leasuc. Pres.
Judiciary Council
Color Guard
WILDMAN, MAX EDWARD
Pern. Indiana
Econ,imi,s-Pre.Law
Sigma Chi. Pres.
19 H Senior Class, Pres
Ute.. President
Thespis, President
Editor of Bulldog
WILLIAMS, JANET
Indianapolis, Indiana
Ettucalion
Zeta Tau Alpha
Bulldos Staff
Loyalty Legion
VOING. MILDRED ROBERTA
Indianapolis. Indiana
Pre-Moilieal TecUiiology-
Kappa Beta. Vicc-Prcs.
Trianon
W.A.A.. President
Zoology Club
Republican Club
RK\(). JOHN S.
WOLF. JOHN II.
Indian.pnlis. Indiana
r„;„Tnl BiKinrss
Mplia Phi llni.'ia
lilH/ lllril: GALE
l..-I.M,,M...l.- h.diana
-l.ii Cliil,
TRIPP, BETTY AYRES
Alfred Marshall
Colic,
Y.W.C.A.
W.A.A.
aff
What used to be and what is now mav be
referred to asthe Fairview Amusement Park of
many vears ago and the Fairview campus of
Butler today. Acres o( amusement including
a merry-go-round, concession stands, a deer
park, a pony track, a band stand, with many
other features have all been Iranslormed into
the halls of knowledge. One of the many
campus features today that has not been
transformed from the old park is the formal
garden just north of Jordan Hall. This garrlen
with the fountain and fish pond was an added
attraction after liutler was moved north
from Irvington.
Many a Sunday afternoon, in spring, sum-
mer, or autumn, one could find laughing
children in colorful array accompanied by
their parents, and young couples with locked
arms taking advantage of the recreation the
park had to offer.
A band stand was located north of the
formal garden with the deer park northeast,
and the concession stands near. A diving
tank was located at what is now the southeast
corner of .Jordan Hall. The snow white
horses. King and Queen, were featured weekly
in their daring act into a water tank from a
ramp several feet above. Benches and picnic
grounds could be seen in various places about
the park. On top of the north ridge, over-
looking the canal, now the present site of the
College of Religion building, were the merry-
go-rounds, with a restaurant to satisfy hungry
patrons. Below this point, a bowling alley
was situated.
The present Botanical Gardens farther north
on the campus, with its extensive lawns and
flower beds, is a very different place from the
wilderness that preceded it. which was origin-
ally the site of a famous pony track. Here the
youth of Indianapolis used to ride in the olden
days. \l has long been abandoned for
the gardens and even the road has disappeared.
Fairview Park was sold to Butler in 1924
when it was abandoned b) the Indianapolis
Railroad Company. In the fall of 1928 the
Butler University of today took over its new
campus location which has still kept tiie old
name, the Fairview campus.
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/.<:// („ Kinhl:
John 1'etrie
Mary Kersh^er
Richard Fri echtemcht
Doris Brabender
n
c
Secretary
President
Vice-President
riic .liinior Class lonlribiilcd iiianv outslaiuling
members not only to athletics but to various campus
aclivilies. It promises well to uphold the dignity of
tlie lirsl wearers ol the cap ami gown of IJutler Uni-
versil\
.
The "Prom." the cJImkix ciI ihc social \car. uas in
no way overshadoweil li\ an\ iin\ioMs scliool dances.
Through tmtiring efforts on the part of the committee
in charge, of which Paul AFcCIellan was chairman,
this dance held on April 18 will long be remembered.
The president of the class was Richard Fruechte-
nichl: Doris Brabender served as vice-president; John
Pelric took care of the class treasury; and Mary
Kershner wrote the class minutes.
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AMBUHL. WILMA
Indi.ini.poli,, In.liuna
Etluealiuii
Pi Beta Phi
Kappa Delta Pi
Kappu Beta
Women's League
iiM)<;i,pi. iiahbaha
l"'li^"'"|...li.. In.liana
IKTll
'li». Inrliana
K^ipp.i Kiippa (;unima
Phii^l;:.^'""
Commerce Club
Women's Leajrue
Y.W.C.A.
BE\HAM, JEAN DORIS
Indianapolin. Indiana
Eilunlion
Alpha Chi Omeea
College of Education
Council
Y W.C.A.
BLASENGYM,
MARIAN E.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Psychology
BOWMAN, DAVID S
Veeder»bure, Indiana"
Delta xTu'Ddta
BALAY. LOUI
Indianapolin.
Etlucation
Kappa Delia Pi
Cla»»ieal Cluh
Choir
Y.W.C.A.
BIGGERT. BETSY
IndianapoliB. Indiana
Physical Education
Kappa Alpha Theta
Hawonh History Cluh
Sociology Cluh
BOSART, PEGGY
BOYCE, MORRIS JOHN
Kokomo. Indiana
Business
Administralion
His.
Lambda Chi Alphi
Tau Kappa Alpha
Loyalty Legion
History Club
Bulldog Staff
BRIDGEWATER.
, J
SARAH
Indianapolis, Indiana
English-French
Student Fellowshin
BELKMAP. HAKBAHA
Webster Groye,. Mo.
Education
Pi Beta Phi
Judicial Council
Women's League
Y.W.C.A.
BISHOP. HARRIET R.
Zodogy
German Club
Y.W.C.A.
BOSLER, LUCILLE
Indianapolis. Indiana
Education
Kappa Alpha Theta
BRABENDER. DORIS M.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Speech
Junior Class, Vice-pree.
Kappa Beta
Debate Team
W.A.A.
BUCHANAN. VIRGINIA
Danyille. Indiana
English.History
Shirlev St. Pierre. Jane Howe, ami Barbara
Fredrickson neglect the B.M.O.C.'sfora merepup.
CHRISTENA, ROSS W.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Journalism
CHENOWETH, HELEN Phi Delta Theta
Indianapolis. Indiana Alpha Delta Sigma
Home Economic, Collegian Staff
BUTZ, CHARLES T. Delta Camma Bulldog, promotion mgr.
Indianapolis. Indiana Pi Epeilon Phi Drift Staff
Political Science Home Economic. Club
Phi Delia Theta Women's Leaeuc
Sphinx Cluh Y.W.C.A.
Ulea Cluh, Pre«.
19H Drift Editor
Y.M.C.A.. Vice-Pres.
COOPER. KATHERINE
Franklin. Indiana
Hislorv
CLAIRMONT. GE\E .\. Delta Delta Delta
Indianapolis, Indiana Kappa Beta, Pres,
English Democratic ClubCHRISTMAN, ELOISE Kappa Kappa Gamma Women-. League
Indianapolis, Indiana Chimes Y.W.C.A.
Education
Trianon Bulldog Stan-
Y.W.C.A. Loyalty Legion
Admii
B.I.A.
Band
Y.M.C.A.
Sphinx
Bulldog, Busii
Alpha Chi On
DEPUTY. JAMES FRED
Seymour. Indiana
Physical EilucalionDeHART. MAGNOLIA Phi Delta Theta
New Augusta. Indiana Ites
DEERY. MARYANNE EnslishPi Beta Phi .Student CouncilBasketball
Indianapolis, Indiana
History
Phi Chi Nu Baseball
Delta Delta Delta Spurs
-Newman Club Philharmonic Choir
Democratic Club
Women's League
DERANIAN. LUCIE
Indianapolis. Indiana
Loyalty Legion
Zoology Club
Y.W.C.A.
W.A.A.
DOBSON. ILLENE
Thorotown. Indiana
History
DIETRICH. JEANNE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Kappa Alpha Theta
Philokurian Club
Philosophy Cluh
Republican Club
DILLON. MARGARET
Bridgeport, Indiana
Enfilish
DOYLE. WILLIAM J.
ESSER. LILLIAN P
f:\niiii. \NN \
lii'l.M,.,,...],-. I.Mllana
Indianapolis. Indiana
Education
1)1. A.
KliLK. \1AIIV J VNE
Indianapolis. Indi.ina l<.'im'l.'M,-:,ri'l'i',','l',
Kappa Beta
Education
^ .w .<:. \.Kappa Delia PI
Camera Club
Republir.n, Club
Women-, League
Y.W.C.A.
FARMER. JAMES E.
EVMin. JOHN EDW.
In,li;,„.p„|i.. Indiana
Indianapolis, Indiana
Journalism
Sigma Delta Chi
Collegian E.litor
EVANS. DOROTHY A. s'rii'io' '(''r 1910 Student Direclorv.
Indianapolis. Indiana
Home Economics
I'l'.'-'cioi,"
'
-Mplia Plii OmcL'i Pre
Editor
Y.M.C.A. Cabinet
Kappa Alpha Theta Newman Club. Pre '
Y.W.C.A.
MOt.DMAN. IIAIUilSON
IlKluillllpoJiH liwlj
z„.,(„«v. ;(;,„„„ '
>I..ini-h Chil. FI.VNN. JACK JULTAN
^1.1(1,111 l)ir,il..r> Sl;ilT kokomo. Indiana
^ .M.C.A. f'livsirtil Eflurutinn
Sigma Chi
Ute» Clul,
.Sphin,
Repuhh.an Clol,
Foori:. \i. Till II \i \^
ln'li..nap..li«. Ir.di......
/,,„„„„„,
^
Traek Delia Delta Delia
Commerce Clul.
Women-, League
Y.W.C.A.
FOREHAND,
FLORENCE E.
Kokomo. Indiiina
English
Wo,„r„-» League
FO.STKR. MAHIIIELLE
Indianapolis. Imliana
Y.W.C.A. Mnlln-nmlirs
Zela Tau Alpha
Phi Chi No
Math Clul.
Phil.>knrian
FOX, JAMES ROLAND
Indianapolis, Indiana
Education
Y.W.C.\. Newman Club
Collegian Staff
FO.X, JOAN
Indianapolis, Indiana
Genfral Rusinpss
Kappa Alpha Tliela FRUECHTENIGHI-. D
lllue Gills Fort Wayne. IndianaWomen-. League Bu„„e,s
Y.W.C.A. Administration
Phi Delta Theta FUNKE, MARY JO
Junior Class President Tipton, Indiana
Ules Cluh Prc-Nursing
Sphinx Clul. Newman Club
Football. Baskelhall Thespis
Zoology Club
i;lLI!ERT. LEILA JEAN
Kushville. Indiana
Education
Delia Delta Delta GOODLET. JANE L.Women-H League Indianapolis, Indiana
Y.W.C.A.
B.I.A."'""'
Botany Club GRAHAM, BETTY' J.Women-, League Indianapolis, Indiana
Y.W.C.A. Education
Alpha Chi Omega
Camera Club
Sociology Club
Women-s League
Y,W.C,A.
i;UAIlA\T. JANET B.
I".li.,„,,|,„li,, Indiana
Kap|,a Al|,ha Tlieta GRAY. RICHARD C.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Economics
Sigma Chi
Spanish Club GULEFF, MENKA
Commerce Clnh Indianapolis, Indiana
Republican Club Sperch
Y.M.C.A. Kappa Delta Pi
Tau Kappa Alpha
W,A.A,
Debate
GLTHRIDGE. Sl'E J.
In.lianapoliH. Indiana
E,lur,i,ion
Alpha Chi Omega (;i Y. (;ene DIXON
Kappa Delta Fi Indianapolis, Indiana
English
I'hilcBophv Chlh
Hulldog.Stall-
Phi Delta Theta
Camera Club, President HACKERD, JEAN M,
Drift, Photo Editor Indianapolis, Indiana
Home Economics
Kappa Alpha Theta
Women-s Council
Catalytic Cluh
Home Economics Club
Y.W.CA,
Jack Evnrd. Jnan Hixon. rind .Jackie Ymuia
come back Hi a class jrnm the "C".
HELM, LARENCE
St. Louis, Mo.
Accounting
HILL. CHARLES T.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Botany
HOWE, JANE
Indianapolis, In<
Enelish.MusU
Alpha Chi Omeoa
Bulldog Stair
Sociology Cluh
Women's League
Y.W.C.A.
JACOBI, ROBERT H.
Greenfield, Indiana
E,lucali,,n
Phi Delta Thela
Ules Cluh
Sphinx Cluh
Catalylie Club
Zoology Cluh
Business
Ailm
Alpha Chi Ouiej,-;
Bulldog Staff
Camera Cluh
Cotnnicree Cluh
Loyalty Legion
KENDALL, FRANK
B.I. A.
Loyally Le
y.M.CA.
HERETH, MAHV ANN
Indianapolis. Indi.in.i
Spanish-Hisii.r^
HILLRING, OSCAR F.
South Bend, Indiana
Physical Education
Lambda Chi Alpha
Panhellenic Cou
Collegian Staff
French Club
HUNT. ELIZABETH S.
Dayton, Ohio
Speech
Delta Gamma
Bulldog Stair
Thespis
Women's League
JOHNSON, VIRGINIA
Indianapolis, Indiana
Home Economics
Zoology Cluh
Sigma Nn
Chccrlca.lci
Student All
loounttnn
rhi lOra Sigma
Le Cercle Franc
Newman Club
National Acroni
III<;D0N. MARY E
Indianapolis. India
Ennlish
Delta Gamma
Choir
Y.W.C.A.
HOLEMAN, MARK M
Indianapolis, Indiana
Political Science
Phi Delta Tbeta
JOHN, JAMES L
KASSLER, JOE
KING, MARIAN M
Ki.orz. niiLLii- c.
Nohl.-«ill,-. In.liana
r„li,ii„l .S, ,>„,,. KRUEGER, HARRIET
Siyiua (^lii Indianapolis, Indiana
.Sphinx Clul, Home Economics
' Alpha Delia Sigma Delia Delta Delta
liiilhlog Slair Bulldog Staff
AlT.ha Phi Omega Zoology Club KRUSE, WILLIAM G.
Thespis Fort Wayiic, Indiana
1
Home Economics Club Accountinfi
Lambda Chi Alpha
Spanish Club
Thespis
Football
Track
LAWSON. MARY E.
'"Eiiucallm LEAGIE. DtJROTHY
Alpha Chi Omega Indianapolis, Indiana
Camera Club Speech
Women's League Kappa Delta Pi
Y.W.C.A. Thespis
Debate LETT, RUTH ANN
1
Band Indianapolis, Indiana
Business
Administration
Zeta Tau Alpha
Bulldog Staff
Loyalty Legion
LOOKABILL, MARY A.
[ndianapolis, Indiana
Eilucanon LUPTON, BETTY J.
Kappa Kappa Gamma Indianapolis, Indiana
|
Chimes Journalism
Spurs Theta Sigma Phi
Kappa Beta Phi Chi Nu
Bulldog Staff
1
Collegian Staff MARKIN, TOM
North Vernon, Indiana
Journalism
Delta Tau Delta
Sigma Tau Delta
Sphinx Club
Utes Club
Collegian Staff
MAROI'T. MARY
Indianapolis, Indiana
E<li,c,inoii MATHIESON, LOIS J.
Kappa Alpha Theta Atlanta, Georgia
Chimes Business
Spurs Administration
Drift Staff Kappa Alpha Theta
Blue Gills Phi Chi Nu MEREDITH. JANE
W.A.A. Spurs Indianapolis, Indiana
Color Guard Sociology
Lovaltv Legion Pi Beta Phi
Y.W.C.A. Sociologv Club
Bluegills
Women's League
Y.W.C.A.
McCLELLAM. PAUL
Marion. Indiana
Business McCLURG, PAULA J.
Administration Indianapolis, Indiana
1 Sigma Nu Education
Soph. Class Treas. Zeta Tan Alpha
19.H Jr. Prom Chairman Bulldog Staff
Sphinx Loyalty Legion MILLER. H. JEAN
Football Women's League Indianapolis, Indiana
V.W.C.A. Home Economics
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Thespis
Republican Club
Women's League
V.W.C.A.
Carefree Lucy Hosier (irid Bob Jucobi are not
thinking of exams today.
mP M^nB
MILI.IKIN ir. JENKS
Cayufa. I .liana
Acrounl "«
MITCHELL. D()LL^
InHianapolir), Tiidian
English
Kappa Beta
Phi Chi IV u
Lc CiTcle Francain
Women'8 League
Y.W.C.A.
M.
MOHR. RICH/*
Indianapolis, I
Journalism
Sigma Delta Chi
Sigma Tau DelU
Collegian, city e
Bulldog Staff
MOIIltl.'i ELEANOR
l),Il., D.lla De
MYERS. CAROLYN J.
IndianapoliB, Indiana
Home Economics
Delta Oamma
Camera Club
Home Economics Cluh
Women's League
Y.W.C.A.
NOIRET. WINSTON A.
Elgin. Illinois
NORRIS. MAX S.
Indianapolis, Indi:
Pre-Medical
OSTERMEVER.
DOROTHY
Indianapolis. Indiana
Speech
Trianon
Phi Chi Nu
Dchatc
Thespis
PENNAK. HELEN L.
Indianapolis. Indiana
Education
Sigma Tau Delta
Kappa Delta Pi
MSS
Republican Club
PALMER. JOE M.
Indianapolis. India
Business
Phi Delta Theta
Philharmonic Choir
Band
PERT. ELIZABETH
Indianapolis. Indiana
Education
Delta Delta Delta
MOSSEY'. HAROLD
nan Club
>tball
eball
Sphinx Club. Pres.
Utes Club
Bulldog, Editor
Collegian Staff
ODRAIN. ELLEN
Indianapolis, Indiai
English-Latin
B.I.A.
Phi Chi Nu
Sigma Tau Delta
Classical Club
Student Affairs Comn
FLETCHER. VIRGINIA
Delphi, Indiana
Education
Alpha Chi Omega
Thespis
Cbi
Won > Leagu
POE, VIRGIN! \ I.. I'OIM'F.N
Indianapolis, Indiana
5/>cc(7i-/,ati/i
B.I.A,
Tau Kapiia Alpha Trianon
Clas.ic.,1 Cluh W.A.A.
Debate. Student Mgr. Y.W.C.A
POIT.OS. ELI AS
Indianapoli.. In
Finance
Spanish Club
Commerce Club
IMUII.MANN, CAHI. l\
ROBINSON. CHESTER
Indianapolis, Indiana
Finance
Zeta Tau Alpht
Bulldog Slatr
RUEGAMER, HELEN
Bulldoii Stair
Home Econoni
Y.W.C.A.
Lambda Chi Alpha
Commerce Club
Football
Philokurian Chimes RYAN, MARJORIE
Loyalty Legion Spurs Indianapolis, Indian
Theta Sigma Phi. Pres English
Phi Chi Nu. Prcs. Delta Delta Delta
Student Council Phi Chi Nu
Chimes
German Club
Thespis
Color Guard
SANDERS, BETTIE L.
West LaFayette, Ind.
Education
Alpha Chi OmeTa SANDERS. THELMA
Philharmonic Choir Indianapolis. Indiana
Butler Flying Club English
Women's League
Y.W.C.A. SCHERER. RICHAl
Alpha Phi Omega
Equiteers
SCHUMACHER. W. H.
Louisville. Ky.
Physical Education
Sigma Nu SEWARD. JEANNE C.
Sphinx Indianapolis. Indiana
Varsity Basketball English
Tennis Team Delta Gamma
Bulldog Stan- SEXSON, VIOLET M.
Student Council Indianapolis, Indiana
Equiteers Education
Women's League
Y.W.C.A.
SHELBY. MARY HKRR
Lcl,.inon. Indiana
Education
Kappa Alpha Theta SHELHORN.HARRIETT
IndianaEolis. Indiana
English—
Physical Education
Pi Beta Phi SHELTON. RUBY
Kappa Delta Pi Indianapolis. Indiana
Soph. Class Vice-Pres. Botany-Latin
Bulldog Staff Phi Chi Nu
Color Guard Kappa Beta
Thesips Botany Club
Classical Club
Boh Rohorls (mil Muiiiin Blasengvm resting on
the "Jelly Hall" sKiirs.
SHEWALTER, HI III J.
[ndianapoliB, Indiana
Sociology
Home Economica CInl.
Sociologv Club
Women's League
SHIPLEY, WILLIAM L.
Plii Delta The
SMELSER, JEAN
SHIRK, EMMA J.
Indianapnlie. Indu
EilucMion
Kappa Alpha Theta
Sociology Club
SILBERMAN. JOAN
Spurs
Pi Epsilon Phi
Bluegills
Bulldog StalT
TheBpis
Loyally Leg
Drift Staff
SOCWELL. MARY
Indianapolis, Indi.
Business
Adminislration
SMITH, GEORGIANNA Kappa Alpha Theta
Indianapolix, Indiana Spurs
Businrss Bluegills
SMITH, BETTE E. Administralion Women's League
Indianapoliet, Indiana Tbespis Y.W.C.A.
English
Kappa Alpha Thela
SPITZ, JOHN FRANCIS
SPIEGEL. GEORGE Commerce Cluh
Indianapolis, Indiana Republican Club
History
SPENCER. HERBERT Sigma Nu
Indianapolis, Indiana Phi Eta Sigma
Business
Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Sphinx
Student Direetorv, Editor
I9H Drift, Business Mgr.
Alpha Phi Omega
STAYTON, PATRICIA A.
Indianapolis. Indiana
Home Economics
Kappa Kappa Gamma
STARKS. WILLIAM 0. Panhellenic Council
Indianapolis. Indiana Women's League
Pre. Med Y.W.C.A.
STAIR, MARY C. Equiteers
Indianapolis, Indiana American Chemical Soc.
Home Eronomics Philokurian
Kappa Kappa Gamma Alpha Delta Sigma
Spurs Bulldog Stair
Phi Epsilon Phi
Philokurean Society
Thespie
SULLIVAN. CHARLES
Indianapolis, Indiana
Accounting
Phi Eta Sigma
STRATMEN. LOIS L. Newman Club
Indianapolis. Indiana
Business
St. PIERRE, SHIRLEY Administration
Indianapolis, Indiana
Education
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Bluegills
Swimming Team
TERRY. MARGARET
Indianapolis. Indiana
Education
SWITZER. MNA A. Pi Beta Phi
Indianapolis, lu.liana Ciillegian Slaff
English Philharmonic Choir
SWEENEY, Trianon Thespis
BERNADETTE M. Kappa Beta Y.W.C.A.
Indianapolis, Indiana 19.11 Drift. Assoc. Editor
Home Economics Student Directory Staff
Delta Delta Delta Concert Band
Newman Cluh
Home Economics Club
W.A.A.
Y.W.C.A.
THORNBURGH, JOHN
Indianapolis, Indiana
TEX. lu ^ (iu\i \\ Business
Snull rl. In.l.a.ia Administration
Education Phi Delta Theta
TEWET. ROBERT II. Baseball Y.M.C.A. Cabinet
Michigan City. Ind. Commerce Club
Business
Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Alpha Phi Omega
TOELLE. LOWELL R.
South Uend. Indliinii
PliYsiral Eiluraliun
L^nilida Clii Alphu
WW w^' &> ^^^^^H^^^^^HV^Vk -^J^Pl ^^^^^L ^ * Klli^i^^ 9I^B.v A
'H
^^fJSL:;t»wFw^^ff\n f Bnam
I'KACY, KOBEHT 11.
Whilcland. Indiana
Business
THLS'IY. STANLEY
Illdiana|>uM». Indiana
Advertisinn
Alpha Delta Sipnia
Loyalty Legion
UulldoE, lluR. Mer.
ULRICH, KOliERT P.
_
Indianapolis, Indiana
' General Business
Sigma Chi
Thespie WAGLE, CAT11EHI^E
Republican Club New Augusta, Indiana
Home Economics
B.I.A. WAGNER, JUANITA
Kappa Beta Indianapolis, Indiana
Pi Epailon Phi English-French
Welwvn Le Cercle Francais
Assl. "to Oi-an of Wompn
WELSH. MARJORIE C.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Zootony-
Delta Gamma
Zoologv Club WILEY. MARY C.
Newman Club Prescott. Arizona
Sociolosv Club English
Catalvtic Club Pi Beta Phi. President WILHITE. ELMER D
Sigma Tau Delta Indianapolis. Indiana
WOODS. DAVID
Indianapolis. Indiana
Adminislralion
Delta Tau Delta WRATTEN, CURTIS R.
Alpha Phi Omega Indianapolis, Indiana
Ules Accounting
Football, Sr. Mgr. Phi Eta Sigma YATES, MARY HELEN
Relays Indianapolis, Indiana
Education
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Panhellenic Council
Student Council
Drift Stair
YOUNG. MARJORIE
Anderson, Indiana
Kappa Kai>pa Gamma
Thespis FISHER, DOROTHY A.
Bluegills Indianapolis, Indiana
Women's League Education
Y.W.C.A. Pi Beta Phi HARTMAN. MARY T.
Spurs Indianapolis. Indiana
Kappa Beta Business
Y.W.C.A. Cabinet Administration
Women's League, Sec. Kappa Alpha Theta
Women's League
Y.W.C.A.
KOCH, ROBERT
Koch, Robert
Indianapolis. Indiana
Business
Administration
Newman Club, President MARONE, DOROTHY
Indianapolis. Indiana
Education
Newman Club SCHWOMEYER. H.
Home Ec.nomirs Club Indianapolis. Indiana
Phrsical Education
Sphinx'
Utes
Y.M.C.A.
Student Council
Varsity Basketball
STEPHENS. MARY M.
Indianapolis, Indiana
English-Latin
Alpha Kappa Alpha
WEAVER. GEORGE
c~>cpkeHiote \^-^ia^^
U
Loft to Ripht:
Virginia Price
. . Secretary
Marian Wilcox Vice-President
Vl ILLIAM MacDoNALD President
John Heflin .... Treasurer
"Not a rhine yet still not an upperclassman" is the
expression which so aptly explains the sophomore
student's "midway" dilemma. Nevertheless, with
half of their college career alread\ heloiifiiiif; to iheir
memories, these students have had lirmK iiiiplanle<l
within them the love ol their alma mater and a desire
to accept the responsibilit\ of leadership that is their
heritage from the shoulders of the junior and senior
predecessors.
The annual Sophomore Cotillion was held Fehruar\
28 at tile \Iiirat Temple. It featured the Indiana
University hand ol W ai |i\ Walcrlall which competed
with Irv Given's, Purdue Lniversitv band in a "battle
of swing". Co-chairmen of the event were Bill Mor-
timer and Ben Sturm. Three fight captains were
chosen b\ the class to lead the victorious sophomore
"legions" in the annual freshman-sophomore fight.
The\ were: Herb Dellaven. Scott Dukes, and John
Heflin.
At the helm of the Sophomore Class was
Bill "Deacon" McDonald: Marian Wilcox, vice-pres-
ident: John Heflin. treasurer; and Virginia Price,
secretary.
Alvey, Mary Behnadine
Alspaugh, James Masterson
Alsop, Louis McClellan
Alexander, Elizabeth
Bacbv, Geraldine
Badger, Martha Elizabeth
AiiKERMAN, Elaine
Ashman, Harrt, Thomas
Beaslev. Vi illiam Arnold
Baugiiman., Clara Lolise
Barkes, Alice Elizabeth
Baker, Natilie Winona
Bender, George Frederick
Bell, Ruth E.
Becknell, Jack Lawrence
Beck. Marv Kathryn
Bedensick, Lillian C.
Blessing, Mary Anne
Bevez. Frank Louis
Bensema, Bob James
Braley. Dorothea Ruth
Borders, James Lane
Bond, Martha Jane
BoGGS, Rose Jane
Brooks, Margaret Jean
Brock, Marlyn Jean
Briner, Betty Mae
Brenner, Martha Lee
BURGAN, GeOHGI
BuGBEE, Ben M.
Bruns, Robert Martin
BuRK, Gloria
Cxbalzer. RiTH Mary'
Buschmann, Jean
BuRRiss, H. MacLain
Burke, George James
Leslie Shipper takes time out to posefor the photographer
f\ o ^ p
Cai.land, Jack Joseph
Carson, Richard Lerov
Celarek, Frank John
Chaillaux, Pierre
Chapman. Marian
Clark, Lewis Quincy
Clark, Richard Havs
Cohen, Hyman A.
Collins, Elizabeth C.
Collins, Jane Mason
Colsher, William P.
Conn, Betty
Cooper, Beverly Lorraine
Cotton, Helen Lois
CouRNOYER, Richard Louis
Craig, Charlotte
Cramer, Betty Frances
Cristina, John
Curtis, Harold Elstun
Dabbs, Charleen
Dahlstrand, Elva Jean
Davis, W inifred Jean
Dav V, Virginia
DeHaven, James Herbert
Dietz. .]. Robert
DoEBBER, Fred \.
Edwards, Jane
Elliott, Helen Louise
Elliott, Robert Taylor
Ellis, Harry D.
Eltzroth, Elbert Everett
Fehr, Helen Edith
Fletcher. Robert L.
Flora. Stanley Herbert
Forrest, Josephine E.
FoRRY, Fred Frank
Franklin. NLarigrace
Frederickson. Barbara
Freeman, Betty Jane
French, Constance Leanora
Freyhan, Mary Jane
Fromhold. Dorothy Anne
Fuller, Barbara Mary
Gabler. W arren Leroy'
Gibson, M. Jane
George, John W.
Genier, Betty Rose
G11.SON, James ^ Cj C
Gray, Rose Ellen
Gray, Donald Eigene
GoLL, Frank Thomas
Glascock, Margaret Jeanne
Hammer, Evelyn McBrire
Hadden, Phyllis Marian
GuENNEL, Gottfried
Gray, Wilma Louise
Hardy, Bill O.
Hanson, Herman Frederick
Hanafee, Jack Frank
Hamp, Arthur Kautz
Raskin, Carol
Harvey, Martha Marie
Hartman, Mary
Hart, Martha
Henry, Jane
Hemrick, Betty Rosalyne
Helm, Donald Eugene
Heflin, John Lewis
Hosier, Donald Edwin
Hill, Patty Madelyn
Higgs, Joseph Winstead
Heustis, Jeanne K.
Huber, Joe A.
HOSTETTER, MaRTHA LoI'ISE
Hoss, MiRUM Lillian
Hosier, Gerald Eugene
Jamieson, Phyllis Groves
Jackson, Jeanne
Hull, Ethel Margaret
HuDELsoN, Richard William
This bit of news seems to be interesting to Charleen Dabbs,
Bill Mortimer, Frank Celerak and "Perky" Marshall.
i jMkk mi
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Jamieson, William Jones
Johnson, Eleanor Anne
Jordan, Jane C.
JUDD, NORVELLA
Kapherr, Mildred Walker
Kelley, Barbara Ruth
Kelley, Marjorie Lee
KiNDiG, Jack
Kixmiller, MaryLee
Kline, Jean Maxine
Klippel, Barbara Jean
KoLLER, Dorothy
KoTTLOWsKi, Frank Edward
KouNS, Kathleen Janice
Kremer, Frank W.
Krueger, Betty Jane
KuENN, Henry John
Lawson, Robert L.
Lewis, Jane Caroline
Lewis, Tom Owen
Lewis, Virginia Rae
Lichtenauer, Jeanette
LiCHTSiNN, Lois Helene
Liebenderfer, Louise
Light, Harold Kenneth
Lindsay. Joyce
Liverett, M. Neel
Lindstaedt, Marjorie Jean
Lynch, Doris Juanita
MacDonald, William T.
Main, Robert Ernest
Marshall, Clarice Leslie
Marshall, Elizabeth Ellis
Martin, Barbara A.
Masters, Suzanne
McCalip, Robert Palmer
McCready, Richard James
McCrosky. Betty J.
McCuE, Orpha Mae
McKiTRiCK, William Hiriam
Metcalf, Jean Merilyn
Miles, Ruth Elma
Miller, Betty Jean
Miller, Norma E.
Mitchell, Earl
MiLLIKAN, GeRALDINE
Miller, Robert C.
Miller, Pearl
Morgan, John R.
Moor, Charlotte Anne
Mock, Helen Loiuse
Mitchell, Marylnn Jean
Murphy, Janet Marie
MuRNAN, Bettv Lou
Mummert, Mary Jane
Mortimer, William
Ogg, Robert William
O'Connell, Rollin D.
NiMAN, Courtley McCoy
Myers, Samuel F.
Pentecost, Robert William
Pabrish, Katherine
Pappas, Dorothy
OsBURN, Margaret Alice
PoFF, Jean Elizabeth
Pitcher, Robert W.
Phillips, Arline Virginia
Pfeiffer, Joan Louise
Ragsdale, William James
Price, Virginia
PoppAW, Betty Louise
Pool, Martha
Retteb, Marjorie Louise
Renfrew, Julia
Reimeb, Mildred
Recktenwall, Ruth Claire
Salb, Francis Eugene
Roberts, Mary Katherine
Risk, Frances Hemwia
Ringham, Enis
Fred Forrv, Ann Strauss, and Siizie Masters
try out the benches on the landing
Sanders, Freida Mae
SCHLEE, SONYA AnITA
ScHRABER, Chris
Seller, James E.
Shackelford. Jack
Shliltz, Lewis Benton
Simmons, Mvron Paul
Smith, Charles Emmet
Smith, Edelle
Smith, Robert G.
Sonderland, Martha Lou
Spencer, Martha Ann
Steinbaugh, Sara Jane
Steiner, Mary Jane
Stevens, Ross David
Strauss, Norma Ann
Studebaker, Margaret
Stump, Robert
Sturm, Benjamin-
Sturm, Marian
Sturm, Martha Lee
S«oPE, Bart
Sylvester, Patricia Lee
Taylor, Edward Arthur
Tharp, Brvce W .
TiNDALL, Charlotte
Trulock, Kenneth Edward
VoLSTAD, Robert L.
Wallace, Mari Elizabeth
Watson, Jack "?(
.
Vi'EAVER, KatHERINE P'lAINE
W ells, James E.
Whaley, Glenn Edward
W iLcox, Marian Lucille
Wilhelm, Robert C.
Wilson, Eloise
Vi IHMER, Basil Leo
^li'lNFIELD, JUANITA NoRRIS
Witte, Theodore
W RIGHT. Jane
Young, Alice Bell
Young, Wilma Katherine
Zried, Mary Ellen
Collins, ALarianna
McGrath, Deette Marie
MiLLES, MaRIBETH
Not one student received a diploma from Butler
college from 1894 to 1905. No, the school wasn't
being stingy with the sheepskins in this era. nor was
there a dearth of senior students. There just wasn't
anv Butler college during this 11-year period.
Yes, we're well-acquainted with the fact that Butler
was founded in 1848, but we still maintain there was
no Butler college between 1894 and 1905. Surprised?
Well, here's how it came about:
In 1894, Butler college affiliated with medical,
dental, and law schools in Indianapolis, and changed
its name to The University of Indianapolis. The
students of the various schools united in school enter-
prises, making the name "university" a practical reality
as well as a chartered fact.
What had formerly been The Butler Collegian, the
school newspaper (in magazine form), now became
the "University Brief". It also inaugurated weekly
publication instead of the usual monthly printing.
Waving their university colors of royal purple and
singing their favorite school song. "Vive la 'Varsity"
(to the tune of "Vive la Compagnie"), the students of
The University of Indianapolis trooped to school mass
meetings and athletic events.
Between 1894 and 1905, seniors of what is now
Butler University received diplomas headed with the
name, "The University of Indianapolis".
Affiliation of the schools comprising The University
of Indianapolis has never been broken official!), but
the "University" died out in 1905 when the diplomas
again carried the heading "Butler College".
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Lejl tu Right:
lloAVARn \i"HiTECOTTON .... President
M ARGOT Brown ... Vice-President
Robert Goodwin ... Treasurer
Mary Elizabeth Gessert Secretary
Heading the Freshman class in an especially success-
ful year were Howard Whitecolton. president: Margot
Brown, vice-president: Mary K. Gessert, secretary:
and Robert Goodwin, treasurer. Notable achievement
of the year was the resurrection of an ailing freshman
council. This formerh di-riincl organization was
given a "shot in the arm" h\ prcw Whitecotton. and
it figured prominently in the success of several Fresh-
man sponsored school activities. Members were chosen
from each fraternit\ and sororiu and llie B.I..\.
Miss Lucvanna Peterson reigned "queen supreme"
over the annual Rose dance which was held at the
Murat Temple with the music of Bob Barnes and his
orchestra.
I' reshman men were seen wearing their "rhinie pots"
till the spring vacation deadline as mute testimony
to their humiliating defeat in the annual Homecoming
frosh-so|)lioniore fight. Bill Fritz ably captained the
yalianl but "trampled" first vear men.
Adams, James
Alexander, Doris Elaine
Alexander, Dorothy Louise
Alexander, Joe
Anderson, Robert William
AuGusTiN, Charles Andrew
Baker, Don
Baker, Martha Jane
Barclay, Mary Ellen
Barlow, Betsy
Battles, Georgia Marie
Bearhope, Bobbie
Behrndt, Harrison Remner
Bell, William Henry
Berry, Joseph Arthur
Beck, John Wallace
Black, Clyde Russel
Blomberg, Jackie E.
BoNHAM, Earle Terence
Bradshaw, June Naomi
Brannon, Jean
Bridgins, Patricia Looise
Brown, Margot Maxwell
Browning, Ann
Budd, Donna Elayne
BURBANK, HaRRIETTE KaTHRYN
Burlingame, Mildred Eileen
BuRRES, Virginia Mae
Calvert, James Wallace
Cameron, Charles W.
Carey, Joan
Carlson, Mariann
Cashman, James Earl
Catterlin, Jack Bell
Chandler, Ruth Patricia
Cherpas, Christina Jean
Lucyanna Peterson, Freshman Rose Queen, leads the
grand march with Howard W'hitecotton, and smilingly
accepts the cup from Bob Claycomb.
V0H
CuvcoMBE, Robert Alan
Cl.VHK. Mabilvn B.
Cupp, Mary Jo
CiSSNA, GUDVSMAE
-
" Cooper, Jean
Collins, Richard Marvin
Collins, Mildred Adele
Clayton, Thomas E.
Craicle, Mildred Irene
Cox, Craivkord Bridgeman
Cooper, Robert \\ olaver
Cooper, Margaret June
Dailey, Marion Louise
Cross, Mary Joan
Cromley, Dick Woods
Crofts, Helen Marjorie
DeBoer, N 40MI Maxine
Davis, Elizabeth Louise
DiRMEH, Harold Leonard
Dalton, Matt
IDoLD, Leslie Arthur
DiCKOs, Milton James "_ ^'
DeWalo, Stephen
ECK ERT, Charles Lee
Endicott, Wayne Howard
Elder, Dorothy Ann
Downey, Ruth Adele
Douglas, Donnie Norine
EvARD. Harry Wright
Enzor. Ruth
Ent, Harry Clyde
Fitch, Richard Edwin
Faucett, Elinor
Farr, Jack
Farmer, William Dwight
Galbreatii, Edna Roberta
Fritz. William Gene
Fricke, Doris Ji ne
FoRTNEY, Charles
Getz, Carl John
Gessert. Mak^ Elizabeth
Gehrett, I'^lora June
Gass, Jeanne Alice
(Jii.UEHT, IIki.en Jane
(Jii.MEK, GoKnoN Gene
GiNNEY, Betty Ann
Glass, Kouert Coate
(illAIIAM, JoSEI>ll I,ee
(;<>(II)\VTN. HoDERT R.
(iHiFEiTii, George Ciiesteen
Gliidone, Mary Esther
Halenkamp, G. Lawrence
Hanson, Jane
Hart, John Christopher
Hartley, Joseph Rohert
Haskin, Neal
Hauser, Bernice Gertrude
Havens, Jay Gordon
Hawkins, Carol
Heffron, High
FIenderson, Patricia Jane
Henning, Joan Line
Herman, Dorothy Lou
Herriot, Rosamond Louise
Herschler, William
Hoffman, Estelle Marie
Horner, Fred E.
Howe, Carol Nelle
Hoy, Martha Jean
Hubrle, Paul Lester
Hughes, Joseph Roland
Hull, William Henry
Fzzo, Raymond Joseph
Jackson, Ann
Jackson, Betty Ann
John, Annabelle
Johnson, Barhara Elizabeth
Johnson, Jeanne A.
Jones, Virginia
Former reld.xefi tiilh luo beautiful coeds I
in student lounge
Kennellv. HERM\^ Jack
Keller, Constance Lucille
Kammer, Donald Arthur
Jordan, Zana Jane
Kercheval, Jean
Kerbox, Betty Jeane
Kennelly, Janet Ann
Kettery, Joe
King, Donald Jack
King, Betty Jean
Kilgore. Jack Thompson
KiESLE, Vera Jean
Langell. Dan Storer
Krome, Doris Ruth
Kirby-, Martha Anne
King, Robert Galen
Loser, Ann Douglass
LiLjEBLAD, Edna Doris
Lenahan, Marianne
Leikhim, Joseph Henry
Malott, William E.
Luck, Thomas J.
Lovve, F. Elizabeth
Lovelace, Annabelle
McKean, Patricia
McGuiRE, Patricia Frances
McClure, Elizabeth Ann
Manifold, Walter Lothair
Meister, Harriet Ann
McNutt. John Gilbert
McMurtry, Robert R\Y
McLeod, Bill Wayne
MiLBURN, Morris L
Meyer, Marjorie Eleanor
'^^'^"*"'^"'' Margaret Walker
Meo, Rocky John
Montgomery, V, illiam Clyde
MiLLis, Virginia Ruth
Miller, Eari. Lohun
Miller. Mary Alice
^'veks, Herbert Lowe
^1 I HIMIY, J vmes Ei>w\rd
Munro, Leah Jane
MoTTERN. Jane
Nei'tiiive, Ki tm
Newi;ent, IJouotiiv
NiMAN, Mary A^
NoiiHis, John C.
O'Haka, Ai.thea Veromca
O'Nan, Edward Henry
OSTERJIEYKR, DoRIS I.aVeRNE
Ottinger, Jack
Patterson, William George
Perron E, Mel Don
Peterson, Kahin Lucyanna
Pickett, Richard Manly
Pletcher, William Harold
Plummer, Hal G.
Pope, Alberta Florence
Power, Betty Louise
Price, Robert Milton
Prosch, Mary Elizabeth
Ragsdale, Edward Mayfield
Ramsdell, Bill
Ratz, Robert Palmer
Ray, Eleanor Elizabeth
R EDWIN E, .Udith
Reno, Ruth Jean
Reynolds, Jeanne
Robinson, Mary Lou
Ruth, Betty Jeanne
Sayles, Mary Jean
Schmalholz, Betty Jayne
Schortmeier, Mary Margrette
Sellick, Winston Raymond
Shafer, Billie Jane
Shirley', Martha Jane
Sii.berman, Mary Lou
SiLCox, Leroy
Ann Loser has one on Bob Goodwin.
Smvrms, Nick S.
SmEAB, MaKV MvRJORlE
Skidmore, Virginia Alice
Sims, M vrtha Jean
Steiner, Jeanne Floss
Spencer, Jack Warren
Speicher, M. Dorothy
Spalding, Mahy Ethel
Thomas, Deborah Ann
Sturman, John K.
Strawmyer, Mary Ann
Stratman, Elizabeth Jane
Travis. Marguerite Marie
TiDROw, Ernest Gaston
Thomas, Loreen E.
Thomas, Jean M.
\^'eakley, Paul Rhoades
Ware, Russell H.
Vahter, Juanita Marian
Trittipo, Ivy Evaline
"S ELLS, Sara Jean
Wells, Ruth Alberta
Weinman, Harold John
Weaver. Barbara Jo
Whittinghill, Harry
Whitley, Helen Louise
Whitecotton, Howard Leon
White, Nancy Ann
Wineberg, William Francis
Wilson, Mary Martha
Williams, John D.
Wildman, Robert Edis
York, Horace Eugene
Wynne, Martha Ann
WooLDRiDG, Betty Lou
Zalac, Don
Heyersdorfer, Roberta Marie
Zook, Mildred Li cille
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
First Row—Anthony, Camp. Bridenstine. Dean Ross, Lloyd,
BOWYER, KiNTER.
Second Row—Klippel, Stewart, Baker, Brooks.
THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
First Row—Patterson, Davis, Dean Bail, VanHorne, Hyde,
Second Roiv—Carlile, Worthy, Leonard, Whisler, Mock.
Richardson, Heddon.
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
First Row—Friesneb, Jolkney. Blbdette, Ackerman, Dean
Morrison, Adcock, Kincaid, Potzgeb.
Second Ron—Robinson. Baimgabtner, \^ elling, Fisher,
\^"esenberg. Beal, Brcnso>. Gbiffith.
Third Roil—HiGHLE, Silveb, Pierson, Stewart, Shadinger,
Moore, Ward, Renfre>v, Means, Elliot.
Fourth Row—Getchell, Isom, Gelston, Wesenberg, Maynard
Nester, Josey.
Our faculty is the foundation upon which we students
build the basis for our four vears at Butler. From
them we learn cooperation, leadership, and ideals. It
is through their patient, diligent, and capable direction
that hopeless confusion becomes well organized
knowledge aiding us to prepare ourselves for the
responsibilities to come. The interests of the faculty
are not confined to the classroom, however, for thev
do not hesitate to come to the aid of students desiring
their counsel.
Thus it is easy to see win the fa<ull\ has won the
respect, admiration, and esteem of the student h(>d\.
Department of Religion
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Undergraduates
Department
of Religion
Gospel
Team
?SL""l^;a*4S;i.
When the College of Religion became a graduate
school only, the Department of Religion assumed re-
sponsibility for all undergraduate religious courses. This
Department, iiowever. maintains a close relationship
with the Graduate School. Most of the instructors in
the Department are also members of the Graduate
School Faculty. Students attend the College of
Religion chapel and otherwise share in privileges
made available bv the Graduate School.
The Department provided guidance and pre-minis
terial training for full time Christian leaders am
courses which may be elected bv students not major
ing the Department. The nearlv one hundred majo
students this vear have come from manv differen
slates and countries.
Through its activities the Gospel Team provide
an opportunitv for training through service and at th
same time makes available significant and attractive
special programs for numerous congregations.
College of ReUgLon.
Graduate School.
Butler University under its charter provides for the
establishment of a number of separate colleges, or
schools of instruction. The first of these, the College
of Arts and Sciences, was the only school in the uni-
versity up until 1924, when the second college, the
School of Religion, was organized under a resolution
passed by the Board of Directors of the University.
It may be noted that the third school, the College of
Education, was organized some six years later, and the
fourth school, the College of Business Administration,
was founded more than half a dozen years after the
College of Education. The College of Religion at
first involved both graduate and undergraduate courses
the latter leading to the degree of Bachelor of Sacred
Literature, and the graduate courses to the degree of
Bachelor of Divinity. Work could also be taken in
the college leading toward the Degree of Bachelor of
Arts and the Master of Arts in Butler University. In
1939, the undergraduate work of the college in harmony
with recommendations to all American seminaries,
made b\ the American Association of Theological
Schools, was transferred to the Department of Religion
of the College of Arts and Sciences, and the degree of
Bachelor of Sacred Literature was discontinued. The
School of Religion, as it is now more correctly styled
because of its purely graduate character, required an
A.B. or its equivalent for admission. Three years of
graduate work totaling ninety hours and arranged in
accordance with the provisions published in the
catalogue, together with a final comprehensive examina-
tion and a thesis, are required for the degree of Bachelor
of Divinity. A further year of graduate work also
arranged in harmony with the program as published
in the catalogue leads to the Degree of Master of
Theology (Th.M.) and still further advanced study
under the requirements arranged by the faculty and
published in the bulletin, leads to the earned degree of
Doctor of Theology, (Th.D.). The new equipment of
the school provides for advanced research investigation
of the latest and most approved pattern. Seminar
rooms with highly specialized libraries and other aids
to investigation, are provided for the use of the stu-
dents. Special effort is made to secure all books and
magazines which may be useful for the work of the
collce and many thousands of volumes have been
added to the regular and special libraries during the
past year.
Religion
Faculty
Theta Phi
3
RELIGION FACULTY
The faculty ol the College of Religion contains
eight full time teachers and five part time instructors
of lecturers.
_\ext year, another part time instructor
will he ailded. Included in the facult\ list above are
also the Librarian and the Placement Secretarv of the
College.
THETA PHI
Theta Phi. the only Honorary Theological Society,
was instituted and a charter granted to the local Beta
Charter at a special ceremony presided over by Bishop
Ivan Lee Holt, the national president of the Theta
Phi Society, in June 1938. The charter members were
Dean Kershner. Professor Bruce Kershner, Dr. T. W.
jNakarai, Professor D. E. Walker, Dr. A. Holmes and
Dr. L. von Gerdtell.
j^ Mimslcrial -t\wii(ition
Athletic Team
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SCHOOLS
Indiana Law Schoot
Organized 1894
Affiliated with Butler University
Addison M. Dowling
Dean—Day Division
James M. Ogden
William R. Forney
Dean—Evening Division
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Matthias L. Haines, President
Hilton U. Brown,
J ice President
Linton A. Cox
Henry M. Dowling
Louis B. Ewbank
William R. Forney
Harvey A. Grabill
James M. Ogden
Joseph G. Wood, Secretary
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
AND FULL TIME
FACULTY MEMBERS
James M. Ogden, Chairman
William R. Forney
Addison M. Dowling
SPECIAL LECTURERS
Robert D. Armstrong
Hon. Harry O. Chamberlin
Emsley W . Johnson, Sr.
Clarence F. Merrell
Judge A. Jewell Stevenson
Harry E. Yockey
View of Indiana Law
School—Corner of
Fourteenth and Delaware
Streets, Indianapolis
FACULTY
(Part-time Instructors)
Charles C. Baker
Harold 11. Bredell
Floyd W. Burns
Otto W. Cox
Marry R. Champ
Howard E. Crouse
Henry M. Dow ling
Samuel E. Garrison
Scott Ging
Ralph B. Gregg
Francis M. Hughes
James W. Ingles
George R. Jeffrey
John M. Kitchen
Floyd J. Mattice
RiClLARD H. ObERREICH
Kurt F. Pantzer
Frederich E. Shortemeier
Carl Wilde
Joseph G. \^'ood
L. Roy Zapf
Mrs. Leila M. Kennedy,
Acting Registrar
Richard H. Obebreich.
Librarian
Samuel E. Beecher.
Student Librarian
The Indiana Latv School operates under the niles of the Indiana Supreme Court and the American Bar
Association.
Fine Arts Vamting • Sculpture
Advertising Art
Teachers TraLmng
Part time work in connection with studies at
Butler, either on the affihated Teachers' Training
Course or for elective credit, may be taken at the
Art School.
DONALD M. MATTISON, Director.
Art School of John Herron Art Institute
Sixteenth and Pennsylvania Streets, Indianapolis, Indiana.
ARTHUR JORDAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Music as an exalting influence in the life of llie indi-
vidual, the community, the state and the nation is (he
basic idea behind the broad and ever expanding pro-
gram of Jordan Conservatory.
The Conservatory was founded bv Mr. Arthur
Jordan in 1928, by the amalgamation of the \[elro-
politan School of Music, organized in 1895, and the
Indiana College of Music and Fine Arts.
The plan of Mr. Jordan was to develop the most
outstanding conservatory of music anil allied arts in the
Middle West which has been succrssfidK carried out
by Miss Ada Ricking. conservalorN (lireclor: (icralil
V. Carrier, business manager; board of trustees of
prominent citizens and a faculty of 8 t experts fimction-
ing in eight different locations.
The conservatory is a member of the iNational
Association of Schools of Music and affiliated with
Butler University.


The Collegian. Butler's dailv
newspaper, has recorded the life
of the university, dav bv dav, for
more than 55 years. Great events
in the university's life and small
ones, all have found their way
onto the pages of The Collegian.
Work on The Collegian is, in
a sense, entirely voluntary. Gen-
erally, the students who edit the
paper are majoring in Journalism,
but many of The Collegian staff
members serve for the pleasure
which the work affords them.
They have no reward other than
the enjoyment of extra-curricular
activity.
COLLEGIAN
In general, there are two motives lor publieation of
The Butler Collegian: first, to present a daily journal
of Butler student-life, and secondly, to give journalism
students an opportunity to work out problems of
practical, every-day newspapering.
News of Butler students and faculty members has
been reported by The Collegian during the past year
with admirable success. The paper reached a high
standard of excellence and completeness of coverage of
Butler news which was enhanced further by use of
United Press wire service facilities and numerous pic-
tures. In this respect, the Collegian editors have
followed the old saying that "one picture is worth
10,000 words" in presenting pictures of as many Butler
events as facilities permitted.
Basically, the reporters have been the chief reason
for the success of The Collegian this year. A fine staff
of news-gatherers included Donnie Douglas, Pierre
Chaillaux, Jeanne Gass, Bart Swope, Jean Kercheval,
Mildred Reimer, Marianne Collins, Jean Kline, Jane
Lewis, Mark Mast, Elizabeth Meyer, Norma Miller,
Virginia Crawford, Thomas Scanlan, Myron Scar-
brough, Nick Smyrnis, Margaret Terry and many
others.
These reporters are the students who have "dug up"
the news on tlic Butler campus and have written it up
for The Collegian's columns. They are the "back-
bone" of The Collegian staff.
The Collegian was edited by two journalism students
during this school year: by James Farmer of India-
apolis during the first semester, and by William Shipley
of Evanston, III., in the second semester. Farmer is a
senior in the Department of Journalism, while Shipley
is a junior majoring in journalism.
Editorial staff members who have served The Col-
legian faithfully during one of its best years of publica-
tion are James Neal, Richard Mohr, Ross Christena,
Helen Ruegamer, Ralph lula, Joan Hixon, Sam Chernin,
Jane Jordan, Joe Guennel, Betty Gordon, and Howard
Whitecotton, business manager of the paper.
Acceptance of Butler journalism students by Indian-
apolis newspapers is apparent from the list of students
who have received employment with local newspapers
during the present school-year. They include Paul
Squires, Indianapolis News, James Farmer. Indian-
apolis Star, Robert Schalk. Indianapolis News, and
Mvron Scarbrough, Indianapolis Star.
In looking back over a very successful year for The
Collegian, we cannot help but predict a bright future
for the newspaper in its next 55 years of publication.
QUESTION: What were the names of the old lime literary societies:'
ANSWER: Pxthonian. Mathesian {for men). Anihenian (for women). Philo-
' kurian (for niinisleriiil sindenis). each had a hall oj their own.
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Ed.itor-in-Ch.Lef
Business Manager
The Drift Staff of 1941 has pubhshed this yearbook
in hopes that soiiiedav it may help you to recall the
grand times of your college days. The general theme
throughout has been an attempt to depict a cross
section of student life by Personal Interviews in the
form of questions and answers. We hope our attempts
have met with your approval.
Our goal has been to bring you a timely book on
time this year. Through the critical and helpful
scrutiny of our faculty advisor. Professor Burdin. our
deadlines have been met anil our difficulties ironed out.
As editor-in-chief, Charles Butz. has guided the staff
in bringing the book to a successful conclusion. Herb
Spencer, business manager, by careful budgeting has
kept us out of the red. The untiring effort by Nina
Switzer. associate-editor, has enabled a high degree
of accuracy in both captions and copy. Mark Holeman.
our art editor, has ably applied his artistic ability in
creating unusually clever layouts and designs. Bob
Main and Ann Losier proved to be two capable artists
to assist Mark. The photography was handled by
Dick Guy who bv his iniique and interesting shots has
caught some of that spirit that is peculiar to the
Butler Campus.
Robert Schalk. sports editor, took a man-sized job
when he started the sports section, but he can always
look back on a job well done. Other members of the
staff who deserve recognition are as follows: Jane
Mottern. Barbara Frederickson, and Orpha Mae
McCue for their work on the editorial staff: Mary
Marott and .Jean Sinelser in their efficient handling
of the Drift Beauty Contest.
QL ES1'I0.\ n luit imhlicalion preceded the Drift as the college Yearbook?
AiWSWER—"The liiitter" published in 1877 with Charles Moore and Hilton U. Broun
as editors.
n f T
OiCK Carson and Art Haihp, next
Manager and Editor respectively.
Cenler Left—TilCK Guv, Photography Editor of the 1942 Drift
Center Right—MARK Holeman, Art Editor, and Nina SwitzerI
Associate Editor.
Bottom, left to right—Orpha Mae McCle, Tom Luck, Jean
Smelser, Marv Marott and Jane
MoTTERN worked on the Editorial Staff.
Bulldog Staff
Row 1—Carson, Judd,
Rlith, Weaver, Han-
son, MUMMERT. Ges-
SERT, KeLCII, O'HaRA.
Row 2 C H R 1 S T E N A .
Dahlstrand, Henry,
Osbiirn,Kapherr,Mun-
ro, Craigle, Bensema.
Row 3 P E N T E C O S T,
Starks, Hamp, Smel-
SER, McCuE, TlNDALL,
Stein er, Thomas,
Trusty, Lewis,
Morris.
Bulldog
Staff Heads
Dick Carson,
Circulation Manager
Ross Christena,
Promotion Manager
James Neal,
Editor-in-Chief
Under tlie able guidance of Kditor James Neal and
Circulation Manager Richard Carson, the Bulldog.
Butler Lniversity's humor magazine, opened ils fourth
year on the campus with a very successful subscription
drive, in which the fraternity trophy was won bv Phi
Delta Theta and the sororitv trophv bv Kappa Kappa
(iamma. Individual winners in the contest were Bill
Pentecost and Joan Hixon.
The advertising staff for the vear was headed bv
Advertising Manager Quentin Covert, and promotion
by Promotion Manager Ross Christena with Dick
Gwvn holding down the position of Staff Artist. Tl
Bulldog featured among other things, a campus coluini
"The Dog Watch."" bv Richard Mohr. an up-to-tl
minute column on recordings, the "Wax Works."' b
Ross Christena. and a plentiful number of studei
contributions.
During the second semester, preceded by a sweepir
re-organization of the entire staff, the department heac
remained the same, and the Bulldog featured its t«
annual elections, the B. M. O. C. and B. W. O. (
polls, a special Valentine issue, a special Relays issu
and a Junior Prom issue.
QUESTION: What is the plan for the new theological school?
ANSW ER: Strictly graduate school with a capacity for about 200 students.
TkesplLS
NatLonat Dramatic
Honorary
Thespis,one of theniost active groups on the campus,
is the Collegiate dramatic honorary formed in 1929.
Under the capable directorship of Mr. Fredrick Winter,
the organization presented many successful plays this
year. Among the plays given by Thespis members, and
members of the Plav Production class were: "Three
Taps at Twelve," "Submerged," "Fiat Lux," and "The
Tenth Word."
"Three Taps at Twelve," the major production was
a mvsterv drama. "Submerged" centered around five
men who faced death in a submarine. At Christmas
the cast put on a Christmas miracle play. "Fiat Lux."
The best comedv of the vear was the play written for
an all girl cast. "The Tenth Word" was played in two
scenes taking place a hundred years apart.
The officers for the year were: Ralph Martz,
president; Barbara Belknap, vice president; Barbara
Frederickson, secretary; Jean Bushman, treasurer.
Thespis' greatest ambition is someday to have a
theater separate from its subterranean location in the
dungeon depths of Jordan Hall.
Entrance into the organization may be acquired by
serving an apprentice membership of one year or of
one semester if entered in the play production class.
Se Hmof nonoranes
B/ue Key
Row 1 PURRHISER, CrAWFORH,
Hack, Dreyer, OsTLu^D
Row 2—Harrod,Abts,Stewart,
DiETZ
Scarlet Qudt
Rote 1—Cook, Clay, Martin.
Keiser
Ron- 2—Foster, Bell, Phelps.
Barkan.
QUESTION: How many activity honor societies do tee have?
ANSWER: There are six; Blue Key; Scarlet Quill: Sphinx Club; Chimes; Utes;
Club and Spurs.
Blue Key
Blue Key is the national senior men's honorary
society, composed of fourth-vear men who have gained
recognition in college through scholarship, leadership,
personality, and service to the school. Each year in
March the members of Blue Key sponsor the Blue Key-
Hole stunts, at which time the members for the en-
suing year are announced. The initiation dinner-dance
is held every year at the Ulen Country Club in Lebanon.
Blue Key sponsors a great round of activities during
the school year. In addition to the Blue Key-Hole
stunts already mentioned, the society sponsors the
Annual Homecoming dance in collaboration with
Scarlet Quill, senior women's honorary. A spring
dance is also under the sponsorship of Blue Key.
Each year, at the end of the football season, the
group stages a football banquet for the team, coach,
student managers and others. At each banquet, a well-
known sports authority is invited to speak. This
season at the Athenaeum, "Potsy"' Clark, one time
coach at Butler and former coach of the Detroit Lions
professional football team, spoke.
Professor C. B. Camp is the sponsor of Blue Key.
The officers are: President, Steve Hack; Vice-president,
Bill Crawford; Treasurer, Allen Dreyer.
Scarlet Qutll
Scarlet Quill, senior women's honorary society, is
made up of senior women who have been chosen for
their scholarship, character, personality, leadership,
and activities in school. It was founded on the Butler
campus in 1921. and the group hopes some day to
become the Mortar Board of other colleges and uni-
versities. Each year, on Honor Day, Scarlet Quill
awards a scholarship for the junior year, to the sopho-
more girl with the highest scholastic average. The
group works with Blue Key to direct house decoration
activities on Homecoming Day; and also sells items
for freshmen girls to wear at football games, for the
purpose of increasing school spirit. The officers for the
year are: Barbara Keiser. President; Betty Rose
Martin,Vice-presidenl; Djna Barkan, Secretary; Mary
Bell. Treasurer. Mrs. Wesenberg is the sponsor.
7/
Sphinx
Koic I—Klotz, Neal, Markin.
Spencer, Butz
Row 2—McClellan, Covert.
Flynn, Evard, J a CO hi.
A R M E R, S C H « O M E Y E R.
Freuchtenicht
CkiLines
Row 1—Clairmont, Kershner,
Mrs. Magdelene Davis.
DeHart
Row 2 LOOKABILL. WiLEY, SlL-
BERMAN, Ryan. Reucamer
QUESTION: How nuinv private colleges ivere co-educulional when Butler started?
ANSU ER: Only one west of the Alleghenies.
Sphinx
The Sphinx Chib, Junior mens iionorarv. had a very
successful year climaxed bv the Relay Dance.
Keeping in line with Butler University traditions,
the club sponsored the sale of the familiar freshman
"rhinie pots." Before the homecomini; game the
Sphinx sponsored the annual Freshman-Sophomore
fight, the sophomores winning for the second straight
^ear. The homecoming bonfire ibllowing the fight
featured the presentation of a cup to the Sigma Nu
fraternity for winning the wood gathering contest and
also singing by fraternities and sororities.
Climax of the year was the Sphinx Relav Dance ably
managed bv James Neal club president. Joan Fox
was presented a trophy and trophies were also pre-
sented to Lambda Chi Alpha, and Zeta Tan Alpha for
their prize winning floats in the Relays Parade.
Other officers of the club were Max Armer, Vice-
president; Wilbur Schimiacher, Secretary; Quentin
Covert, Treasurer; Gildas Metoiir served as faculty
sponsor of the club.
Chiimes
The girls in Chimes, the Junior honorary organiza-
tion, can be recognized by their white jackets, with
gold felt chimes sewed on the back, and bv their white
gold necklaces carrying miniature silver chimes. These
girls are chosen on the basis of activity, scholarship,
leadership, and character shown during their sopho-
more year.
One of their first activities of the year is a tea given
for the girls transferring from other universities to
Butler. This is to help them to get acquainted with
the Fairview Campus.
The popular Wednesday afternoon tea dances were
carried on throughout the year. Each dance was
characterized by its own motif. There was a Christmas
Tea Dance, a Valentines' Day Tea Dance, the Sadie
Hawkin's Day Tea Dance and many others.
In the spring, the girls put on tuxedoes and, using
their best girl friends as dates, held their annual "Sweet-
heart Dinner."
The monthly meetings of Chimes are held at the
sorority houses. At these meetings, the girls have
spreads and discuss various activities on the campus.
This year's officers of this very exclusive honorary
organization were Mary Kershner. President: Gene
Clarimont, Vice-president: Virginia Buchanan, Secre-
tary; Magnolia DeHart. Treasurer. The sponsor is
Mrs. Magdalene Davis.
Junior Honorartes
Sophomore Honorartcs
Utes
Hint 1—DoEBBER, Carson,
(liiERMN, Sellers, Metze-
LVARS, CeLERAK
Hdh 2—Light. Ogg, Taylor,
Pitcher, Bensema, Rudd
Ron- 3—Hamp, Hefflin, Smith,
Stevens, Shackle ford,
Lewis
Spurs
Kdii 1- \I vrshall.Steinbaugh,
Nfl'MMERT. Vk ESTERVELT,
Mi Ri'iiv, Smith, Risk
Hiiir 2 r.EHis, Stavton, Fehr,
K R E I G E R, Sc H O C K L E V,
I-'redrickson
Roll-
2
—Shippey, Sunderland,
Buschman, Lewis, Rechten-
WALL, Miss Renfrew
Utes Club
Organized in 1930 (or the purpose ol' fostering the
various campus traditions, tlie Utes Chib of Hutler
University enjoyed its usual successful ^ear. Identi-
fiable by their colorful headgear, (he Utes members
first big venture in fulfilling their clul>"s purpose was
the sponsoring of the annual Ules Pow Wow dance at
which Charles Hepler was honored by being selected
as "Big Chief Pow Wow" and was the recipient of a
large trophy for that honor. With the advent of
Homecoming, the members erected a greased pole for
the annual Frosh-Sophomore fight. The scrap resulted
in a complete rout of the fighting "frosh." The next
activity of importance was the Utes Basketball Banquet
held in the Campus Club in honor of the basketball
squad and their successful season. Senior members of
the team received gold basketballs for their service and
the various blanket, letter and sweater awards were
made to the members of the team. The banquet was
well attended and the retiring senior members of the
team were called upon for comments on the season's
record.
Presiding over the clubs ventures and reprimanding
the prospective members in their manv-colored blankets
and brilliant feathers was Ross Stevens. Other officers
were Seth Eliot, Vice-President; Bob Bensema. Secre-
tary; Jack Schakleford, Treasurer.
Spurs Club
The Spurs club is the sophomore honorary for girls.
The members can be identified by their white sweaters
with the blue and white emblems pinned on the front.
In order lo be a member of Spurs, a girl must maintain
a high grade-point average during her freshman year
and take part in campus activities.
The many activities of this group include selling
balloons at the home-coming football game, selling
roses on the day of the Freshman Rose Dance and
giving a Kiddie party during the latter part of the
second semester.
The beautiful blue and white decorations displayed
in the fieldhouse on the night of the Relays is a service
of this club which is most appreciated by the school.
Mary Janet Mummert was president of this year's
group, while Jane Lewis was vice-president. Frances
Risk, Secretary and Sonva Schlee was Treasurer.
Monthly spreads are held in the sorority houses by
the members of Spurs.
QUESTIO.^': When was the charter permittinu. the iiriiniiizaliou of Butler I ni-
versilv granted'/
ANSW ER: In 1850 bv the Indiana Legislature, hiil the doors of ihe college did not
open until 1855.
Alpha Vhi Omega
Alplia Tail Chapter of Alplia Phi Omega, national
service fraternity, during the past year has enjoyed
one of the most active and colorful \ears in its history
on the Butler campus.
The main purpose of the fraternity, service, has been
well fulfilled during the past year as a resume of a few
of the projects sponsored bv this group will readily show.
The campus was provided with trash containers at
advantageous points, and a general clean-up campaign
was initiated and carried through. L shcring was ahly
provided for all of the all-school convocations through-
out the year. Alpha Phi Omega assisted the Sphinx
Club in the sponsorship of the freshman-sophomore
fight.
The higldight of the vear's activity came with the
Butler chapter acting as host to the eighth biennial
National Convention of Alpha Phi Omega. More than
400 delegates from 92 chapters throughout the United
States convened here in Indianapolis for a two dav
session at the Antlers Hotel on December 28. and 29.
The entire publicitv program for the observance of
the 31st anniversarv of the founding of scouting in
America was taken over bv Alpha Tan chapter as a
service to the Indianapolis and Central Indiana Council
of the Bo^ Scouts of America.
With the presentation of the annual Thomas Carr
Howe Award to the most outstanding Eagle Scout in
the Indianapolis Council, Alpha Phi Omega wound up
the activities of a verv successful vear on the Butler
campus.
Women's Atkletic
Association
The Women's Athletic Association is one of the
oldest organizations at Butler. It was organized on
the Irvington Campus in 1920. The purpose of this
association is to provide an extensive intra-mural
program for sports-minded coeds. Thev have annual
and semi-annual contests in archery, tennis, ping pong,
badminton, basketball, vollevball, baseball, hockey
and shuffle board.
W. A. A. boasts of having some new activitv each
vear. This year's new ideas included a women's track
team and overnight, moonlight hikes.
Girls may become members in W. A. A. after gaining
100 points through participation in three sports. When
a girl has accumulated 250 points, she is given her class
numerals. The two highest awards are the Butler "B"
given for 500 points, and the white sweater with the
monogramed "B" upon it, awarded for 1000 points.
The officers of this vear's group were Mildred Young,
president; Bettv Foster, vice-president; Phyllis Jamie-
son, secretarv; and Dorothv Overstreet, treasurer.
Miss Louise M. Schulmever of the Physical Educa-
tion Department is the sponsor.
QUESTION: What Butler man organized the Inuersity of iXebraska anil became
its Jirst chancellor?
Alpha Vhi Omega
Ron- I— Ttws. K\ \KI). Klotz,
Goodwin, Niman
Row 2—Bensema, Stevens,
Spencer, Becknell, Means,
MOHR
Roil' 3—L e w I s, ^' I I. D M A N,
KiRCHOPF, Plummer, Woods
W. A. A.
Row 1—GuLEFF, N. Miller,
KoH'Ns, Kelley, Renfrew,
MlIMMERT, OVERSTREET,MlSS
ScHULMEYER, Jacultv sponsor
Rote 2—Brabender, Poppen-
SEAKER. L. OsTERMEYER, W.
Young. Goodman. Liljeblad
Rote 3 StI KM. S H O C K L E Y,
Barkan. Foster, M. Young,
McGi IRE. Cook. Nelson,
Martin. Reiser
ANSWER: Allan R. Benton, who liiirr hmime Fri'sidfnl of Butler University.
Student Council
Row 1 RUEGAMER, SYLVESTER,
Seward, Cook, Smelser,
Harbaugh.
Row 2 SCHWOMEYER, L E W I S
,
Yates. Sobbe, Ostlund,
HlRD.
Alpka Delta
Sigma
Row 1—Keenan, Klotz, Neal,
Sellers.
Roto 2—Whitecotton, Mohr,
Reinkan, Benseju, Wild-
ma ^.
Ron 3—Pfafk, Ohleyer, Mor-
timer.
QUESTION: Do you knoiv thai once Prof. Ryland T. Brown, the distinguished
chemist during the Civil War, addressed a class of empty seats
one day?
Student Council
Student Council is the voice of the student on all
legislative matters pertaining to student welfare.
MembershipJ^is made up of three sophomores, three
juniors, four seniors, gained through an all school
election, and all hold over incnibers of lh<' previous
Council. I nder the cupahle leadership of Kill Ostlund
aided l)\ lileanor (Jook, sc<relar\ - treasurer, and
Peggv Harbaugh, election chairman, the Student
Council had a successful vear.
Alpka Delta Sigma
Alpha Delta Sigma, National Advertising llonorarv
fraternitv, concluded its second vear at Butler under
its new reorganization plan. Nationallv the organiza-
tion is quite prominent in fraternal circles. And the
Butler chapter has caught the eves and praise of
downtown business and advertising executives manv
times during the past vear.
Known as the Merle Sidener Chapter of Alpha Delta
Sigma, the bovs put over quite a few "Big Deals'"
under the leadership of Clark Keenan, president;
Phillip Klotz, treasurer; Ross Christena. publicity
chairman, and Stan Trusty, program chairman.
Pledge activities included carrving sandwich boards
around school on which the pledges had sold advertis-
ing, helping out with all school publicity programs,
and supervising publication of the Bulldog.
Thev list among their activities, the assisting in
collecting contributions for the Infantile Paralysis
Fund, numerous banquets, visits to downtown adver-
tising luncheon clubs, and the selling of advertising by
the pledges during their pledge period.
All school elections were under the auspices of the
elections committee which attempted to see that the
political campaigns and voting were as free from
politics as possible. Another activity of the year was
the all school Christmas convocation sponsored by the
Coimcil.
The faculty sponsors for this year were Professors
Sarah Sisson and Chde Clark.
ANSWER: He was very learned and very absent-minded. An enrolling officer
came to the door, beckoned to the students {all men) and all went out
to enlist in the army in 1861.
Commerce Club
Tlie Commerce Club is tlie largest departmental
organization at Butler. Its rapid growth this year was
due to the work of William Pappas, president, and
the faculty advisor. Professor Chester B. Camp.
In addition to the two business meetings, the Com-
merce Club also has one social meeting. Their pro-
grams include speakers from the business world and
field trips through downtown industrial plants. This
year's activities of the Commerce Club were closed by
a dance, given for the members and their guests. Jim
Awspaugh was chairman of this affair.
The Commerce Club revised its constitution this
year. The club is now governed b\ a new Board of
Directors which is made up of the officers, the faculty
advisor and Dean M. O. Ross. The officers of the
Commerce Club are elected in .January.
The officers, besides William Pappas, are Doris
Griffith, vice-president; Mary Catherine Johnson,
secretary: and Robert Tews, treasurer.
Young Women's
Christian Association
The Young Women's Christian Association is one
of the largest and most active groups on the ^Butler
Campus. Membership is open to all Butler coeds and
it strives to further the interests of the school as well
as students.
The organizations activities are controlled bv a
cabinet composed of: Betty Foster, Marv Bell. Gene
Clairmont, Suzanne Masters, Jean Bowman, Phyllis
Hadden. Jean Buschmann. Barbara Phelps. Peggv
Brunson, Bette Lowerv . Patricia Svlvester, Jane Howe,
Virginia Johnson, Dorothy Fisher.
Sponsoring Geneva Stunts in the spring and fall, as
well as a competitive all school bonfire sing are two
important activities. Proceeds from the stunts help
to send delegates to the Y. W. C. A. Geneva Conference
at Lake Geneva, Wisconsin.
The monthly meetings on Wednesday afternoons
and the teas were popular features of the vear.
Faculty sponsor for this vear was Mrs. Glenn
Maynard. The advisory board was made up of: Miss
Allbee, Mrs. Scott, Dean Ward, Mrs. Bridenstine.
QL ESTIO.W: W hen did commencement programs at Butler fill an entire day with
time out for lunch?
Commerce Club
Row 1—Frederickson, Embkv
Fehr, Cooper, Griffetii
Johnson, Fromholr. Paul
Row 2—Martin, Zix, Warner
Mathieson, Whitley. Kix
Miller, Judd, Celerak
Row 3—Alspaugh, Robinson
Miller, Stein er, Goll.
Beck,DeWald,Hite,Papp
Row 4—Tews, Ratten, Pfaff.
Luck, Mortimer, Thorn
BURGH, James, Kindig, Pro
FESSOR Chester Camp
Row 5—Coffin, Healev,Price
DuFFiN, DicHos, Neal, Jen-
KENS, KrUSE, JaGGERS
Row 6—Keen AN, Heusinc,
Otto, Wildman, Whitecot-
TON, Farmer, Gray, Jordan,
HUDDELSON, KaMMER.
Y.W.C.A.
Johnson,
Lowery,
Row 1—Sylvester
Parrish, Bell,
Brunson.
Row 2—B OWMAN, Foster
BuscHMAN, Walters, Home
ANSWER: Up to the 1890's when every graduate in the class gave an oration.
Manuscripts
Row I Vt'lLSON, Fredrickson,
Alstadt, Weiner. Shirley
Row 2 H U G H E 3, D I E T Z,
WiTVTON
Row 3—Dr. Allegra Stew-
art, McFarland, ZalacFar-
rincson, evard
Sigma Tau Delta
Row 1—Professor Donald
Sparks, Wiley, Stayton.
mohh, w inton
Row 2—M A R T z, Cameron.
Markin, O'Drain, W ilsoNj
Vhi Eta Sigma
Ron- 1—NisENBAiJi, Myers
HuDDLESON, Goodwin. Kil
gore. Cooper, Berry
Row 2—ONan, Blare, King
Albore, Everett, Duffin
Healey'
Roir 3—Professor Don W
Sparks, Skaar, Dreesen
Stevens, Stump, Knowles
Zalac, Cameron
QUESTION: fT'hen was lliejirst yearbook published under the name of the "Drift'"?
Manuscripts Sigma Tau Delta
Manuscripts, Butler's literary magazine, has been
published quarterly by members of the English depart-
ment for the past eight years. The MSS senior staff
is composed of students chosen from the universit\
English classes and former members of the lower staff
which in turn represent all composition classes.
Material for the magazine may be submitted b\ all
students of Butler who are interested in writing. The
contents of MSS include poems, essavs, sketches, and
short stories with illustrations by Butler art sludents.
Reproductions of works of art, both local and national,
are often printed in the magazine through the courtesy
of the John Herron Art Museum. MSS is supported
by the subscription fees collected from students in all
composition classes.
Students of Butler pay tribute to this very worth-
while Literary Journal and to its staff. Recognition
is due them for the time and effort involved in the
publication of the work of Butler students who have
a real interest in English literature and composition.
George Wilson is editor of MSS and faculty sponsors
are Dr. Allegra Stewart and Professor Don W. Sparks.
Under the direction of Dr. Allegra Stewart, Professor
of English: the local Zeta Helta chapter of Sigma Tau
Delta, national iMiglish honorary, enjoyed another
fine year, holding several downtown dinner meetings,
and making a year's slud\ of Greek drama.
Members of Sigma Tan Delta are selected on the
basis of scholarship, critical aptitude, and proven
ability in the field of creative writing.
Other facult\ sponsors, besides Dr. Stewart, are
Professor John I?. Harrison. Mrs. A. M. Wesenberg,
and Professor Donald Sparks.
Miss Madge Rutherford served as group president
during the 1940-41 year.
Vhi Eta Sigma
Phi Eta Sigma, national honorary scholarship fra-
ternity, recognizes each vear the scholastic accom-
plishments of the university's freshman men by making
ehgible for initiation those students having a grade-point
average of 2.5, either for the first semester or for the
entire first year. This year there yvere fourteen new-
men eligible for membership.
A delegate was sent to the organization's seventh
biennial convention, held at Southern Methodist
University, Dallas. Texas, on April 11th and 12th.
The chapter's officers for the year were Richard
Hudelson, president; Robert Stump, vice-president;
Ben Sturm, secretary: and Robert Dreessen. treasurer.
Professor Don W. Sparks is the group's faculty
sponsor.
ANSWER: It acquired this title for the first time in 1891.
Vankellcmc Council Women's League
Earlv in the lallPaiihcllciiic sponsored a meetin"; for
all organized and unoifiaiiizi-d !;iils. Alumnae from
different sororities gave short talks concerning various
phases of sorority life. The purpose of this joint meet-
ing was to acquaint the unorganized girls with the
merits of a sorority.
Panhellenic's biggest event was the annual dance
held on Saturday, November 16, 1941, at the Murat
Temple. All of the sororities cooperated to make the
first formal dance of the v ear a very successful one.
Officers of Panhellenic were Betty Rose Martin,
president: and Eileen White, secretary-treasurer.
The Women's League, composed of nearly all the
girls in Butler University, has as its purpose to unite
all the women students on the Fairview Campus.
The most important function of this group is the
forming of the Judiciarv Council, which governs the
women students on the campus. This group has regular
ineetings to revise old laws and make new rules needed
for the girls at Butler.
Other activities of the Woraens League include the
renting of lockers, the annual breakfast, matinee talks
and the House Council, composed of the house-
presidents of the sororities. At the annual breakfast
the scholarship cup and the attendance trophy were
presented.
The beautiful May Day celebration, held annually,
rests entirely in the hands of the members of the
Women's League.
This vear's officers were Eileen White, president;
Barbara Phelps, vice-president; Magnolia DeHart,
treasurer; and Dorothy Ann Fisher, secretary. Dean
Elizabeth Ward is the sponsor of Women's League.
Judiciary Council Sigma Delta Chi
The house Judiciary Council is a part of Women's
League. This group is the governing bodv for the
residence women at Butler University. It is composed
of one representative from each sororitv house, repre-
sentatives from those out-of-town girls who live in
homes near Butler, and representatives froin the
Indianapolis girls. These girls are elected by the
members of the Women's League.
At the meetings of this group. Eileen White, president
of the Women's League, presides. Dean Elizabeth
Ward and Dr. Margaret T. Fisher are the facultv
advisors. The group has a meeting once each week.
They are responsible for the making of residence re-
quirements and seeing that thev are enforced on the
campus.
Other officers for the past year were Barbara Phelps,
vice-president; and Jean llackerd. secrctarv
.
Sigma Delta Chi. national professional journalism
fraternity, is perhaps best known on this campus for
the Blanket Hop. annual dance given in honor of the
senior gridmen to award the outstanding man a Butler
blanket. At the dance the BuUegian. surnamed the
Razz Collegian, is distributed. The notoriety of this
publication, known to be devoid of censors, is only
exceeded by the difficulty to obtain copies following
the dance.
Other activities for the year included a special issue
of the Collegian sponsored by SDX, with the profits
resulting from a five-cent tax on copies going to the
local Bundles For Britain chapter, the sponsoring of a
trophy at the annual meeting of the Hoosier State
Press Association to the Indiana weekly with outstand-
ing front page make-up.
Members are pledged early in the first semester on
the basis of journalistic ability and potentialities;
initiation is in the early spring. Downtown meetings
are held monthlv. and include speakers from different
fields of journalism. Honorary initiations are held
jointly with the regular.
The year's officers include Robert Renz, president;
Max Stultz, vice-president; James E. Farmer, treas-
urer: and William Shipley, secretary. William Eggert
represented this chapter at the national convention
at Des Moines.
QUESTION: In what year did Bulhr win the National Basketball Championship?
ANSW ER:^ I his distinctivn ii-as W(}n by Butler in 1924.
Panhetlenic Council
How I—i^ICKETT, M O K T t) N,
White, IVIAHTl^, Fosteh,
Stayton, Ingham
Row 2—Paul,McCi.urg, Clay,
Hadden, Hill, Hixon,Wiley
Womens League
Barbara Phelps, Eileen
White, Dean Elizabeth
Ward, Dorothy Ann fisher,
AND Magnolia DeHart
Judiciary Council
Row 1—L E A y E L L, Phelps,
White, Hackerd, Carrol,
Strauss
Roiv 2—McBride, Tye, Stude-
baker. Hammer, Belknap,
Foster
Sigma Delta Chi
Roic 1—Renz, Shipley",Eggert,
Squires, Norris
Roic 2—Farmer. Neal, Mr.
Maxwell, Chernin, Mohr
Y.M.CA.
Row 1—E L L I o T T, Farmer.
schwomeyer, butz, sellers,
Mr. James Peeling
Row 2—Blue, Thornburgh.
Stevens, Wildman, Helm
Philokurean
Row I W ELLS, M E Y E R.
Powers, Badger, Sims,
Lansley, Mrs. Daniel S.
Robinson
Row 2—Starks. Foster,Wells,
Stair, Kershner.
Rolf 3—Robinson, Lewis, Ber-
ry, Dreesen, Bowen
Haworth Club
RoiV 1 OSBURN, POFF, FrANK-
lin, Lansley, Myers, Fehr.
Row 2—Henry, Martin, Heus-
iNG, Sanders
Classical Club
Row I—ODrain, Stettler,
Powers, Shortemeier, Poe
Row 2—France, Shelton,
Randall, Pearson, Balay
YM.CA. Vh'dokmean
"The organization rendering the greatest service to
the university during the year."
That was the title given the Butler Y. M. C. A. last
Year in receipt of the President Robinson Lamp of
Wisdom trophy. Outstanding service was continued
this year, 175 students and faculty members partici-
pating.
Projects included: Freshman party and handbook.
Student Directory, "How to Study" lectures, Inter-
Fraternity Pledge dinner. Outstanding Freshman
award, and student conferences. Twenty-five "Y"
men were active in Gra-Y club work.
The association acquired a new room in the basement.
An advisory board—membered by students, faculty,
alumni and interested friends—was formed. Dr. James
H. Peeling was chairman.
Association officers were: president. Richard Helm;
vice-president, Charles Butz; secretary, James Seller;
treasurer. Gale Gilmer, and executive-secretary,
Clarence Elliott.
According to the records, Philokurean Society is the
oldest club at Butler University dating back to the
Irvington campus. Its members include such illustrious
persons as Dr. I). S. Robinson and Mrs. Robinson, the
latter being present club sponsor. The organization
is composed of the outstanding students of Prof. Sarah
T. Sisson, regular club sponsor.
The society meets on alternate Monday evenings at
which time topics of English, both current and historic,
are discussed. The club contributes a gift to the
Graydon Memorial Library at the close of each school
year. At present there are twenty-five members wear-
ing the black and gold key, revived this year from a
custom practiced when the club first started.
Haworth Club aassica I Club
The Haworth History and Political Science Club is
a comparatively new organization which was formed
to honor the late Dr. Paul Leiand Haworth. former
head of the History Department. Membership in the
Haworth Club is open to all students who have had at
least three hours of history or political science.
Typical of the work of the Haworth Club were those
programs which featured Dr. Highley who spoke on
the future of the League of Nations, Mr. Eric Martin
who spoke on New Zealand, and Joel Ilarrod who
showed the club his movies on Bermuda.
The officers of the Haworth are Danna Lansley,
president; Jeanette Carey, secretary-treasurer, and
Ann Sanders, program chairman. Dr. A. D. Beeler
is faculty sponsor.
This club is composed of students who are interested
in the classical languages. The meetings of the Classical
club are held once each month at the homes of members
or in the recreation room. Their programs consist of
games played with Latin or Greek phrases, and reports
on classical novels. Their meetings are always closed
with songs and refreshments.
The purpose of the Classical club is to give the
students of the classics a broader view on the usefulness
of a knowledge of the classical languages in everyday
life.
Dr. Henry M. Gelston and Dr. Janet M. MacDonald
were the sponsors of this year's group. The officers are
Jean Lentz, president: jane Stettler. vice-president;
Marjorie Carroll, Secretary: and Winifred Davis,
Treasurer.
QUESTION: Do vnu know what activity club hashadllwloniit'.sl continuous existejwe
on the Butler campus?
ANSW ER: This honor is given to the English literary club. I'hilokurean.
QUESTION: When was the first Summer session held ill Butler University?
ANSW ER: It was first instituted in the year 1896 on the Irvington campus.
Zoology Club Alfred Marskall
The programs of the Zoology Cliih lor the past year
have featured many interesting speaivers on the dental
and medieal professions togetiier with discussions con-
cerning tiie manufacture of biological products and the
conservation work in the State of Iniliana.
Pre-medical, pre-dental. and pre-dietetical students
have been afforded a chance to converse with some of
the leaders of their fields.
A record attendance has been secured through the
efforts of Dina Barkan, president: William Pentacost.
vice-president: Ph\ His Jamieson. secretary: and Kath-
erine Parrish. treasiaer.
Membership in this active group
students interested in Zoology.
open to all
Alfred[Marshall is the honor societv of the Economics
Department. It was organized in 1931 for the purpose
of honoring those students who have achieved a high
scholarship in the department. Any junior or senior
in the College of Business Administration who has
maintained a two-point average in his major subjects
is eligible for membership.
Barbara Keiser and Virginia M. Johnson, seniors,
were admitted to the society after the club picture was
taken.
The annual banquet, attended by Alumni and
College of Business Administration faculty, was held
May 7, at which time new members were initiated into
the societv. At the same time several of the faculty
were made honorary members. As is the custom a
gift was presented to the College of Business Adminis-
tration.
With the aid of the faculty sponsor. Professor
Merwvn G. Bridenstine, the officers. Burgess Hurd,
president; William Crawford, vice-president; George
Dick, secretary: and Betty Tripp, treasurer, have
endeavored to make this year the most successful in
the history of the organization.
MatkematLCS Club Spanish Club
The Butler University Mathematics Club, under the
sponsorship of Professor Juna L. Beal, is an organiza-
tion designed to acquaint the students of mathematics
with each other. During the regular monthU inetlings.
held at the sororit\ and fraternity houses, topics wliiih
are not included in the regular classroom course, are
brought up for discussion. Often problems and puzzles
designed to test the mathematical aptitude of the club
members are introduced. The club holds its annual
picnic in the spring.
The Mathematics Club, composed of approximately
twenty members is open to any student of mathematics
who may wish to enter. There are no entrance require-
ments.
The officers for the year are: Blanchalice Barrett,
President: Helen Caster. \ ice-president: Paul Weaver.
Treasurer: and Maribelle Foster. Secretar\.
The Spanish Club at Butler was organized several
years ago for the purpose of increasing an interest in
Spain and Mexico and other Spanish-speaking count-
tries. Meetings held monthly combine programs and
social talks by well-known authorities of Spanish.
Slides of the manners and customs of various countries
which speak the Spanish language are shown at many
meetings. A part of the conversation in each meeting
is carried on in Spanish.
The annual Christmas party and Spring Fiesta of
the club are highlights of the school's activities each
year. The Fiesta is open to all Butler students and is
held in the Campus Club.
Miss Florence ]\Iorrison is faculty sponsor of the
club. Bette Jean Lowery. president: Ilartwell Kayler,
vice-president. George Wilson, secretary, and Dick
Gray, treasurer were the officers of the Spanish Club
this \ ear.
Zoolog/ Club
Row 1—Dr. Pearson, Miller.
Stayton, Parrish, Walsh,
m u r p h y", m u m m e r t,
Jamieson
Row 2—GooDLET, Kenney, Zix,
Sturm, M. Young, Robert-
son, W. Young, Masters,
Milles
Row 3—Pentecost, Kindig,
Hawkins. Conner.Coleman,
Alstadt, Barkan
Row 4 C A L L A N D, Cr A I G,
Knowles, Borders, Felh-
MAN, Walker
Alfred Marshall
Row 1—Beghtel, B. Tripp, M.
Tripp, Smyrnis, Professor
Bridenstine
Roiv 2—HuRD,NoEL, Fredrick-
son, Crawford, Helm, Dick
Mathematics Club
Row 1—Foster, Barnett,
Coster and Weaver
Row 2—Kapherr, Spelven,
Cooke, Conner and Beal
Row3—FoRRY, Getchell, Ber-
ry, Clay and Stump
Spanish Club
Row 1 C U R R E Y, W I L S O N.
Lowry, Forrest, Daily, Hen-
ning, Hanson, Gray
Row 2—Mrs. Morrison, Ren-
frew, Hadden, Kerbox.
Ketser, Harrod
Row 3 P OULOS, MUNBO,
Havens, Gilmer
Row 4—Myers, Meyers,Bell,
BuDD, Fredrickson, Fisk
German Club
Row I—B I s H o p. Caster,
Alstadt. Brennen
Row 2—Professor M. D. Baum-
GARTNER. KruEGER, ProfeS-
sor Virginia Br u n s o n,
Bowen.
Hoiv 3—ViALKER, Borders,
HuDDLESON, Drees en,
Keuhn, Guennel
French. Club
Roll- 1—RiGGs, Fredrickson,
Smith. Mlmmert
Row 2—IIadley, Browning,
Kapherr, Wagner, Weiner
Roir 3—Healey, 0"Drain, De-
Hart, Holeman
ACS.
Row 1—Coleman, Masters,
\\ estervelt,Strauss,Terry,
Kelch, Silberman, Menike-
HEIM, Professor Carl Means
Roll- 2—Archer, Johnson, Tur-
ner. Brock, Cook, Pitten-
ger, Fisk
Row 3 — Clark. Christena,
Bruenger, Walker. Borders,
Smalley, O'Nan, Reid
Bluegills
Row 1—Kershner, Jamieson,
Smith, Professor Magdelene
D A V I S, G E T Z. T I N D a L L,
Forrest.
Row 2 C LAPP. H O F F M A N,
Brown. Mummert, Badger,
TTenmng, Jackson
Ron 3 Metcalf, McGuire,
SlIBKHMVN. ShELHORN, Am-
liL iiL, McCuE, Hawkins
German Club French. Club
This club is composed of students who have had at
least one full year of German and who have alwavs
maintained a two-point average in their language
classes. The meetings are held monthly at the fra-
ternity and sorority houses. Their programs consist of
reports on the lives of great German composers,
authors, and poets. Interesting parls of the works of
these great writers are read aloud, then discussed bv
the club, thereby increasing their knowledge of the
life in Germany. The conversation of a part of each
meeting is carried on in German.
The social activities of the German Club include a
fall wiener roast, a Christmas party and a spring
picnic.
The club is sponsored bv Dr. and Mrs. Milton D.
Baumgartner and Mrs. Virginia Brunson. This year's
officers were Jane Riggs. president; William Bowen,
vice-president and treasurer, and Lieselotte Ilappel,
Secretary.
Le Cercle Francais is an honorary organization for
students interested in French. The aim of this club
is to give its members an opportunity to learn to con-
verse easily in French and lo learn more of the culture
of the French people.
Unlike most departmental clubs, the membership of
the French Club is restricted. No more than twenty
members are admitted.
Requirements for membership include one year of
French with a B average; the passing of a test given
by the French faculty and a majority vote by the
active chapter.
The officers are Barbara Frederickson, president;
Patricia Sylvester, vice-president; Juanita Wagner,
secretary, and Jack Lewis, treasurer.
Monthly business meetings and spreads are held
bv Le Cercle Francais.
AnnerLcan Chemical Society Bluegillt
This recently chartered group has. during its brief
history, served the Butler chemistry department and
the student body in general h\ bringing to Butler out-
standing men, experts in their various fields of chemical
endeavor.
The purpose of this student branch of the American
Chemical Society is to create a greater scientific interest
among the students and local citizens as well and to
encourage a better understanding between students,
industrial men and educators.
To be eligible for the Student Affiliate one must be
a chemistry major having completed ten hours of
chemistry with a grade point average of 2 point.
The officers for the year were David G. Young, in-
active president; William F. Bruenger, acting presi-
dent; Eleanor Cook secretary, and Marlyn J. Brock,
treasurer. Dr. Karl S. Means is faculty sponsor.
Bluegills is an organization for girls interested and
proficient in swimming. This year the members held
telegraphic meets with other universities and were often
winners. Thev also planned play days at neighboring
universities. Early in the vear the girls revised their
constitution in order to provide a new initiation
program.
Candidates for membership must pass a test in
diving, swimming and water stunts, and receive a
majority of favorable votes from the members.
Gerry Getz was president of this year's group while
Mary Marott was secretary-treasurer and Charlotte
Tindall, social chairman.
Mrs. Turpin Davi
Bluegills.
was this year's sponsor of
QUESTION: How much ha.'i Bullcr's endowment increased in the pa.st ttcenty years?
ANSWER: It has increased from $400,000 to $6,000,000.
P/ii Cki Nu
Rotv J—Sylvester, Masters,
Marshall, Sunderhnd.
Miles, Fredrickson, Mum-
MERT
Roiv 2—Pahrish, Shippey, Sav-
age, Westervelt, Fuller.
Overton, Lewis
?L Epsdon P/it
Row 1—Schumacher, Collins,
Reed, Mtss Kathryn .1.
Journey
Rotv 2 ^t' A G L E. McB RIDE,
SiLBERMAN
Kappa Delta Vt
Rmv 1—RusHTON, Doty,Bragg,
Ward, Lansley, Bigsby
Roiv 2—Austin, Pennak, Gil-
bert, Fink, Barrett, Coster,
Hite
Row 3—RiGGS, Belay, League,
Ambuhl, Lookabill, Eble
Kappa Beta
Roll' 1—S VV I T Z E R. E S S E R
Leavel, McCalment. Ket
TNER, Calvert, Mitchell
Lookabill
Hiiw 2—Benjamin, E«ing, J
Cooper,Shelton, A.Sanders,
Connor, Bond, Schockley
Wagle
Row 3—King, DeHart, M
Young, K. Cooper
Rechtenwall, W. Young
Robinson, F. Sanders
Ambuhl
QUESTION: Who was eligible lo represent Iliiller on the athletie fields in the old
days?
ANSWER: Faculty members could participate in sports as irell as students.
Vhi Chi \Au Vi Epsilon Vki
The girls in Phi Chi Nu can be recognized by their
white gold necklaces which carry their Greek letters
engraved on a pendant in the shape of a white gold key.
To be chosen for Phi Chi \u. a girl must maintain
a 2.26 grade average during her first semester at Butler,
and be enrolled in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences.
Every year the members give a tea for freshmen girls
who are eligible for membership. Monthly spreads are
held at the sorority houses and often speakers are
invited.
The officers for this year were Suzanne Masters,
president; Martha Lou Sunderland, vice-president:
Perky Marshall, secretary: and Mary Janet Mummerl.
treasurer.
Mrs. Virginia Brunson is the faculty sponsor of Phi
Chi Nu.
LInder the guidance of Professor Kathryn j. Journey,
faculty sponsor, and Jean Reed, club president, the
members of this national honorary home economies
fraternity have enjoyed interesting programs through-
out the entire school year. The girls of Pi Epsilon Phi
are selected because of their interest in Home Econo-
mics and their high scholastic average.
Their monthly meetings have been made interesting
by speakers on the subjects of interior decorating,
dietetics and other phases concerning this huge field
of Home Economics.
Other officers of Pi Epsilon Phi are held by Joan
Silberman, vice-president: Eloise Schumacher, secre-
tary: and Kathryn Wagle, treasurer.
Kappa Delta Vi Kappa Beta
Kappa Delta Pi, national educational honorary was
founded in 1931 to foster professional interest in
teaching. The organization is open lo juniors and
seniors who have shown a genuine interest in teaching.
The requirements for membership are a scholastic
average of at least B in the first two years of school.
Pledging takes place twice a year followed by initiation
and banquet in the spring.
Speakers and supervisors already in the field give
talks at the monthly meetings in the homes of members
or in Jordan Hall.' The officers serving for the year
were Jane Riggs. president: Betty Foster, vice-
president; Ester Gray, Barbara Phelps, secretaries.
The purpose of Kappa Beta is to promote goodwill
and fellowship among Christian women on the campus.
There are many requirements for membership in this
sorority. A girl must be an active member of a protest-
ant church, have a high grade-point average, and must
be active on the campus.
The activities of Kappa Beta include an annual
Founders' Day banquet, a Mothers' Day tea, Sunday
vesper services, a Senior breakfast, and monthly
spreads.
The officers for this year were Kathryn Cooper,
president; Mildred Young, vice-president: Betty
France, treasurer; Ann Calvert, corresponding sec-
retary, and Annamae Leavell, recording secretary.
Mary Ann Lookabill is the correspondent to the Radius,
the national magazine of Kappa Beta.
QUESTION: W ho HTOle the Butler alma mater sona entitled. "In The Gallery of
Memories"?
ANSWER: Mr. Fred W. Wolff, oj the class oj 1916, now living in Wabash, Indiana.
Kappa Kappa Vsi Ckotr
The members of Kappa Kappa Psi. who are easily
distinguished bv shoulder cords on their uniforms, are
the regulating members of the Butler Band. Acting
as a governing body, they enforce all rules and regula-
tions, and in addition form a Board of Strategy which
plans formations for the band.
Founded at Stillwater. Oklahoma, in 1924. it is a
national honorary fraternity for college bandsmen:
members are chosen on the basis of scholarship, musi-
cianship, cooperation, and initiatiye. Here at Butler,
under the faculty sponsorship of Ellis Carroll, the
organization sponsors the Band Benefit Ball, held in
the fall: The Band Banquet in the spring: all out-of-
town trips: and the Band day at a football game when
visiting high school bands are guests of the University.
The Butler University Choir, composed of approx-
imately eighty-five students of the University, is an
organization well-renowned in the city of Indianapolis.
It is directed by Professor Joseph Lautner, who con-
tacts all freshmen at the beginning of the fall term to
determine whether or not they are interested in music
work. The only entrance requirement for students, is
to sing for Professor Lautner. Thus, the director is able
to place them in proper voice sections.
So far this year the choir has sung at the all-school
Convocation at Christmas time, and at the Founders'
Day celebration. It also sings regularly once a month
over radio station, WFBM and weekly over WIRE.
Officers for this year are Max Wildman, president;
Robert Phillips, vice-president: Harlan Pfaff, secre-
tary: Ricliard Smith, Treasurer: and llarrv Spaidding,
Editor.
Tketa Sigma Vhi EquLteers
All the members of Theta Sigma Phi, journalism
honorary sorority, are interested in the field of jour-
nalism. To be admitted into this sorority, a girl must
have a high grade-point average, must work on the
Collegian, and must write a paper on some phase of
women in journalism, which will be published in (he
Matrix, the national magazine of Theta Sigma Phi.
The Theta Sigs have done much to promote school
spirit on the campus. First came the annual Razz
Bancpiet held in the Campus club for women only.
Anollier aiuuial affair promoted by the Theta Sigs
is the Kilers' Kound-L p which is a girl-take-bov dance
held in the field house.
Bi-monthl\ spreads are held in the sorority houses,
and apples were sold every Wednesday in Jellv Hall
by the members. This year's officers were: Helen
Huegamer. President; Lois Foreman. Vice-President:
Martha McHatton, Treasurer, .loan Hixon was cor-
respondent to the Matrix, and I3elt\ Luplon was the
Keeper of (he Vriiiives.
Equiteers may be considered an honorary since pros-
pective members must pass certain tests in horseman-
ship and be voted upon unanimously by the chapter.
This year the club participated in several inter-
collegiate shows, placing high in every one. Other
activities include acting as hosts for the annual inter-
collegiate show held here in the spring, holding the
annual horsemanship celebration, and engaging in the
usual formation riding as a troop in various horse shows.
This year the Equiteers were under the direction of
Max iVorris, President; Janet Ingham, vice-president;
Jeanne Seward, secretary: Constance French, Treas-
urer; Patricia Stavton. publicity chairman; and
Richard Bennet, historian.
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Kappa Kappa ?si
Director Ellis Carroll, Sham
BAUGH, Blue, Eisenbarth
Albrecht,iScofielb, Pfaff.
Calender, Sweeney,Spauld
iNG, Stivers, Crawford
Phillips,^Hogland, Wild
MAN
Choir
Row 1—Clapp,Miller,Barkes,
Bernan, Cherpas, Kirbv,
Lovelace, Hostetter, Col-
lins, Smead. Bl'Rbank.Biidd.
Baker, Jidd, Wilson, Mil-
ler, GiiDONE, Edwards.
DuGGiNS, Herman, Thomas,
Bishop, Foster, Lowe, Hig-
DON.
Row 2—Austin, Elder, Reck-
TENWALL, Martin, Niman,
Cooper, Vawter, Jones,
Bridgins, Chaudler, Pen-
nak,Steiner,Hughes,Black.
Roe 3—Wamsley, Palmer,
Meo, Wools, Goodwin,
Behrendt, Johantgen, Lan-
gell,Augustin,Noles,Cave,
Fox, Slaughter, Seller,
Hanson.
Theta Sigma Vhi
HixoN, Gordon, Mann, Lup-
ton, Reugamer.
EquLteers
Sueeley Burk, Lay", Meyer
Hackerd, Symmes, Sharp
NACK, Ingham, Frederick
SON, B E N N E T T, SeW ARD
Myers, Scherer, McCray
NORRIS.
wm.,_



CENSORED! COLOR GUARD INSPIRES FOOTBALL TEAM.
Jll TKKHl <;(;ING Al- llli: CWU'LS CLl IJ. THREE PHIS TAKE IN THE BASKETBALL GAME.
TOM BROWN AT BUTLER KAPPA'S STRLT AT GKNEVA STUNTS
CARSON HITS A BIG "B" KAPHERR ENTICES D. G/S HELFLIN IN
BOOKSTORE
lAI/iiOt torn.
The crowning achievement of tlie Junior Class was
their annual Junior Prom. Approximately 350 couples
helped end the 1941 social season in the style it is
accustomed to at the vears bigeest dance. Leo Reis-
man, recognized as having one of the finest dance
orchestras in the country, was well received and more
than lived up to the bilhng he received. The setting
was different this year being the Egyptian Room of
the Murat Temple. The beautiful prom boollis set off
the room hke it never has been before. Lambda Chi
Alpha won in the fraternity division with the Phi Delta
Theta booth being given an honorable mention. The
Pi Beta Phi sorority won in their division.
Butler was granted an unusual honor when the Amer-
iean Soeiet^ of Composers. Authors and Publishers
allowed Reisman's band to |>la\ their tuiii-. for a half
hour program over WIKI^. LoveK Lmcn IJoslcr of
Kajjpa Alpha Theta was the perleet prom <pieen and
more than lived up to the sa\ing "that all pn-eious
things come in small packages".
Dick Freuchtenicht took the role of pmni chairman in
the absence of Paul McClellan who was forced to drop
the job because of outside activities. Stanley Trusty,
Ross Christena, Frank King, and Mark lloleman
headed the most important committees. The dance was
a great success in every way and much credit should
be given to those people who helped make this the
best prom yet.
HOMECOMING ACTIVITIES
l[onieconiiiig caused tlie manv friends and alumni
of Butler to return another year to glorify their Alma
Mater. The Greek-Utter houses cordially welcomed
their former active members back to their respective
houses to enjov the homecoming activities.
It was a colorful Homecoming celebration which
began at noon Friday with the Freshmen-Sophomore
fight being the first event. The Sophomore Class of
1943 emerged victorious after a successful attempt to
protect their flag in a hard-lought "greased pole"
battle.
In the afternoon amid intermittent rainfall and
strong winds, the Homecoming parade formed down-
town. The Band escorted a procession of fifteen
beautifully decorated floats followed bv an enthusiastic
student body. Winners in the colorful float decorations
were Lambda Chi Alpha and Kappa Alpha Theta.
The wood -gathering contest was won by the Sigma
Nu fraternity which was followed up Fridav evening
by an all-school pep session held in the light of the
huge bonfire. The main attractions of the evening
were a fraternity and sorority singing contest and a
short decisive talk by Coach "Tony" Hinkle.
During the night the Greek organizations went to
work to decorate their houses to participate in the
House Decorations Contest. Ten o'clock Saturday
morning the judges awarded the trophies to Pi Beta
Phi and Lambda Chi Alpha. Saturday afternoon both
students and aliunni attended the football game
between Butler and De Pauw which proved to be a
very happy day for the Bulldogs and an impressive
climax to a successful Homecoming week-end. The
finishing touches were put on Saturday night bv' the
Dance-of-the-week-end which was sponsored bv Blue
Key and Scarlet Quill, national honarv fraternities.
leta's float wins in Iln
comlnc; parade.
,)ha Chi%
bid for ll,(
Lambda Chi"s victori-
ous in House Decorations
contest.
Lambda Clii's come
through again with a
winning Homecoming
float.
Pi Phi's zoo wins Home-
coming House Decora-
tions.
Rain and grease aid
Sophomores to win Sopho-
more-Freshmen Fight.
eai/i t
f
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THE FINAL FIFTEEN
Spencer, Free>l\n, Kenny, Thomas, Barkan, Fuller, Shippey, Bell, Tindall, ^ ilei,
OSTERMEYER, ReCKTEN«ALL. KrVEGER.
We wish to present to you the five most beauliCul
girls at Butler chosen from a field of fiftv-three. In an
effort to attain a higher degree of democracy, we have
introduced a new method of selecting the final five.
According to this method, each organization mav
submit not more than six participants to appear in
the preliminary contest. In this preliminary, fifteen
girls were selected from the original fifty-tliree bv the
judges D. Daniels, sculpture: L. R. Priddv. photo-
grapher; and M. Thurgood, Artist.
These fifteen girls participated in a style show at
L. S. Avres' Auditorium. March 15, in the final contest.
The purpose of this final contest was to pick five out-
standing girls who in the opinion of the judges were
emblematic and most representive of girls on the Butler
Campus. The judges for this contest were B. F. Cald-
well, artist: K. Tondinson. photographer; and R. L.
Randel, Artist. Professor Isom served as faculty
representative to supervise the judging.
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HiNKLE, head coach:
Hauss, line coach:
MiDDLESVVORTH, assistant
football coach; Heddon,
reshmen coach
Piloting Butler athletic ships through the rough seas
of intercollegiate competition is the job of the Bulldog
brain trust, pictured above.
The staff, led by Paul D. "Tony" Hinkle. consists
of Hugh "Wally"" Middlesworth, Jim JIauss, and Frank
"Pop" Iledden.
Hinkle, formerly one of the greatest athletes ever
to grace the American sports front, handles, the three-
fold assignment of coaching varsity football, basket-
ball, and baseball. One of the only two men ever to
earn nine letters at the University of Chicago, "Hink"
this rear celebrated his twentieth year as Butler
basketball mentor.
Acting as right-hand-man to Hinkle is Hugh "Wally"
IVIiddlesworth, former Butler grid and net star, who
devotes special attention to the Bulldog backfield.
Head of the Indianapolis recreation department,
Middlesworth is of invaluable aid to Butler athletics.
Jim Hauss is another former Butler great, who not
only shows the tricks of the trade to Butler linemen,
but also has charge of the Blue and White golf squad.
Jim was a regidar lineman for Butler three years.
To Frank "Pop" Hedden goes the assignment of
introducing prospective Bulldog athletes into the
Hinkle system of football and basketball. "Pop."
who also instructs classes in physical education, is
Butler's freshman coach, an important cog in any
athletic machine.
QLESTIOIV:—How long has Paul "Tony" Hinkle served in the capacitv as coach
at Butler Universitv?
ANSW ER:—This ^ear marks his ticentielh anniversary at Butler.
MANAGERS DOC MORRIS CHEER LEADERS
IJehind llie trim appearance of the Butler Gridders
lies painstaking preparation which is the function of
the foothall Managers ... As the victorious gridnien
leave the game, they present a far different picture:
happv in spirit but tattered in appearance. It is then
that the work of the Manager is just beginning. Every
afternoon one can see them hustling from one end of
the practice field to the other. keeping an eve on plavers
and equipment.
"Doc" Morris is one of the most valuable cogs of the
Butler University Athletic Machine. We should be
proud to have such an individual as Jim here at Butler
for he is recognized as one of the country's outstanding
athletic trainers and day by day he is gaining more
prominence in that field.
Doc is known for his trait of treating all athletes
with equal care and attention. It makes no difference
whether he is treating a college or high school athlete.
Doc is always willing to oblige and give treatments. He
is also very accomplished at the art of cutting hair, but
this is purely a hobbv. and the patients have to suffer
the consequences.
The fact that Butler's athletic spirit took a noticed
upswing during the 1940-41 athletic season may have
been due to the increased efforts of the yell leaders
and the cooperation of the student body.
Dick Carson took over the captain's duties and with
the cooperation of "Doc" King and Jack Iloyt several
new routines and veils were worked out.
The best support of the team was rendered at the
Final Home Basketball game with Notre Dame at
which things were given a feminine touch with the
addition of two girls to the cheering squad.
The annual cheerleaders banquet held in April with
several faculty members as guests turned out to be
quite a success.
Cheerleaders—
IIOYT,
Carson,
King.
Trainei—
"Doc" Morris.
Managers—
Woods,
Weakley,
Dukes,
Stivers.
1941 fOOT
Purdue's Dave Uaiikin
a l>iu OIK- in llu' ,m\ /.<
I'rirlUiT l,),.kson.
The 1910 Bulldog gridinen suffered an unusual number of defeats, but
slill managed to come up with a 500 percent average and their seventh
consecutive Indiana Intercollegiate conference championship.
Total season records show thai the Hinklemen rolled up a total of 142
points, on 22 touchdowns and 10 extra points, while holding their ag-
gregate opponents to 119 points, on 18 touchdowns and II extra points.
Leading Rulldog point-gainer was little Ralph "Red" Swager, senior
haM'back. wh(» skipped to six touchdowns and place-kicked six conversions
to amass a total of 42 points.
Not far behind was Senior wingman Stan Crawford, who went over
four times and accounted for one conversion, to gain 25 points. Sophomore
halfback Charlie Metzelaars was right behind with 24 markers on four
touchdown jaunts, with KIwood "Woody" IVorris, junior fullback, going
over three times for 18 points.
Other scorers were Harold Feichter. senior halfback, with 12; Steve
Stovko. sophomore halfback, with nine; and Robert Roberts and Henry
"Hank" Abts. both with six. Abts was a senior halfback, but Roberts, a
junior, held down an end position.
Butler 27—St. Joseph 6
The Bulldogs opened their season in high gear, rolling over the St.
.loseph Pumas by a 27-6 score at the Butler Bowl.
Scoring in all quarters, the Bulldogs held their conference foes at bay
until the final seconds of the game when All-Conference Nick Scollard
snagged two long passes to set up a touchdown plunge by Pete Varini,
Puma fullback.
Into the Butler scoring column went Stanley Crawford, lanky end, who
scored on a pass in the first quarter; Elwood "Woody" Norris. reserve
fullback, who plunged for a second stanza touchdown; Sophomore Charlie
Metzelaars. reserve halfback, who skipped 14 yards for a third-period
score; and little Ralph "Red" Swanger, 150-pound triple threat halfback,
who bucked the line for a nnich deserved six-pointer in the final quarter.
Purdue 28—Butler
Held almost entirel\ within a 16-yard penalty of their own goal line,
the Bulldogs never really got their offensive rolling as they went down
before the powerful Purdue Boilermakers 28-0 at the Ross-Ade Stadium
at West Lafayette.
Captain Dave Rankin iS: Co. were too much for the Bulldogs, who had
to produce several fine defensive stands to keep the score from looking
like a government payroll.
QUESTION: II liiit school has held the Indiiiiia Conference Championship for
seivn consccittiie years in football?
ANSW ER: Butler has had the honor of holding this title.
BALL SfflSOO
Butler 7—Ohio U. 7
It was "raining cats and dogs" at Athens. Ohio.
?Sov. 12, but after 60 minutes of football neither the
Bobcats or the Bulldogs were reigning. The "ame
ended in a 7-7 tie.
Taking advantage of a first-quarter penaits which
put the ball on the Ohio one-yard marker, the Bulldogs
sent Swager over on a line smash, and Swager place-
kicked the extra point to give Butler a 7-0 lead.
The Bobcats came back, however, in the third
stanza, to tie the count on a pass from the Butler
10 vard line and a successful conversion. Final count.
Xavier 13— Butler 6
Coach Clem Crowe brought his Xavier Musketeers
to Butler Bowl October 18. and left the Bulldogs on
the short end of a 13-6 count.
After a scoreless first half, during which the fans
near the Xavier goal had to follow the game bv loud
speaker, the Bulldogs came to life early in the third
stanza, executing a long drive which ended when
Swager flipped a pass to Metzelaars in the end zone.
Sparked by the prospect of defeat, however, the
Musketeers took to the air. and from there on in
evervthing was over the Bulldog's head.
Gaining more than two thirds of their ground via
the aerial route, the Musketeers counter punched in
the third stanza on a touchdown pass and repeated
in the last quarter to put the game on ice.
Butler 19—Wabash 12
Returning to Conference competition, the Bulldogs
plaved colorless but powerful football in turning down
the Wabash Cavemen 19-12 before a large homecoming
crowd at the Crawfordsville field.
The game was much more decisive than the score,
with the steam-rolling Bulldog machine piling up a
lopsided vardage advantage over the inspired but
outplaved Cavemen.
Kxecuting long, relentless drives, the Bulldogs sent
Metzelaars and Sophomore Steve Stoyko over on
Ktm i—Sw\GEK NoKRis Dlogek (Jsti IM). (;\KiMi(ii). Kkm>. Ckvhuiki). I'l KKnr>KK.K\iiiii,r>. FnffiiTKB. \BT-.SrRopK-. Hubert-.
Row 2—Havss, line coach, G. Zavella, Cohen, Davis, Cristi.na, Pohell, Blair, French, Nearston, Metzlaars, Doyle. Gilso.v.
Ellis, MiDDLEsvvoRTH, assistant coach. ,, ^ ,- c
Rom; 3—Hi.NKLE, head coach. Bender. D. Zavella, Krlsse, Frl echtemcht, Hillring, Toelle, McClellan, Gross, bTovKO.
MossEY, Gribb, Morris, trainer, Woods, manager.
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ground plays, while the Swager to Crawford pass
combination reaped the third score.
The count was tied 6-6 at halftinie, but the Blue
and White counted in both the third and fourth
quarters, while yielding one Wabash tally in the final
period.
\X ashington of St. Louis 27—Butler 19
The JJulldogs spotted the Bears a 27-0 third -quarter
lead, and then almost turned the game into a storybook
Butler victory, executing a three-touchdown campaign
in the final quarter, and losing only because of the
referee's gun.
A BuJldog attack that sputtered and fused all over
the field for three quarters, suddenly came to life in
the final stanza. After a penalty had given them the
ball on the Bear's one yard line, the Bulldogs opened
the way for Swager to score on a line buck and the
parade was on.
A few moments later Swager flipped a pass to Craw-
ford in the end zone for Butler's second score.
Recovery of a Washington fumble on their own 45
started the Bulldogs once more goalward. Norris
finally plunged over for Butler's third score and
Crawford kicked the extra point to give the Bulldogs
the 19th point in 11 minutes.
The final gun sounded, however, before the Bulldogs
could get a game-winning drive across the Wasliinglon
goal line.
Hutler 32—DePauu 6
The Bulldogs opened up a I'our-touchdown firsl-haif
barrage and coasted to an easy 32-6 viclorv over the
DePauw Tigers before a large Homecoming crowd a I
Butler Bowl.
The Tigers, playing against a host of Bulldog
reserves, pushed across a touchdown in the waning
minutes of the game, but the outcome of the contest
was never in doubt from the opening plav.
Before the firing was over, Swager had gone over
twice and had passed to Roberts for another touch-
down. Feichter and Norris added touchdowns, and
Swager converted two extra points to give the Hinkle-
men their 32 markers.
Butler 26—Ball State
Displaying the finest exhibition of blocking and
tackling seen on the Butler gridiron all season, the
Bulldogs cinched their seventh consecutive Indiana
Intercollegiate Conference grid crown with a 26-0
whitewash over the Cardinals of Ball State College.
The game, which saw the Hinklemen open up a
second-quarter blitzkrieg and coast to their victory,
marked Butler's 33rd consecutive game without defeat.
The initial score came on the first plav of the second
quarter; Swager smashing over from the two yard
line, and completing the placement to give Butler a
7-0 lead.
In a few moments the aiways-dependahle pass
(•()nd)inali()n. Suager to Crawford, netted the Uulldogs
another louchdown.
And again a few plays later, Hig Woody Norris
crashed through the line and plowed 18 yards for
BiMler"s third score of the quarter. Stovko [ilacc-
kiiked the extra |)oint. and Uutler lead 2()-i).
Shorll\ after the intermission, the Hhie and White
again reached pay dirt; Swager going over on a reverse
from the 19 yard line. Final score, Rutler 26, Ball
State 0.
Toledo 20— Butler 6
Coach Clarence "Doc" Spears and his Toledo Uni-
versity Rockets, heading into big-lime football, hardly
broke stride in running over the Bulldogs by a score
of 20-6 in the season finale at the Fairview Bowl.
Held at bay by a fast-charging, vicious-tackling
Toledo line, the Bulldogs could not score until the
final moments of the game, while Rocket halfback
Bobby Slovak ran wild, scoring all three of the visitors
touchdowns
.
Counting 11 first downs to Butler's three, and rolling
up 174 yards on the ground, against Butler's 35. The
Ohioans were outclassed only in the pass department,
93 yards to 86.
Fed on goose eggs for three quarters, the Bulldogs
finally scored in the final moments of the game when
hustlin' Hank Abts took a pass from Metzlaars and
skirted south of the border, to avoid a whitewash.
Top left—G. Zavella
Bottnm left—CoHEN
DRIFTS FAST ACTION CAMERA STOPS 'RED" SWAGER
BUTLKRS SHOCK TROOPKRS LEAD TEAM MATE IN ST. JOE GAME
Top rifiht. Hu.LRiNG
Bottom right—CoOK
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HulU'i'"s 1910-11 basketball season was apllv summed up at a post-season
banquet by Coaeli llinkle wlio said "this year's team played some of the best
ball ever played by a liuller team—and some of the worst."
>es. they ran hot and eold. these |{ulldoj[;s of "I0-"I1. but tiiey ran iiot more
than they ran cold, and eanu' out at the end wilh a line reeord of tliirleen wins and
nine losses, winniuf; their last live eonseculixc f;ames.
Five seniors saw aelion under llinkle for the last time in the season finale agains,
rrankliu. TbtN «ere l{ill llamillou. Jack Clayton, Lyle Neat, Lester Combst
and sa\inf; the best for last— Captain Hob "Gabby" Dietz, who scored more
points lor Hutlcr (ban any other man in history.
'riioui;h neither big nor exceptionally fast moving. Dietz possessed an uncanny
laeulty for knowing where to be, and boasted probably the finest floor game seen
in the fieldhouse in manv a moon.
.j***"*"
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Hob led team scoring his sophomore
year with 127 points, ran second to the
great Jerome Steiner the following year
«ilh 178. and poured 203 points
through the hoop his senior season, to
amass 508 points for three years of
]>lay. breaking the record of 463 held
b\ Oral llildebran<l for more than fif-
teen \ears.
Dietz came within five points of
Sleiner's single-year record of 208
points, but was hampered during the
latter part of the season by a heel
injurv. and. in the last game, was
virtually unable to shoot, because of
a badly swollen hand.
Indiana 3')—Butler 36
Tlie Hidldogs opened their season in high gear, ex-
tending Indiana University's national champions to
the limit before losing out in the final minutes of
the game.
Weakness at the free throw line caused the defeat
of the Bulldogs, who matched the Hustlin' Hoosiers
16 baskets apiece, but could cash in on only four of
17 gratis attempts.
Butler 51—Ohio State 49
Too close for comfort was this game, in which the
Bulldog machine rolled up a 41-30 lead with less than
live minutes to play, and then collapsed before a whirl-
wind rall\ that all but closed tlie gap.
Although the locals led onlv 25-22 at intermission
lime, a second-half splurge saw them pull away to
their 41-30 advantage.
Butler 32— \orthwestern 31
A real thriller here. The Fairview Flyers, badly
outsized. look over a 21-14 half-time lead but saw
tlieir advantage wiped away before a late Wildcat
rally. A basket in the final 15 seconds of the game
gave the Wildcats a 31-30 lead, but Lyle iN'eat drove
under to recapture the game with less than eight
seconds left.
Michigan 32— Butler 25
The Violverines pulled away at the beginning and
held the lead throughout, coasting through the second
half after takiu" over 16-9 intermission lead. Biggest
Diriz fights for a rebound.
Clapton forj.'.-!-, liimsclf.
Norllmc-l.-rn t.«. lar.-.
Fletcher,
Combs.
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gun in the Michigan attack was I?ill Mantller. 18-year
old sophomore center, who talhetl 18 ))oints.
Pittsburgh M— BiKler 10
A heartbreaker here, in whirli the Bulldogs all but
won over their taller rivals in a late but brilliant rally.
The I'amous Pittsburgh "figure eight" formation
worked to good advantage, as the Panthers took over
a 23-21 hall time margin and stretched their lead
during the second half, before the Butler rally almost
turned the tables.
DePaul 53—Butler 32
This one looked like a ballgame during the first half,
in which the Fairview quintet stayed within six points
of the Chicago outfit at 23-17, but after the inter-
mission the Bulldogs couldn't stick with their taller
opponents who turned the game into a rout.
Butler 57—Xavier 33
The defeat-ridden Bidldogs plaved with a vengeance
to completelv smother a giant Xavier quintet by a
24 point margin. The Bulldogs jumped away to an
earlv lead and never left a moment's doubt as to the
outcome of the battle.
Notre Dame 45—Butler 35
The Bulldogs were primed for this one, but every-
thing went wrong, as Coach George Keogan's boys
pulle<l awav earh in the game, and held the Bulldogs
off throughout.
Butler 38 DePauw 34
The Bulldogs spotted the Tigers a 13-0 lead and
then came back to "win one for 'Ilink.' " in a special
"Hinkle night" tilt at the fieldhouse.
Trailing 16-25 at half time, the Bulldogs didn't
catch up inilil the final three minutes of play, and
then turned on a whirlwind finish to put the game on
ice.
Butler 45—Franklin 32
The Grizzlies, pointing to the Bulldogs the same as
all other conference teams do, tried to stav with the
Fairview Flyers during the first half, but the Hinkle-
men had too much all-around class, and pulled awav
during the second session to salt the tilt awav.
Butler 38—Ball State 36
The Cardinals were set for this one, and almost
turned in a major upset over the Bulldogs. The lead
changed hands several times throughout the game,
and it was onlv a final half-minute bucket bv Jim
McCray that settled the issue in favor of the Bulldogs.
The Bidldogs held a 22-17 half lime advantage.
Long Island 46—Butler 35
Plaving the last game of his collegiate career, Dolly
King, great negro center on the Long Island quintet,
scored 19 points to lead his team to a decisive victory
over the Bulldogs in Madison Square Gardens.
Butler got behind earlv in the game and never could
catch up.
St. Joseph 47—Butler 43
The Hinklemen came close this time, but the St.
Joseph quintet came through in the pinches to eke out
a close victorv . The issue was in doubt imtil the final
three miiuites of plav when the Philadelphia team
sunk two quick buckets to put the game out of reach
of the Bulldogs.
Butler 52 Ohio State 30
Bristling from defeats in New York and Philadelphia,
the Fairview Fhers reallv "turned it on" for the
DIETZ SUPS IN A ONE-HANDEK SCHUMACHER OUT JUMPS NORTHWESTERN WAITING FOR REBOUND IN INDIANA GAME
MMii^
'Will" Sciium.vcher sligliily liam!
by "Caveman" laclics
"\\ oody"' NoRRis aids in the overwhelming defeat of Notre Dame. Hamilto in llie ojiening lip-off ;
home fans, crushing a potent Ohio State machine into
complete submission.
Leading 29-10 at half time, H inkle's bovs had things
completely their own way at all times.
Butler 4l—Wabash 35
The Little Giants came to the field house with blood
in their eyes, but could not match the Bulldogs' spark-
ling play in any department of the game. The Hinkle-
men pulled awav shortly after the opening tipoff, took
over a commanding lead, and coasted lo their victory.
Marquette 41—Butler 37
The Marquette Hilltoppers, with "Big Bill" Ko-
menich leading the way, turned in a real upset here in
downing a highly favored Bulldog five.
The locals held a 19-1.5 halftime lead, but "Big Bill"
went to work the second half, scoring 14 points, to
give Coach Bill Chandler a suprise victory.
Wisconsin 59—Butler 55
Mr. Gene Englund, voted the outstanding player in
the Big Ten, was entirelv too much lor the Bulldogs,
scoring 27 points to lead his team lo a hard-roiight
victory.
"We couldn't stop them and they couldn't stop us,"
Coach Harold Foster later said, explaining the game.
Butler 40—Marquette 38
"Big Bill" Komenich was still good for 14 points,
but the Bulldogs tamed the rest of the Hilltoppers just
enough to eke out their close decision in a return battle
at the fieldhouse.
Ater taking over a 21-11 half lime lead, liie Fairview
Flyers cooled off considerably, but managed lo hold
the Hilltoppers at bay until the final gun ended the
battle.
Butler 33—DePauw 28
A typical conference game, in which the Tigers were
pointing for the Bulldogs but the Bulldogs just had
too much class to lose this one. The Tigers hung on
prettv well, however, until late in the game when the
Fairview Flyers opened up a strong attack to put the
game on ice.
Butler 34—Wabash 30
After being held to a 16-16 half time deadlock, the
Bulldogs came back in the second session to pull this
one out of the fire. The game was not so close as the
score indicates.
Butler 54—Notre Dame 40
The Bulldogs were truK brilliant in completely
outmanuevering -\olre Dame's Fighting Irishmen in
a return match at (he fieldhouse. Holding a 33-15
half time margin the Bulldogs coasted to their victorv,
which snapped an 11 -game Irish winning streak and
put a "Success" tag on the entire Butler season.
Butler 38—Franklin 34
The Grizzlies were Mailing for this one, and. with
the Bulldogs crowdcil inio ihe "pill-box" Franklin
gymnasium, almost turned in a major upset. The
Grizzlies jumped iulo ihe lead, and kept one stride
ahead of the befuddleil Bulldogs throughout the first
half, leading 20-18 al the inlermission.
Into the secon<l hall llio Franklin bovs held their
ground, and extended I heir lead to six points with less
than five minutes to go. But the Bulldogs finally found
the range—and just in time
—
going ahead with only
a few minutes to plav. and then protecting their lead
till the final gun ended their season.
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VARSITY TRACK SQUAD
Rott 1—Dreesen, Winton, Metzlaar, Nahmias.
Rm2—CuRK, Armer. Stewart, Ai.sblrv, Johnson, Flynn.
Roiv 3—Graham, Roberts, Hillring, Rabold, Gross, Coach
Sears.
CROSS COUNTRY SQUAD
I r-ft til Wfi/if—Winton, Clark, Dreesen, Armer, Marshall,
N\HMi\s, Stewart.
oac h Ra ears
No Butler athletic team spreads the gospel of Butler
University any farther or any better than the Bulldog
trat-k and liejd squad, which annually travels more
than .1,000 miles to meet representative teams from all
over the I nilcd .Slates.
Also a consislant winner is the Fairview cross country
squad which this year lost only one of twelve dual
meets. Meanwhile the indoor track and field squad,
participating in (>nl\ two dual meets, whipped Wayne
University and lost to Western State, while tying for
first place in the great Butler Relays, with Wayne
university, and copping runner-up honors behind
Lovola University in the Midwestern conference meet.
The outdoor squad, at this writing, has beaten
Lincoln university, Arkansas university, and Indiana
State while having lost to Purdue, and Pittsburgh
Teachers of Pittsburgh, Kansas.
/S6
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At this writing the baseball men of Butler have
plaved but three games and have vet failed to win.
With only four days of pre-season practice, however,
the Bulldogs are presentiv in verv early-season form,
and hope that, with a few more games under their
belts, they can avenge these early defeats later in the
season.
Members of the traveling squad include Bill Hamil-
ton, James Deputy, Joe Guennel, Dick Cournoyer,
Harold Mossev, Bob Fletcher, Fred Hunckler, Lvle
Neat, Francis Sears, James Baumgartner, Earl Steckel,
Ted Witte, Charles Stewart.
The Bulldog schedule, which includes 15 games, is
highlighted by annual home-and-home tilts with
Indiana university's Hustlin' lloosiers. Other teams
on the Fairview schedule are St. Joseph, DePauw,
Ball State, Wabash, Purdue, Earlham, and Franklin,
with all but the Boilermakers signed up for two games.
Last vear the Bulldogs won seven of fourteen games.
Ron- I HtRCOlRT, Vi ITTE. GUELEFF, DODOS, SeARS.
Ron- 2—Neat, Baumgartner, McMullen, Hunkler, Hardy, Guennel, Fletcher.
Kgn, 3 Tex, Hepler, Stewart. Mossev, Broderick, Hickey, Coach Hinkle.
QUESTION-^What eminent member of the fnciilly in the old days played on the
base-ball nine?
ANSW ER^David Star Jordan, knocked a home run and won the game against
Wabash in 1875.
BUIUli inDOORfifLflyS
,1 al Rntlpr Indoor Relavs had its nick-name changed from "The Greatest Track
^''^;fllJ"£-wesl" fo ''The Nation's
Greatest Track Carnival." and went on to Hve
.G^
up to its n^^;; n'""*'-
^„^
. i„to the great Butler fieldhouse to see more
than 325
athire:^°ep:e^S Iwo c^^^^^^ sc.fools,
do or die for more than S1,000
"mSJh's Wolverines, champions the pa- seven years,
were
^T'^^^'^^l^^l^^^ ^^ --^ ^"^
versitv's powertul squaa uus .
universitv division,but showed a
sur
prising burst of form m field
events to eke out a two
point margin
^.^^^
.^^^^
.V3t^^
over the Hoosiers.
y' The Wolverines copped
35 points with Indiana able
to collect onlv 33.
Meanwhile Butler's Bulldogs, conceded an
equally small chance of defending their two-vear old
college division title, showed great form in running events
to tie with Western Michigan State Teachers College for first
place. After Butler had seemingly won first place, a technicality robbed
the Bulldogs of two points and forced them into a 20-20 tie for top honors.
Adding color to the Relays was Queen Jodv Fox and her court
of eight Butler Beauties, and the mass pre-relav parade of all officials
and athletes.
Golf
Left to right—Owen, Braden.
Phillips, Wolf.
Tennis
Coach Isom, Smalley, Shackel-
ford, Jacobi, Trusty, Robin-
son, Captain Schumacher,
QLESTIO!\— What is the record of wins (mil losses during Couch Hinkle's reign
at Butler I niiersilv?
ANSW ER— The athletic teiuns have maintained a .600 average under his guidance
and callable coaching ahilitv.
Golf
With only two games under their belts at this
writing, the Bulldog golfers are facing a tough
12-ganie schedule, headed bv tilts with Indiana
and Purdue.
So far the Bulldog put put men have split,
losing to Northwestern, 13-5. and winning over
Franklin, llj^ to 6^-
Members of the Butler squad are Harold ""Red"
Braden, Bob Phillips, Bud Owens, John Wolf, and
Jay Anson. Last vear the Fairview golfers won
the Indiana Intercollegiate conference champion-
ship, and are expected to defend their title in the
current campaign. Other teams on the Fairview
schedule are Earlham. Wabash, DePauw. and
Indiana State, all but Indiana State booked for
two tilts.
Tennis
The Butler tennis squad, under the direction of
Prof. Warren R. Isom, has at present lost two
games, but hopes that the "third time is a
charm" adage will launch them on a victory string
in their next tilt.
Members of the squad currently are Captain
Wilbur Schumacher. Chester Robinson, Robert
Jacobi, Jack Shackleford, Stan Trusty, and Gene
Smalley.
The Fairview tennis fchedule. which includes
ten games, follows: April 18. Ball Stale, there:
April 19, Indiana, at Butler: April 28. Wabash,
there; May 1, Purdue there: May 5. Cincinnati,
there; May 8. Illinois Inslitute of Technology, at
Butler; May 9. DePauw. there: -May 15. Ball
State, at Butler: and May 16. Kvansville, at
Butler.
Basketball
Track
Football
ffifSfiUlfO fllHLtllCS
If the 1940-'ll freshman football and basketball
records are anv indication, a bright future for Butler
varsity squads can be expected.
This season, under the direction of Frank. "Pop"
Hedden, the Bullpup gridmen went unbeaten in a
two-game schedule, while the rhinie netmen came
throuKh a tough six-game card unscathed.
Grid victories were scored over Wabash and DePauw
,
while court triumphs came over Wabash twice, and De-
Pauw. Ball State. St. Joseph, and N.C.A.G.U.
Coach Hedden is quite proud of his current crop, and
promises Varsitv Mentor Hinkle and all concerned tiiat
his class of '41 will do themselves proud before their
four-vear term at Butler is completed.
a Q a
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL
Ron' I—Miller, Braden, W ewer. E.
Miller, Tidkow, Mampold.
Boll! 2—Murray, Dimancheff, Vi'iley,
Griffith, Sloop, Milbolirne, Bald-
win, Adjeff.
Row 3—Reeves, Whittingiiill, Rey-
nolds, Coach Hedden, Schindler,
Bevis, Shaler, Getz, Manager.
FRESHMAN IRACk
Roll-
1
—Potter. Hoyt. Delaney.
Knowles.
Roll' 2—Schmidt, Tich. Rice, Timmons.
Bagby.
Row 3—Graham, Pfarr, King, Kammeh,
Coach Sears.
FRESHMAN lOOl BALL
I-
;
— S einberg.Mlrtalgh.Horvath,
Rogers, Ent, Dimancheff, Howard,
De\\ ALD, Beck, Kidnickey, Moran,
Endicott, King, Kodick, Dohl.
r 3—Coach Heddon, .(. Miller, N.
Miller, N. U illiams, Kammer,
Wiggam, Benz, Cook, Sleet, A.
^ illiams, Cromley, Battenberg,
Haenes, Leamon, Perrone, Van-
dermoer, askin.
UfifllS
An extensive, well-organized Butler
intramural sports program offers both
fraternity men and independents op-
portunities for friendly rivalries in
nearlv any sport.
With all rules and regulations clearly
defined by the Butler Intramural
sports board, competition is held in
basketball, football, Softball, table
tennis. goU, swimming, bowling, and
manv other sports.
At this writing the Butler Inde-
pendent Association is leading the way,
having already won the football,
basketball, and table tennis champion-
ships. Phi Delts have won swimming
and golf. Sigma Nu victorious in the
bowling division.
Other organizations active in intra-
murals are the Newman Club, the
College of Religion. Sigma Chi. Sigma
Nu. Phi Delta Theta. Lambda Chi
Alpha, and Delta Tau Delta.
Fine trophies are awarded to winners
in all events, and intramural sports are
given much space in the school daily
paper.


Delta Tau Delta
Delta Tau Delta was founded at Bethany College.
Virginia, in 1839. Beta Zeta was founded on the
Butler Campus in 1875. In the fall of 1938. the Delts
changed residence to a new chapter house. Delta
Tau Delta now has 74 active chapters, 23 inactive chap-
ters and 32,000 members.
The mother's club now has sixty members, and has
been of considerable help in furnishing the chapter
house, in which thev hold iheir monthly meetings.
Thev have given numerous leas and bridge parties
during the past year.
On October 19, the 22 pledges gave the first social
affair of the vear. a "hard times" dance at Carr's Hall.
This was followed bv the highlight of the social season,
the annual Delt house party at Turkey Run during the
Thanksgiving vacation.
The organization has carried on a successful year
under the capable leadership of the following officers:
President, John Carr; Vice-president, David \arian;
Recording secretary. Donald J. Sobbe: Corresponding
secretary. Jack R. Lewis: Rush Chairman. Quentin
Covert; Treasurer, Edward Turner; Rules Chairman,
James Hardin; Scholarship Chairman, Tom Markin;
and activities Chairman, Robert Smith.
The first of December saw approximately fifty alumni
of the chapter return to the house for alumni night.
On December 11. the chapter had their annual Christ-
mas party for the orphans, and on December 18, a
part\ was held for the members.
The pledges held socials for the active chapter on
Januarv IS. and on February 1. February 22 was the
date of the annual pledge dinner dance, held in the
main ballroom of the Marott Hotel.
Delta Tau Delta celebrated State Day with a dinner
and a dance on March 14, at the Columbia Club.
At the present time, the Delts are looking forward to
their annual Spring Dinner dance.
l*S ^\ f^
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/{ow i. Seniors—Carr, Hardin, Harrod, Hittle, Lewis, Sobbe, Thompson,
Row 2—Turner, Yarian—Juniors—Covert, Crumbaker, Markin, Woods—Sophomores—Alsop.
Row 3—Curtis, DeHaven, Forry, Hudelson, Pitcher, Salb, Smith.
Row 4—Stevens, Taylor, Volstead, Whaley—Freshmen—Adams, Berry, Bom jian.
Row 5—Cox, DoLD, Fitch, Graham, Heffron. Hughes, Langell.
Row 6—Ragesdale, Randsdell, Sellick, Whitecotton, Wildman.
Lambda Cki Alpka
Lambda Chi Alpha was founded at Boston University
in 1909, growing out of the Cosmopolitan Law Club.
Although comparativelv voung. Lambda Chi Alpha
has taken its place among the leaders of the fraternity
world. The fraternity now boasts 109 functioning
chapters and is the largest national fraternity on the
Butler Campus. Recently the fraternity purchased a
spacious and modern national office building in
Indianapolis.
The twenty-fifthanniversaryat Butler was celebrated
with a banquet at the Columbia Club on Dec. 17, 1940,
in which brothers from all parts of the country reyiewed
the progress of the chapter.
Robert Purkhiser and Robert Roberts haye guided
the Lambda Chi's tlirough the year with a balanced
program of scholastic, social and extra-curricular
activities. The social season was highlighted by a
unique "Black Out" dance in which there prevailed a
war-time atmosphere. The annual Spring Formal was
held on May 9, 1941, at the Ulen Country Club in
Lebanon, Indiana. Other social activities enjoyed by
the fraternity were numerous record dances and ex-
change dinners.
A very clever arrangement of home-coming decora-
tions received the unanimous vote of the judges as the
best on the campus. The trophy for the best float in
the home-coming parade was also won by Lambda
Chi Alpha. On March 14, 1941, Lambda Clii received
a trophy for the best float in the relay parade. This
victory makes the sixth win out of the seven year
competition. Lambda Chi was also the winner of the
Blue Key stunts in 1940, presenting a well planned skit
portraying sorority life.
Lambda Chi Alpha looks to next year and the future
with expectations of service and lovalitv to Butler
University and the student body.
Row L Seniors— Pi RKHiSER, Dick, Fisk, Gil5Is:r, Helm, Pappas, Presican.
Row 2—Rabold, WiLDMAiN—/uniors—Brice. Hillring. Hite, Kruse. Mossey,
7{o^, 3
—
Roberts. Shields, Tews, Toelle—So/)/iomores—Cou^over, Fletcher, Flora,
jlg^ 4—Main, Wells—Freshmen—Alexander, Beck, Black, Claycombe, DeWald.
jRom; 5—Dickos, Gilmer, Glass, Horner, Inzo, Krammer, Meo.
Row 6—MiLBLiRN, Ottinger, Patterson, Peronee, Tidrow.
P/i/ Delta Tketa
Indiana Gamma of Phi Delta Tlieta at Butler was
founded in 1859. just eleven years after the founding of
the mother chapter at Miami University at Oxford.
Ohio on the evening of December 25. 1848. Since that
time the fraternity has grown to over 50,000 members
and 106 chapters. The Butler chapter has enjoyed
a continuous existence since its beginning, and now
claims over 700 loyal brothers.
Those members who did not compete in varsity or
freshmen athletics enjoyed many sports events on the
inlra-mural program throughout the year. The entire
chapter competed in many school contests, and as a
result of their efforts won the trophy awarded in the
Collegian Christman Cheer Drive and the Bulldog
subscription competition. Other events entered were
the Homecoming house decorations and Relays"
Lovalty contests; as well as several university parades.
Societv also had its place in the life of Phi Delta
Theta. An outing at Brown county ushered in the
social season followed bv the Christmas formal held at
the Marott hotel. The Indiana State Day Dance was
attended by members of the Indiana chapters, as well
as delegates from the chapters in six states who were
attending the Great Lakes Regional Conference being
held in conjunction with this chapter's state day.
Brother Charles E. Caches, national fraternity pres-
ident, was the guest of the chapter following this
conference. Several outings, the annual Pledge Dance,
and the Boat Dance on the Ohio river given bv Upsilon
Chapter along with the Spring Dance completed the
vear's activities.
The chapter house was open to visitors in the fall,
when the new pledges were formallv presented.
Manv alumni attended the meetings of their newly-
organized club as well as the Founders' Banquet given
for that organization by this chapter.
Alwavs activeh interested in chapter welfare, the
Mothers' Club continued their untiring efforts for the
betterment of the fraternitv bv sponsoring a Christmas
partv, at which time each member was presented a gift.
The chapter received several outstanding gifts and in
the spring the graduating seniors were presented
fraternity placques by the mothers.
The chapter crew of Phis was piloted this year by
brothers William and Robert Ostlund.
Row 1—Seniors—W. Ostlund, Abts, Bowen, Cravens, S. Dukes, Feichter, Guleff, Hack. Hurd,
Row 2—Johnson, Martin, B. Ostlund, Swager, Symmes, Taylor, Ticusan—Juniors—Butz, Christena,
Row 3—Deputy, Freuchtenicht, Guy, Holeman, Jacobi, Palmer, Paul, Spencer, Thornburgh,
Row 4—Sophomores—Bugbee, Carson, Doebber, Ellis, George, Hamp, Hardy, Kindig, Liverett,
Row 5—McCalip, McDonald, Mortimer, Penticost, Ragsdale, Smith, Tharp, Watson—Freshmen—Ander-
Row 6—Bell, Christena, Clayton, Cooper, Dalton, Ent, Fortney, Fritz. Getz,
Row 7—Griffith, Hart, Kettery, Manifold, Murphy, Pickett, Ratz, Silcox. York.
Sigma Chi
Rho Chapter of Sigma Clii celebrated its 75th year
on the Butler Campus with a gala Diamond Jubilee
banquet and ball. The group of celebrities attending
the affair was headed bv the national President, Dr.
Frederick M. Scheuch. "The Benefits of a College
Fraternitv" was the main topic of the speakers. Many
interesting displays of a historical nature were also
featured. One attention-drawing exhibit was the
original charter of the chapter issued April 10, 1865.
The Butler Chapter was founded just ten years after
the beginning of the national fraternity at Miami
University as a part of the Miami Triad together with
Beta Theta Pi and Phi Delta Theta. This national
fraternity whose members now number 37,558 was
established June 28, 1855.
Other events upon the social calender besides the
Diamond Jubilee included a dinner-dance given by the
pledge class under the leadership of Robert Elliott and
a picnic prepared by the same group. This pledge group
was introduced formally at the annual open-house.
The Sigma Cliis celebrated Christmas with a party and
exchange of razz gifts. Rho chapter captured the
attendance award at the convention of the various
Indiana chapter of Sigma Chi. held in March. Graduat-
ing members of the organization were given a rousing
send-off at the annual Senior Ball to close the social
events.
Under the guidance of Charles Hepler and Max
Wildman the fraternity is engaged in remodeling their
house. Assisting these two are Harlan Pfaff, vice-
president: Max Xorris, secretary; Philip Klotz, treas-
urer: Jack Shakleford, historian: Bud Young, pledge
instructor: and James Sellers, the tribune. The
Mothers' Club and Alumni Group have been quite
active in aiding in this project.
Glistening upon the trophy shelves is the latest
addition, the beautiful Hinkle Trophy awarded for
attendance at the home football games. The Sigma
Chi Chaper at Butler intends to add many other
awards to their growing collection during the forth-
coming year.
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Seniors—Hepler, Keenan, Lane, Martz, Pfaff, Roudebusch. Schernekau. Ulrich,
Rotv 2—WiLDMAN, Young—Juniors—Evard, Flynn, Gray, Harkness. Klotz, Neal.
Row 3—Norris, Petrie, Spitz—Sophomores— Bender, Bensema, Clahk. IIlliott, CJabler,
^01^ 4—GoLL, Heflin, Heljm, Higgs, Huber, McCrady, Morris, Seller.
jloff, 5 Shackleford, Shultz, Sturm—Freshmen—Augustine, Baker. BoiNham. Cateklin. Hartley,
flon, 5 Havens, Hull. Kennelly, Luck, McNutt, Plummer, Price, Spencer,
Row 7—Sterman, Weinberg, Wineman.
Sigma Nu
Sigma Nu Fraternity was fouiKled '.January 1, 1869.
at Virginia Militar\ Institute, Lexington, Virginia;
the fraternity yvas first ealled the Legion of Honor.
Since its birth, it has grown to an organization consist-
ing of 98 active chapters, and 12 inactive chapters, and
boasts a membership ol over 33,000 men. Epsilon Mm.
the Butler chapter was chartered on May 7, 19:16. ami
is tiie youngest fraternity on the campus.
Tiie fraternity was headed this year b\ Commander
WilHam Crawford. Other officers included Frank King,
Lieutenant-Commander: Chester Robinson, Recorder;
Robert Phillips. Chaplain; Jack Reckncll. Sentinel;
Allen Drever, Pledgemaster and Alumni Contact;
Robert Lawson, Treasurer: Paul MacClcllan, Marshall:
and Thomas Lewis, Historian.
The customary serenading of the various sororities
at their formal pledging was held as one of the most
important fall rush activities. A bouquet yvas given
to each sorority president.
Then on November 10. our pledge chapter was intro-
duced to the campus at open house. The pledges
reciprocated bv entertaining the active chapter at a
"Come as you are when invited" dance on November
29, ably aided by Dick Robbins' orchestra.
Meanwhile Sigma Nus had succeeded in capturing
the trophy offered to the fraternity collecting the most
yvood for the Homecoming bonfire, November 1.
On December 19, fifteen unfortunate children chosen
bv Fletcher Avenue Goodyvill Industries yvere royalK
feted at the chapter house in the good old Christmas
tradition, Santa Claus, toys, and candy all playing
an important role. President Robinson and his wife,
and Dean and Mrs. Ratti kindly consented to add pres-
tige to this affair by their presence.
Social progress continued yvith a gala winter formal
dinner-dance at the Marott Hotel, January 23, 1941
with music furnished bv Chuck Smith. This dance
served as a welcome relaxation from the tension produc-
ed by finals.
Scholastically we fared yvell, ending the first semester
second among the fraternities and surpassing all-men's
average.
Following a yveek of intensive pre-initiation training,
impressive initiation ceremonies were conducted on
March 16 for the eligible candidates. A social at the
chapter house folloyving these services served to
intensify the loyalty these neyv initiates had already
evidenced to Sigma Nu.
Mav the third yvas a big day in the year. On this
date our chapter celebrated Founder's Day and simul-
taneously acted as host to all other Indiana chapters
at the Sigma Nu Hoosier Rally. The annual spring
formal claimed a successful social season for the chapter.
Of course yve supported all school functions, and made
all our plans to conform yvith the idea of emphasizing
the close bond existing between the school and the
Greek-letter organizations.
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Ruw i.Sc/iiors—Crawford, Bruno, Drever, Grav, Hamilton, Philljps, Renz,
Row 2^Shearer, Shoaff, Whittinghill—./H/uors^AoAMS, BoYCE, Doyle. Jaggers,
/{«!<' 3—Kassler. King. McClellan, Noiret, Robinson, Schearer. Schumacher.
Row 4—Spiegel—Sophomores—Alspaugh, Becknell, Bevez, Burris, Celarek, Lawson,
Ron, 5—Lewis, Marshall, Myers, Norris, Wilhelm—Fres/jmen—Behrendt, Collons, Endicott.
Row 6—Farr, McLeod, McMurtry, Montgomery, Fletcher, Smyknis. Ware, Whittinghill.
Alpka Chi Omega
Alpha Chi Onie^a was foimrlcfl at DePauw Uni-
versitv. 1885. with tiie assistance of Dr. Campbell, a
Beta Theta Pi. There are 61 active chapters: 2 in-
active chapters; 15,000 members. Alpha Chi was
established on the Butler campus in 1925.
Mothers Club started about this same time and
now has ninety active members. They have always
been interested in the welfare of the group and have
given it much social and material help. They hold
monthly meetings in the chapter house.
We started the year by introducing sixteen pledges
to alumni at "Stardust Banquet" at the Indianapolis
Athletic Club. We in turn introduced these grand
pledges to the campus at Open House on Oct. 13, 1940.
The officers of the organization have carried on in
perfect harmonv this year: they are: President. Lois
Morton; Vice-president, Virginia Johnson; Recording
Secretarv, Betty Graham; Corresponding Secretary,
Jane Howe; Rush Chairman, Joan Hixon; Treasurer,
Marv Bee Fromhold; Warden, Danna Lansley; House
Manager, Jean Burham; Publicity, Mary Jane Steiner;
and Chaplain, Anne Marshall.
We celebrated Founder's Day in our usual manner,
bv sending each Founder a corsage.
The last of October we were happy to have Mrs.
Richard Rutledge, our national counsellor with us.
Also during October. Mrs. Ruth Windsor was enter-
tained with a lunclieon at the chapter house.
At the first of the school vear we held a record dance
at the chapter house. A record of vour favorite tune
was the price of admission. As a result we "killed two
birds with one stone." Everyone had a gay social
evening together, and we also added to our record
repertoire.
December 4, the chapter held a "Friends Night" at
the chapter house. The program featured a travel talk
by Mrs. Minnie B. Link, our housemother. Also there
were songs bv Lois Morton, Marv Marjorie Smead,
Jean Buschman and piano selections by Lorene
Thomas, Virginia Pletcher, and Jane Howe. Helen
Mock was chairman.
We had our Christmas party at the house on Dec.
11. Razz gifts were exchanged. We all distributed
wreaths to the various sorority and fraternity houses.
Our Christmas dance was Dec. 14. Bill Hart and his
orchestra plaved for the gala affair.
Alpha Chi Omega celebrated State Day with a
luncheon and dance February 22, 1941. The events
were held at the Indianapolis Athletic Club.
The pledges entertained the actives with a grand
dance on April 5, 1941.
Naturallv everyone takes an active part in Y.W.C.A.,
Women's League, and the girls have all given their
cooperation to homecoming, school dances, Geneva
Stunts, Relavs and Founder's Day, etc.
Alpha Chi Omega pledges continued loyalty and their
most heartv support to the future of Butler Uni-
versitv.
Row 1—Seniors—Morton. Benson, Fromhold. V. Johnson, Lansley, Loder—Juniors—Marshall.
Row 2—Graham, Guthridge, Hixon, Howe, J. Johnson, Lawson, Fletcher,
Row 3—Sanders—Sophomores—Buschman, Chapman, Franklin, Gray, Haskin, B. Kelly,
Row 4—M. Kelly, Lewis. Mock. Moor. Poff. Steiner—Freshmen—Baker,
Row 5—Benham, Heustis, Blomberg, Enzor, Fricke, Ginney, McKean,
Row 6—NiMAN, Smead, Steiner, J. Thomas, D. Thomas, L. Thomas, Vawter.
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Delta Delta was founded at Boston University
on Thanksgiving Eve, 1888. There are 87 chapters
and 29.100 members. The Delta Lambda chapter
was established on the Butler campus in 1914.
The chapter started this year with the Pearl Dinner
given for the pledges. The newly-pledged were
introduced to the campus at the Fall Open House.
Early in the smeester, Mrs. Owen N. Calvert, Tri
Delta district president, visited the sorority. Miss
Marjorie Curme, endower of the library at the chapter
house, was entertained at a luncheon during her visit
to the citv.
During the Christmas season the chapter members
and their House Director, Mrs. Bessie Bryson, ex-
changed gifts at their annual partv. The Christmas
Dance featured the music of Tommv Arvin and his
orchestra. The decorations were carried out in the
festive season colors.
The Delta Delta Delta State Day luncheon and
dance were held on February 22 at the Columbia Club.
The pledges entertained the active members on April
26 at a Pledge Dance modeled after the popular "First
Nighter" idea.
Jane Hardman, Doris Krome, and Ruth Neptune
were pledged later in the year.
On Mav Day the sororitv held their traditional May
Dav Serenade for the faculty members, singing Tri
Delta songs and leaving Mav baskets.
The sorority as a body participated in fostering a
spirit of school lovaltv and aided in sponsoring such
Butler functions as Homecoming, Geneva Stunts,
Relays, and Founder's Day, as well as the various
dances and parties.
Delta Delta Delta rated second in scholarship for the
vear. Delta Lambda chapter was guided through the
\ ear under the capable leadership of Betty Foster. The
other officers included Mary Bell, vice-president; Esther
Gray, marshall; Dorothy Jones, recording secretary;
Dorothy Jean James, treasurer, and Carol Sherman,
social chairman.
Row 1—Seniors—Foster. Bell, Gray, James, Jones, Sherman, White—Juniors—Buchanan,
Row 2—Cooper. Deery, Fcote, Gilbert, H. Krueger, Morris, Myers, Pert,
Row 3—Ryan, Sweeney—Sc/i/icmores—Brenner. Cabalzer, Edwards, Fehr, Hull, Jordan,
Rgj^, 4—KowNS, B. Krueger. Lewis, Pool, Price, Rechtenwall. Spencer. Wallace.
Row 5
—
Wilson. Wright. Young—Freshmen—Budd. Craigle. Guidone. Harvey. Herman.
Row 6—Johnson, Miller, Newgent, Reynolds. White.
De[ta Gamma
Delta Gamma was founded at the Lewis School,
Oxford, Mississippi. January 2, 1874. Alpha Tau was
organized on the Butler Campus in 1925. Delta Gam-
ma was among the seven sororities that made up the
first National Pan-hellenic Congress, and since the
year 1873 when Delta Gamma was organized as the
"Delta Gamma Society" by Mary Comford Leonard,
Anna Boyd Ellington, and Eva Webb Dodd the
organization has grown into a high ranking, widely
known society. At the beginning of the school year
1941, there were 55 collegiate chapters and more than
twenty thousand Delta Gammas in the United States
and Canada.
The official pin of the sorority is the golden Anchor,
and its publication is known as the "Anchora" and was
first issued in 1884 and now comes out four times a year.
Delta Gamma became international in 1913 with the
installation of our first Canadian chapter at the Uni-
versity of Toronto. Other philanthropies aside from
the Student Loan Funds and Student Fellowships
include the "Delta Gamma Clinic" at Marchiene,
Belgium a permanent tribute to the services of D. G.'s
in the last World War.
Many Delta Gamma's have achieved distinction in
different fields of yvork and some of the important are:
Ruth Bryan Owen Rhode, American Minister to
Denmark—first woman x4merican Diplomat: Dorothy
Gardiner, novelist; Margueritt Wilkinson, poet;
Hazel Vandenberg, Journalist and wife of Senator
Vandenberg: and most recent, the beautiful movie
actress, Brenda Joyce.
During the past year the D. G.'s on the Butler
Campus have made life more interesting for themselves
with various social events which were started last fall
with a successful Open House, followed by a Dads'
Dav Banquet, a wonderful Record Dance thanks to
the enthusiastic pledge class, we entertained grads at
a Homecoming Luncheon, Socials, traditional Christ-
mas Snow Ball Dance, Christmas Party for Parents,
Exchange Dinners, Mother-Daughter Banquet, Spring
Pledge Dance, and Senior Dance.
Delta Gamma was also one of the three sororities to
win a Butler Relav sale quota prize.
The D. G.'s are looking forward to a new wing and
an even more successful year ,yv-ith Phyllis Hadden
taking Mary Clay's place at the helm.
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Row i—SeH(ors—Clay. Boaz. Caroll. Defe>derfer. Riggs. Scheidler.
Row 2—Juniors—Blasengym. Chenoweth, Higdon, Hunt, Kennelly, Myers.
jlgj^ 3—Reed. Seward, Walsh—So/j/fo/nores—B urk, Collins, Cooper.
jlg^f, 4—Cotton, Dabbs. Hadden. Henry. Kippel. Osburn,
Row Fiif^—POPPAW. Risk. Zried—Fres/imen—Bridgins, Clapp, Henning,
Row 6—Howe, Keller, Loser. Lowe, Metcalf, Redwine, Whitley.
Kappa Alpha Tketa
Kappa Alpha Tlieta sorority was founded on the
DePauw University Campus in 1870. During the
course of seventy-one years, seventy-five active
chapters have been established in the United States
and Canada with a membership of twenty-five thousand.
Gamma chapter was organized at Butler in 1874,
being the first sorority to come into its own on this
campus.
Theta has had one desire in mind since 1874, that
being to maintain a permanent residence on the fra-
ternitv row. In September 1940, the active chapter
realized this hope when it moved into its new chapter
house at 925 Hampton Drive.
The fall semester was introduced successfully when
Theta pledged seventeen freshmen and upperclassmen
who received guests at a formal tea and open house.
The winter social season was highlighted by the annual
Christmas Dinner-Dance, which was held at the Lincoln
Hotel for both actives and pledges. It is customary for
the Theta to have a mid-semester "fling" to chase
awav the "after exam blues", and for the second
consecutive vear it threw open its doors to its members
and their guests for a dance at the chapter house.
Since Theta stands for high scholastic attainment,
she is proud to rank first among the sorority women on
the campus. Her greatest efforts are along this course
of accomplishment, as may be seen by her members
in most honoraries on the campus.
Gamma completed the school year by its pledges
giving a dance for the active members of the chapter.
This is a traditional event in so far as the pledges have
completed their vear's standing as "pledges". Tradition
covers one extreme to the other, and so it is that the
chapter gave its annual banquet and dance for the
graduating seniors on June 9.
The chapter officers are Lois Jean Mathieson, pres-
ident; Marv Kershner, vice-president; Lucille Bosler,
recording secretary; Mary Marott, corresponding
secretarv; and Sallv Steinbaugh, treasurer.
Row l—Seniors—lisGHAU. Berry. Christeina, Cook. Glass, Hair, Hodge. Reiser.
Row 2—McDowell, Pfarrer. Phelps. Schrader—/uniors—Bjggert, Bosart. Bosler. Dieterich.
Row 3—Evans, Fox, Graham. Hackerd. Marott, Mathieson, Shelby. Shirk.
Row 4—Socwell, Smelser, Smith—So/)/iomores—FREDERicKSON, Fuller, Hartman, Lichtenaver. Marshall.
Row 5—Masters, Miles, Better, Schrader, Steinbaugh, Studebaker. Sturm. Wilcox.
Row 6—Fres/iman—Barlow, Bearhope. Carlson, Chandler, Clark. Davis. Evans, Henderson.
Row 7—Mottern, OHara. Robinson, Shaw, Sims, Wooldridge.
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Kappa Gamma was founded at Monmouth
College, Monmouth, Illinois in 1870. There are
seventv-five active chapters; 24,000 members. Mu
chapter was founded on the Butler campus in 1878.
Kappa has long been a leader in Panhellenic spirit,
and was the first sorority on the Butler campus to
promote pledge-active meetings. Manv well known
people have been members of Kappa Kappa Gamma,
among them the famous and well known Jessica
Dragonette. Mrs. Everette M. Schofield, national
president of Kappa, was a very active member of
Mu chapter.
Under the capable leadership of Bettv Rose Martin,
the Kappas entered their sixty-third year on the Butler
campus and maintained a high rank among the
fraternal organizations.
To open the season, an Owl dinner was given at the
chapter house in honor of the new pledges. An open
house was also given to introduce the new crop of
Kappa pledges to the campus. Members of the
faculty as well as members of the other fraternities and
sororities attended this affair. The house was decorated
with fall flowers and leaves and cider and doughnuts
were served.
November the first the pledges entertained the active
chapter with their pledge dance. On December the
twentieth the Kappas held their annual Christmas
dance. A Christmas party was presented where razz
gifts and other gifts were exchanged. This was followed
by a serenade for the other fraternities and sororities
on campus.
Also on the Kappa social calendar for the past vear
were a Dad's dinner, a sweetheart dinner, and a May
Day Luncheon preceding the Mav Dav festivities at
the universitv.
The new officers for the coming vear of Kappa Kappa
Gamma are: President, Patty Stavton: Standards
Chairman, Gene Clairmont; Pledge Adviser, Barbara
Badger: Recording Secretary, Leslie Shippev; Cor-
responding Secretary, Evelyn Hammer; Marshall,
Barbara Martin.
Geneva Stunts, in which all the organizations partic-
ipate, was won in the fall by the Kappas, and a new
cup is added to their trophv shelf. Another successful
year for the Kappas ended with the winning of Geneva
Stunts and the Bulldog Subscription contest.
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Row 1—Seniors—Maktin, Bange, Buckner, Connor, Foster, Hadley, Hardin, Lowery.
Row 2—Juniors—Badger, Clairmont, Lookabill, Miller, St. Pierre, Stair, Stayton, Yates.
Row 3—Young—Sophomores—Burgan, Conn, Cramer, Freeman, Hammer, Hemmrick, Hostetter.
Row 4—JuDD, KixMiLLER, McCroskey, Martin, Schlee, Sturm, Sunderland, Winfield.
Row 5—Freshman—Brown, Browning, Burres, Cross, Hanson, Herriott, Hoy.
Row 6—Jackson, John, Kerbox, Lanahan, Ruth, Wilson.
P/ Beta ?hi
Pi Beta Phi, women's fraternity was founded on
April 28, 1867, at Monmouth College, Monmouth,
Illinois, under the name of I. C. Sorosis. Today there
are 84 active chapters of Pi Beta Phi. and 31,772
members.
The Butler Chapter of Pi Beta Phi. Indiana Gamma,
was chartered August 27, 1897. JNumbered among
its charter members are Miss Emily Helming, of the
Butler University faculty, and the late Mrs. Demarchus
C. Brown.
In 1936 The Butler Pi Phis were fortunate in being
able to move into a lovely new southern-colonial style
home on fraternity row.
This year's officers of the fraternity are Joan Silber-
man, president: Magnolia DeHart, vice-president:
Harriet Shelhorn, recording secretary; Katherine
Parrish, corresponding secretary: WiJma Anibuhl,
treasurer; and Jean Jackson, historian.
The sorority has had an extremely full social calender
this year, among the dates were the annual fall Barn
Dance and the Christmas dance which was held the
night before Christmas vacation. The State Dav
luncheon was held in Indianapolis on April 26. The
State Day dance was held that night at the Columbia
Club. In May, the pledges gave their dance at the
sorority house, then the last dance of the season was
given in June at the Ulen Countr\ Club.
The first social function of the year was a formal
tea, introducing our new pledges to the campus. Soon
after this, followed a reception given bv the chapter
for Miss Elizabeth D. Ward. Dean of Women, and Mrs.
Edith Harrington, house chaperon. The chapter again
filled its tradition of entertaining the faculty this year
with an afternoon reception.
For the first time the Pi Phis held exchange dinners
with the other sororities, as well as the fraternities.
Pi Beta Phi is fortunate in having one of the most
active Mother's Club on the campus. They entertained
the entire chapter at Christmas and the seniors in the
late spring.
In the early spring a library was dedicated to Mrs.
Jessie C. Brown. It is composed of 100 books, from
her private library, which were left to the organization
upon her death. The dedication was sponsored by the
Advisory Board, headed by Mrs. Robert S. Wild.
During Homecoming, the Pi Beta Phi house decora-
tions were the best among the women's fraternities and
they were awarded a trophy for the first prize.
Pi Beta Phi sorority is composed of girls who are
very active in all campus affairs, and who strive to show
the students and the faculty of Butler University that
the Pi Phis are in every way "Loval to Butler".
Row 1—Wiley, President,—Seniors—Barkan, Goetz, Griffith. M. Johnson, Mann, Swails,—/u/riors
—
Ambuhl.
Row 2—Belknap. DeHart. Haffner, Hill, Meredith, Shelhorn. J. Silberman, Terry.
Row 3—Sophomores—Mlkerman, Bell, Brooks Forrest, Glasscock, Hart, Jackson, Jamieson.
Row 4—Johnson, Lindsay, Lindsteadt, Mitchell, Mummert, Murphy, Parrish, Renfrew.
Row 5—Ringham, Roberts, Smith, Sylvester, TiNDALL—Fres/iman—Alexander, Burbank, Dailey.
Row 6—Gessert, B. Johnson, Jones, Kirby, McClure, Munro, Peterson, Schmalholz.
Row 7—L. Silberman, Strawmeyer, Weaver.
Zeta Tau Alpka
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority was founded at the Virginia
State Normal School on October 15, 1898. There are
80 active chapters of Zeta Tau Alpha. These chapters
are in Canada as well as throughout the United States.
The Alpha Delta Chapter was founded on the Butler
Campus on June 5, 1920. This year's officers were
Paula McClurg, president; Maribelle Foster, vice-
president; Ruth Ann Lett, secretary; Rose Ellen Gray,
treasurer; Virginia Davy, historian; Janet Williams,
guard: and Ann Strauss, rush-captain.
One of the first activities of Zeta Tau this year was
the presentation of their lovely act entitled "Drifting
and Dreaming". Thev received honorable mention
for this performance. The Zeta Tau's celebrated the
Christmas season bv giving a party at their sorority
house. The girls also gave two bridge parties very
successfully during the year.
The lovelv, original Homecoming float of Zeta Tau
Alpha, entitled "I, Butler, Take Thee DePauw", tied
for second place in the sorority group.
The Founders' Dav of Zeta Tau Alpha was celebrated
on October 16 with a buffet supper at the sorority house.
The Indianapolis Alumnae Association of Zeta Tau
Alpha entertained the representatives of the Zeta
chapters from Indiana L niversitv and Franklin College
on the sororitv's State Dav, April 19, held at the
Indianapolis Athletic Club.
Province Convention was held in March at the
Zeta house here in Indianapolis. Representatives
staving at the house over the week-end were from
Franklin College, Indiana, jNorthwestern, Illinois,
and James Millikin Universities. Several girls of the
Alpha Gamma chapter are planning to attend the
national convention at Gulfport, Mississippi this sum-
mer.
The Alpha Gamma chapter has had one of its most
successful vears. The girls have taken part in every
activitv on the campus. The Zeta Tau Alpha sorority
is looking forward to many more happy and successful
vears at Butler Universitv.
Row 1—Seniors—Paul, Leslie, Willl^ms,—Juniors—Foster.
Row 2—Gray, Lett, McClurg, Richardson.
Row 3—Sophomores—Davy, Strauss,—Freshmen—Collins.
B. /. A.
Butler Independent Association. local chapter of the
National Independent Association, was organized on
the Butler campus in 1932.
Butler Independent Association this year completed
one of the most interesting and eventful nine months
period in its history.
Raymond Hogan, president; Helen Ruegamer, vice-
president; Ettajane Jordan, secretary; and Frank
Kendall, treasurer, served as officers both semesters.
For the first time pledges of B.I.A. were maintained
as a separate group during the pledge period. Initiation
ceremonies for the 76 new members were held in the
B.I.A. room in Jordan Hall December 7, followed by
a banquet at the Bamboo Inn.
New national organization pins were voted to replace
the local insignia during the fall semester. Selected by
representatives of the nation's independents at a
conclave held last year at Purdue University, the pin
is round and bears the initials of the national In-
dependent Student's Association as well as those of the
local chapter.
Activities this year included entering floats in the
Homecoming and Relays parades, entering the Hinkle
Trophy contest, the Cheer Drive, The Doll Contest,
and Geneva Stunts in the spring.
B.I.A. ranks first in men's standings and second
in women's standings according to scholastic ratings
among organizations on the campus. As football and
basketball champions, B.I.A. holds intramural competi-
tion honors.
The social program included spreads, mixers, and
the annual picnic to a state park.
The B.I.A. Mother's Club equipped the chapter's
room with new furniture, and aided the society in many
ways during the year.
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Row i—Seniors—IIOGAN, Charles, Damner, Elkin, Harbaugh, Barrett, Huesing, Lentz, Memkeheim
Row 2—A. Sanders, Smyrnis, Todd, Whitley, M. Young,—/uniors—Bra bender, Christman, Cotton. Dillon.
Row 3—EssER, Goodlet, Ingold, Kendall, Nahmias, O'Drain, Ostermeyer, Poe, Poppenseaker.
Row 4—Reid, Reugamer, Wagle.—So/j/iomores-Ashman, Backes, Badger, Blessing, Brock, Craig.
Row 5—Dahlstrand, Davis, Freyman, Hanafree, Hoss, Kapherr, Kottlowski, Millekan, Reimer.
Rou; 6—F. Sanders, Stump, Truelock, W. Young,—fres/iman—Cessna, Cherpas, Darmer, DeBoer, Downey.
Row 7—Gass, GooDwm, Hubble, Kilgore, Lovelace, Millice, Ostermeyer. Powers, Ray.
Row 8—Renshaw, Skidmore, Zalac, Murnan.
Newman Club
Roiv 1, Juniors—J. Evard, M. Fromhold, Fox, Funke, Healey, Koch.
Ruw 2
—
Marone, Sullivan, Sweeney, Walsh,—Sophomores—Celarek, Deery.
Row 3—Dietz, D. Fromhold, Hardman, C. Haskin, Helm, McGrath.
Row 4, Freshman—Beyersdorfer, H. Evard, N. Haskin, Izzo, Leikhim, McLeod, Collins.
The Newman Club is the only group of its kind on
the Butler Campus. It is a strong organization of
Catholic Students to promote social and business
activities for those students.
The most successful event of this year was the
"Hiuf Book Hop". This dance was held in the field
house after the final exams of the first semester. The
entire campus congratulates the Newman Club upon
its success in this affair and sincerely hopes that it will
be an annual event.
Among the other affairs sponsored bv the Newman
Club were several luncheons. Campus Club dances for
the members, and a Communion Breakfast. A steak
fry held in the spring was the closing function of the
year.
This year the Newman Club, under the capable
leadership of Jack Evard, has had one of its most
successful vears.
TrLanon
Him /, ^rniiii\ -LvNCLEY, M. Young, Rlshton,—Juniors—Poppenseaker. Dobson.
RiiK 2 —>Hii/.m. L. OsTERMEVER, Bbabender, Christman,—Soplwmores—Lichtsinn
Bim .i —Collins, l,^^CH, W. Young,—Freshman—Elder, Rercheval.
Roiv 4—Speicher, L. Ostermeyer, Douglas, Spalding, Trittipo.
Trianon, non-Greek sorority, was lounded on the
Butler Campus in 1929. The purpose of this social
group is to inspire democracy, fellowship, scholarship,
and service among its members.
The girls of Trianon opened the year with a Back-
to-School picnic party for rushees. This rush season
closed after ten girls had accepted the blue and gold
ribbons of Trianon. The two main events of the year
consisted of a Barn Dance given in the fall by the
pledges, and a Spring Dance held during the latter part
of the \ear. Two other formal occasions were the
Founders" Day Banquet held in February and the
Senior Banquet held in May.
The social calender of Trianon also had on it many
spreads, teas and a Homecoming Luncheon.
This vear's officers were Lucille Langley, president;
Doris Brabender, vice-president; Betty Collins, cor-
responding secretary, Lois Lichstinn. recording sec-
retarv; Illene Dobson. treasurer: and Nina Switzer,
Rush Captain.
Members of Trianon whose pictures are not shown
are Arline Phillips. Marv Elizabeth Prosch and
Kathleen Schockley.
The Trianon girjs try to take part in all the campus
activities in order to show their interest in the progress
of Butler University.
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CANDY
The Better
For
The Book Store
Indianapolis Dairies
supplied by
HAMILTON-HARRIS
COMPANY
are members of
THE
Distinctive
MILK FOUNDATION
DANCE PROGRAMS, PLACE CARDS,
DOOR CARDS, INVITATIONS,
OF STATIONERY, FAVORS
INDIANAPOLIS
BROWN COLLEGIATE MFG. CO.
"Exclusive College Goods"
INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANA'S LEADING HOTEL
Jkt' Jj-ooUirat* t<r JijOOiWi' MoifuiaJiiv'
Give your banquets and dances
that certain metropolitan at-
mosphere. Our doorway is the
entrance to glamorous evenings.
*7j^
Indianajjolis
The Graduate of TODAY
insists upon
Indiana Fur Co. Exclusive
\\% III/
Miss Dina Barkan,
Butler University
senior, is shown
wearing a Civet Cat
Stroller—an exclu-
sive Vassar - Guild
Fashion
!
Furriers For
Over 50 Years!
Use
* CHARGE
* LAYAWAY
* BUDGET
* Yes, all smart col-
lege girls insists upon
Indiana Fur Co.'s ex-
clusive 1941-42 Fur
Fashions .
.
.
* E\-ery Fur Carries
Our 2-Year Written
GUARANTEE!
THE SMARTEST TUR - CAMPUS WEAR" . . .
DURING THE SUMMER LET'S MEET AT
THE PARKMOOR
All-cream Ice Cream Delicious Sandwiches
At the Gate of the State Fairgrounds on 38th Street
SERVICE IN YOUR CAR
Young Indianapolis and
especially our Butler Social-
ites are finding the Marott
ideal for their ref|uirenients,
whether for foi'uial affairs
or impromptu lunclieon or
dinner.
SERVICE
Main Dining Room
12:00 noon to 2:00 P.M.
.5:30 P.M. to 9:00 P.M.
Coffee Shop
\\\-vk day.s -
7:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
Sunday
—
3:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
THE MAROTT HOTEL
YOUR UPTOWN HOTEL Meridian by the Waterway
A Special School
for Specific Courses .
h-This school concentrates u|iuii n
siRned to prepare young people .lelinilily for
business positions. EvervHimt; is iloiir with
tlie idea of accomphshing tlic iiuiximum in a
given period of time. Business firms rec-
ognize the thoroufili, prai-tical preparation
obtained under such cdnditinns. This is the
INDIANA BUSINESS
COLLEGE
of Indianapolis. Tlie others are at Marion,
Muncie, Logansport, Anderson, Kokomo,
Lafayette, Columbus, Richmond, and Vin-
cennes—Ora E. Butz, President. Call per-
sonally, if convenient. Otherwise, for
Bulletin describing courses and quoting
tuition fees, telephone or write the I. B.C.
nearest you, or Fred W. Case, Principal.
CENTRAL
BUSINESS COLLEGE
.\iThitects cV- Buil.leis Hldg.
Pennsylvania and Vermont
Inchanapohs
Reliable Hams and Bacon
'for the best in meats-
ask for Kingan's"
KINGAN CS, CO.
Indianapolis, Indiana
"Away Back When"
—Yes! Away back-when "old Butler'
was out IRVINGTON WAY—
—was getting quite a reputation for
finer dry cleaning—and even today
vou will get GREGG'S, if vou call
—
RILey 8321
'Good Food Is
Good Health'
s
Ik
1
i£H
1
1
r
¥'1]
Seville Restaurant
Meridian at Washington Street
In Indianapolis For Comfort and
Convenience Experienced Travelers Choose
;|5\?8 is »a«)
SSii:!K« H»/iiSslS
HOTEL
LINCOLN
400 Rooms 400 Baths
Rates from $2 . 50
P. E. RUPPRECHT, Mgr.
POSTER DISPLAY CO.
1440 East 19th Ch. 7910
TAXI BUMPER STRIPS
WINDOW CARDS DISPLAYS
* for Satisfactory Service in
Laundry or Dry Cleaning
Call MA. 2431
Progress
Laundry and
Dry Cleaning Co.
430 East Market Street
DEAN BROTHERS, INC.
Pumping Machinery
323 West 10th St.
INDIANAPOLIS
Graham Asbestos Co.
CONTRACTORS FOR RUBBEROID PRODUCTS
All Types of Roofing for Homes, Apartments
Industrial Plants
Asphalt Brick Siding
Sheet Metal Work
1532 W. Wash. St. Ma. 3932
(^quality)
(SPECIALIZATIOM^
INDECO GUIDES TO BETTER ANNUALS
\^ STA B I LITY ) Since the turn of the century the Indianapolis Engraving Company, Inc., has
maintained the highest standards of quality and intelligent cooperation, thus
accounting for the continuous use of our service by many high schools, colleges
and universities.
Indeco quality is the finest that modern equipment and skilled craftsmen can
produce. Every engraving is unconditionally guaranteed to be a perfect print-
ing plate and to give a faithful reproduction of your engraving copy.
Our service includes help in planning and designing, suggestions on how to get
the best pictorial effects, assistance in preparation of engraving copy, and
solving the many problems arising in making your book both an editorial and
financial success.
The latest ideas in yearbook construction are offered to make the annual best
meet the requirements of your particular school. Our "Service Manual" is a
complete guide for the staff in their work.
Indeco planned yearbooks have long been recognized as being among the out-
standing annuals of the country. You will be agreeably surprised, too, at the
purchasing power of your budget. Write us asking for a complete explana-
tion of the Indeco plan.
inDiflnnpoLis enGRRUiHG comPRnv inc
C ' D E A S")
(r ESULTS^
INDIANAP OlIS INDIANA
ON MAINTAINING
LEflOffiSH!
To win and consistently hold a place as the recognized
leader of school annual printing, has been the record
of Rogers Printing Company since its beginning in
1908.
That we have, during a period of 32 years, success-
fully produced hundreds of annuals for schools through-
out the country, attests our ability to satisfy completely
the most discriminating Year Book Staff.
New ideas, coupled with the knowledge and experi-
ence gained through a quarter of a century's service,
insure the school that chooses a Rogers printed book
of ideal pages From Start to Finish.'
We ore proud that the staff of THE DRIFT
entrusted its printing to our organization and we
herewith present it as an example of our work.
ROGERS PRINTING COMPANY
307-309 First Street
DIXON, ILLINOIS
228 N. LaSalle Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
IREFRESHING
There is nothing that refreshes quite
Hke a shower after a game of basketball
or tennis, or golf, or any sport for that
matter.
Indianapolis Water Company
Established 1859
The Mitchells have been printing
over 80 years
WILLIAM MITCHELL
PRINTING
COMPANY
Book Manufacturers
Greenfield, Indiana
H. H.WRIGHT
Publicity
and
Commercial
Photography
Br 7362
Thank you tor the Opportunity of Supph'ing the Fuel tor
Jordan Hall and the Fieldhouse attain this vear."
WRIGHT COAL COMPANY
'We Serve Butler
• DELAWARE
• FLOWER
SHOP
TA 4568
2922 North Delaware St.
NATIONAL LIBRARY BINDERY
COMPANY OF IND., Inc.
College, Public and Private
LIBRARY BINDING
30Q Jackson Bldg. Lincoln 8238
546 S. Meridian St.
INDIANAPOLIS
NEXT TIME you see a lady order 7-Up, notice
how she sips it slowly. Naturally she enjoys
the delicate flavor, the super-refined quality of
clear, uncolored 7-Up. But there's something
more. She has an indefinable air of assurance, of
pride
. . . yes, pride that she is
showing the best of taste in her
choice of the "fresh up" drink.
That's how people feel about 7-Up.
rj,p«\ They want to be seen drinking it.
It is the sign of those who know.
•
YOU PROUDLY DRINK 7-Up
38 yeanA^ol
CONSTRUCTIVE
ADVANCEMENT
GRAIN DEALERS
NATIONAL MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Indianapolis, Indiana
ASSETS
.
J3,967,S99
SURPLUS J/,632,000
PAHTICIPATING INSURANCE
ADVERTISING SECTION
JoHX T. Barnett
Gene Dixon Guv
Robert Main
Advertising Rep.
Photography
Drawings
Butler Drift
advertisers
are
better
backers
B>i4ile^ Amleilc Plcmi

So we come to the conclusion
. .
. the year is gone
. . . College is done. This book is only a few chapters
of a series of volumes—many of which have not yet
been written—that make up the story of your life. It
is the hope of the staff that edited this volume, that
you will find the 1941 DRIFT a most happy and
faithful recording of events and experiences to be
remembered.







